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STATE OF NEW JERSEY 
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PRE-FILED FOR INTRODUCTION IN THE 1990 SESSION 

By Assemblymen SCHWARTZ and NAPLES 

1 AN ACT to prevent abuses of electronic monitoring in the 
2 workplace. 
3 
4 BE IT ENACTED by the Senate and General Assembly of the 
5 State of New Jersey: 
6 1. As used in this act: 
7 "Commissioner" means the Commissioner of Labor. 
8 "Electronic monitoring" means the obtaining of personal data 
9 concerning an employee by means ·of computer, electronic 

10 observation and supervision, · remote telephone surveillance, 
11 telephone call accounting and other forms of auditory, video or 
12 computer-based surveillance conducted by any transfer of signs, 
13 signals, writing, images, sounds, data or intelligence of any 
14 nature transmitted in whole or in part by a wire, radio, 
15 electromagnetic, photoelectronic or photooptical system. 
16 ''Employee" means any. individual who performs services for · 
17 and under the control and direction of an employer for wa·ges or 
18 other remuneration. 
19 ''Employer" means: a:n individual, partnership, association, 
20 corporation or other person who engages the services of an 
21 employee and who pays the employee wages . or other 
22 compensation; an agent of the employer; or a person or business 
23 entity having a contractual agreement with the employer to 
24 obtain, maintain or otherwise manage personal data concerning 
25 the employer's employees. The term "employer" shall apply to 
26 private employers and to the State, its political subdivisions and 
27 any boards, commissions, schools, institutions or authorities 
28 created by the State or its pvlitical subdivisions. 
29 "Personal data" means any information concerning an 
30 · employee which because of name, identifting number, mark or 
31 description can be associated with that particular employee, 
32 including information contained in printouts, forms or written· 
33 analyses or evaluations. 
34 "Prospective employee" means an individual who has applied 
35 for a position of employment with an employer. 
36 2. a. An employer engaging in electronic monitoring to obtain 
37 personal data about an employee shall provide the employee with 

· 38 prior written notice describing the following information 
39 regarding the electronic monitoring: 
40 (1) What forms of electronic monitoring will be used: 
41 (2) What.personal data will be collected; 
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1 · (3) How frequently each fo.:rm of electronic monitoring will 

2 occur; 
3 (4) What production standards and work performance 

4 expectations exist; 
5 (5) How the personal data obtained by electronic monitoring 
6 _ will be used in determining or modifying production standards and 
7 work performance expei;:tations: and 
8 (6) What other use will be made of personal data obtained by 
9 electronic monitoring. 

10 b. An employer shall provide a prospective employee with the 
11 written notice required pursuant to ~bsec::tion a. of thjs section_ 
12 regarding any existing forms of electronic monitoring which may 
13 be used to obtain person~ data about the prospective employee if 
14 he is hired by the employer. The written notice shall be provided 
15 to the prospective employee before any agreement is entered into 
16 for the prospective employee to be employed by the employer. 
17 c. An employer engaging in electronic monitoring shall provide 
18 the affected employee with a signal light, beeping tone., verbal 
19 notification· or . other form of visual or · aural notice that 
20 electronic monitoring is taking place. 
21 d. An: employer c::onducting a telephone service observation 
22 shall provide any affected customer with a signal light, beeping 
23 tone, verbal notification or other form of visual o_r auralnotice, 
24 that the telephone service observation is occurring. 
25 e. Notwithstanding the provisions in subsection a. above, an 
26 employer who is engaged ~ electronic monitoring on the 

. 27 effective 'date of this act .shall be given a period of ninety·days 
28 following that effective date in which to provide each affected 
29 employee with the written notice required pursuant to that 

30 subsection. 
31 3. An· employer shall .provide an employee or the ernpioyee · s 
32 authorized agent, upon the request of the employee,· access to all 
33 personal. data obtained by electronic monitoring of the 
34 employee's work. If the personal data regarding the employee 
35 uses a code to convey informatioI). about the employee, the 
36 employee or the employee's agent shall be provid~d with a k·ey toe 
37 the code. The employer shall provide copies of any portion of the 
38 personal data requested by the employee at a charge not greater 
39 than the cost of reproduction. 
40 4; If an employee notifies his employer that he. believes that 
41 any portion of the personal data obtained by electronic 
42 monitoring of that employee is inaccurate or misleading, the 
43 . employee and the employer may mutually agree up~n a removal 
44 or correction. If an agreement can not be, reached, the employee 
45 may submit a written statement explaining the employee· s 
46 position regarding the disputed information. The statement shall 
47 be included in any disclosure of the disputed information. The 
48 inclusion of the employee statement with the information without 
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any additional statement by the employer shall not imply or 
create any presumption of employer agreement with the 
statement's contents. ln,aJig,itj<J!_l, the emplq~~emay: 

a. File a complaint :t\\r?8Ui'fi~~?Z-hatever .gfi'."e~iaiii'~i· procedure is 
established pursuant to an applicable collective bargaining 
agreement; or 

b. File a complaint with the commissioner, who shall 
investigate the complaint and have the authority to conduct a 
hearing pursuant to the "Administrative Procedure Act," 
P.L.1968, c.410 (C.52:14B-1 et seq.) to determine whether the 
disputed information is inaccurate or misleading. If the 
com.missioner determines that the disputed information is 
inaccurate or misleading, he shall require that the information be 
deleted. 

5. a. An employer shall obtain no personal data regarding an 
employee through electronic monitoring or maintain that personal 

. data, except data which are relevant to the employee's work 
performance. 

b. An employer shall not_ maintain personal data obtained 
through electronic monitoring if the personal data have been 
determined by the commissioner to be inaccurate or misleading . 
pursuant to section 4 of this act. 

6. a. An employer shall not use personal data obtained by 
electronic monitoring as a basis for individual employee 
performance evaluation or disciplinary action, except as follows: 

(i) · The employer may use personal data regarding the 
empioyee · s work performance during the first 42 days following 
the date on which the employee is hired to evaluate the 
employee· s work performance for the purpose_ of determining 
whether t_o continue to employ the employee· and on what terms 
the employee shall be employed; and 

(2) After the 42nd day following hiring, the employer may use 
personal data obtained by ,electronic monitoring to evaluate the 
employee's work performance for purposes other than 
disciplinary action, if the personal data are obtained by 
electronic monitoring during one period of not more than 30 
continuous days out of any one year period, and the employee is 
given advanced notice of when that period of not more than 30 
days is to occur. 

b. An employer shall not use personal data obtained by 
electronic monitoring as a basis for individual employee 
performance evaluation or disciplinary action if the personal data 
are collected or maintained in violation of the provisions of 
section 5 of this act. 

c. An employer shall not use personal data obtained through 
electric monitoring to calculate_ the volume or rate of an 
employee's work for a performance evaluation of the employee. 
unless the calculations are based on the entire volume of work 
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1 perfortded by the employee foi: a period of not less than one week. 
2 d. If an employer. uses· personal. data· obtairred through a .. 
3 telephorte , servke observation to evaluate any aspect of an 
-l employee· s performance other than the volume or rate of the 
5. employee's work. the evaluation shall be based on the 
6 observation of not less than 30 consecutive telephone calls 
7 handled by the employee .and the observation shall be conducted 
8 in one continuous session. 
9 7. a. An employer shall not disclose personal data obtained by 

10 electroni<;: monitoring regarding an employee to any person or 
1l business entity· without the prior written, cortsent of · the 
12 employee, unless the disclosure is made: 
13 · {1) To those officers and employees of the ,eniployenvho have. 
14 a legitimate need for the information in the ,pedomrance of their 
15 
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duties; 
(2) To a law enforcement agency in connec;tion with a criminal 

investigation or prosecution; or 
. (3) Pursuant to the order of a court of competentjurisdiction. 

b. An' employer shall not disclose any personal dt,ita obtained 
by electronic monitoring to any person or business eritity if the 
personal data are collected or maintained in violation of the 
provisions of section 5 of this act. . 

8. No waiver of the provisions of this act by an employee or . 
prospective employee shall be · a ·· defertse. to either criminai · 
prosecution o·r civil liability; . 

9. This act shall not . apply to - electronic monitoring 
administered . by law enfor.cement agencies conduc;:~ing criminal 
investigations . 

10. Each employer who uses .electronic monitoring to obtain 
personal data about his employees shall establish an employee 
assistance program to make available for each affected employee 
evaluation and. ~ounseling regarding stress-related problems by a 
qualified co~elor and tq provide referral and paid. release time 
for any treatment which the counselor determines is necessary to . 
assi.st the employee to successfully cope with the problems. 

11. An emplllyer who violates a provision of this ac:;t shall be 
guilty of a crime of the fourth degree. 

12. An employee aggrieyed by. a violation of a provisi6n_ of this 
act may, not more than thr.ee. years following the violation., 
institute and prosecute in his own name and on his own behalf, or 
for himself and for others similarly situated, a civil action for 
_inj~ctive relief and damages. If tht: employee prevails in the 
action, he shall be entitled to an award of damages which result 
from the violation, inch1ding any lost wages, benefits .an4 other 
remuneration, or for the amount of $1,000.00, whichever is 

-16 greater, plus fJJll costs of the action and reasonable attomeys · 
47 fees. If the court finds the violation to be willful and knowing, it 
48 may award treble damages. If an employer is found by the court 



1 to have terminated or disciplined the employee because of 
2 personal data obtained, maintained or used in violation of the 
3 provisions of th1s act, the employer shall be required to reinstate 
4 the employee to the same position held before the termination or 
5 disciplinary action or to an equivalent position and reinstate the 
6 employee· s full benefit and seniority rights. 
7 13. The commissioner shall adopt rules and regulations 
8 pursuant to the provisions of the "Administrative Procedure 
9 Act,,. P.L.1968, c.410 (C.52:14B-1 et seq.) as may be necessary.to 

10 carry out the provisions of this act. These regulations shall 
11 include, but not be limited to, regulations adopted in consultahon 
12 · with the Commissioner of Human Services stating the minimum 
13 required qualifications of counselors employed in employee 
14 assistance programs established pursuant to section 10 of this act. 
15 14. This act shall take effect immediately, except that section 
16 10 shall remain inoperative until the 180th day following the 
17 effective date of this act. 

·1a 
19 
20 STATEMENT 
21 
22 The purpose of this bill is to prevent abuses of electronic 
23 monitoring in the workplace. The bill sets the following 
24 standards for an employer who uses electronic means to collect 

· 25 information which may be identified with an individual employee: 
26 · 1. The - employer is required to notify employees · and 
27 prospective employees of the employer's electronic monitoring 
28 · policies. 
29 2. The employer is required, during any electronic moajtoring, 
3.0 to provide a . visu_al or aural signal of the monitoring to an 
31 employee or, if the monitoring is a telephone service observation, 
32 to the employee and arty affected customer. 
33 3. The employer is required to provide an employee aci::ess to 
34 all data obtained by electTOnic monitoring of the employee. The 
35 employee may dispute inaccurate or misleading data, submit a 
36 written statement t.o be included with the disputed data and file a 
37 complaint through an available grievance procedure or with the 
38 Commissioner of Labor, who may delete data. 

· 39 4. The employer is prohibited from using electronic monitoring 
40 to obtain data not relevant to the employee· s work performance. 
41 5. The employer is prohibited from using data obtained by 
42 electronic monitoring for an employee evaluation, unless it 
43 applies only to the employee's performance during the first 42 
44 days after he is hired, or, after that 42-day period, only to one 
45 period of not more than 30 continuous days out of any one-year 
46 period. After the 42-day period, the employer is prohibited from 
47 using the data for disciplinary actions. 
48 6. The employer is prohibited from using electric monitoring 
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l · to calc:ulate the rate or volume of.an employee's work for. a 
2 perfonnance evaluation, unless the calculation is based on all 
3 work performed during an entire week. The employer is also 
4 prohibited from using data obtained through a telephone service 
5 observation to evaluate any aspect of an employee's performance 
6 other than work volwne or rate. unless the observation is of not 
7 less than 30 consecutive telephone calls. 
a 7. The employe.r is prohibited, without prior em,ployee consent, 
9 from disclosing personal data obtained by electronic monitoring 

10 except under certain stated circumstances. 
11 8. The · employer is required to establish an. employee 
12 assistance program to provide. counseling, referral imd paid 
13 release time for necessary tre.atment for stress-related problems. 
14 Violations of the bill are crimes of the . .fourth. degree.. In· 
15 addition, an employee may institute a civil action for injunctive 
16 relief and damages. If an employee is terminated or disciplined 
17 because of a violation, the court may require the. reinstatement 
18 , of the employee's previous position or• its equivalent with full 
19 benefit and seniority rights. 
20 
21 
22 
23 
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REPLACE SECTION 2 TO READ: 
2. a. An employer engaging in. electronic monitoring to obtain 

personal data about an employee shall provide the employee with 
prior written notice describing the following information· 
regarding t~e electronic monitoring: 

(1) What forms of electronic monitoring will be used; 
(2) What personal data will be collected; 
(3) H_ow frequently each form of electronic .monitoring will 

occur: 
( 4} What production standards and work performance 

expectations exist; 
(5) How the personal data obtained by electronic monitoring 

will be used· in determining or modifying production standards and 
work performance expectations; and 

(6) What other use will be made of personal data obtained by 
electronic monitoring. 

b. An employer shall provide a prospective employee with the 
written notice required pursuant to subsection a. of this section 
regarding any existing forms of electronic monitoring which may 
be used to obtain personal data about the prospective employee if 
he is hired by the employer. The written notice shall be provided 
to the prospective employee before any agreement is entered into 
for the prospective employee to be employed by the employer. 

c. An employer engaging in electronic monitoring shall provide 
the affected employee with a signal light, beeping tone, verbal 
notification or other form of visual or aural notice that 
electronic monitoring is taking placel, unless the· emplover is 
required. by the provisions of a State or federal law to conduct 
the electronic monitoring without providing the notice1 . 

· d. An employer conducting a telephone service observation 
shall provide any affected customer with a signal light. beeping 
tone, verbal notification or other fo~ of visual or aural notice 
that the telephone service observation is occurring. 

e. Notwithstanding the provisions in subsection a. above, an 
employer· who is engaged in electronic ·monitoring on the 
effective date of this act shall he given a period of ninety days 

· following that effective date in which to provide each affected 
employee with the written notice required pursuant to that 
subsection. 
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REPLACE'sECilQN 6 J:D BEA,Q: 
. 6. a. An emploYer ·shalLrt~t use,personal data obtained by 

electronic monitoring as a basis for individual employee 
performance evalu.ation or disciplinary action. except as follows: 

(1) The employer may use p.ersonal data regarding · the 
employee· s work performance during the first 42 days following 
the date on which the employee is hired to evaluate the 
employee· s work performance for the purpose of determining 
whether to continue to employ the employee and on what terms 
the employee shall be employed; 1[andl1 · 

(2) After the i2nd day following hirmg, the employer may use 
personal data obtained by elec~ronic monitoring to evaluate the 
employee· s work perfonnance for purposes. other.. than 
disciplinary action, if the personal data are obtained by 
electronic faonitoring during· one period of not more than 30. 
continuous days out of any one year period, and the employee is 
given advanced notice of when that period of not r;nore than 30. 
days is to occur 1; and . 

(3) The personal data relates to a criminal violation for which 
the emplovee has been convicted. 

A provision of this subsection a.· shall not apply to an employer 
to the extent that compUance with that provision will prevent the 
emplover Irom compl)7:mg with the provision of any federal law or 
any other State iawl . · · · 
· b.. An- employer shall · not use personal data obtained by 

electronic· monitoring as a .basis for individual· employee 
performanc~ evaluationor disciplinary action if the pe,:sonal data .. 
are collec~ed or m~tained in violation of the provisions of 
section 5 of thi$ act. . 

c. An employer shall not use personal· data obtained through 
electric monitoring to calculate the volume or· rate of' an 
em.ployee · s work for a performance evaluation o.f the employee. 
unless the calculations are bll,sed on the entire volume of work 
performed by the employee for a period of not less than one week. 

d. If an employer uses personal data obtained through a 
telephone service observation to evaluate any aspect of an 
employee's performance other than the volume or rate of the 
employee· s work, the evaluation shall be based on the 
observation of not less than . 30 consecutive telephone calls 
handl~d by the employee cµid the observation shall be conducted 
in one continuous session .. 

REl;>LAGE SECIIQN Z TQ REAQ: 
7. a. An employer shall not disclose personal data obtained by 

electroni,c monitoring reg~rding an employee to any person or 
business entity without the prior written consent of. the 
employee, unless the disclosure is made: 

(1) To those. officers and employees of the employer who have 
a legitimate need :or the information in the performance of their 
duties; 
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(2) To a law enforcement agency in connection with a criminal 
investigation or prosecution; l[or] 1 

(3) lTo a State or federal ~egulatorv a.gencv to the extent that 
the ernplover is required bv law to provide the personal data to 
the agencv; or 

L'!l1 Pursuant to the order of a court of competent jurisdiction. 
b. An employer shall not disclose any personal data obtained 

by electronic monitoring to any person or business entity if the 
personal data are collected or maintained in violation of the 
provisions of section 5 of this act. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN JOSEPH D. PATERO ( Chairman) : May I have 

your attention? First of ~11, I'd like to welcome yeti all here 

today on this importc,.nt bill. Can I have it .quiet in ~he 

back? Sorry we aie s~arting the meeting late. I usually like 

to start promptly. I1: seems that everyone kept bringing in 

different amendments and other proposals. That's the reason 

why we're late. We are now going to have a public hearing on 

the Assembly Bill No. 210 which prohibits the abuse of 

workplace electronic monitoring. Will you please ca11· the role. 

MR. WILLIAMS (Committee Aide): Assemblyman Martin. 

UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF COMMITTEE: He's here. 

MR. WILLIAMS: Assemblyman Littell. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Here. 

MR. WILLIAMS: Assemblyman Foy is not here, 

Assemblyman Gill is not here. Assemblyman Patera. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: I'm here. Okay, there .will .be no 

· action taken on the bill today. . We will just be taking. 

testimony, and, theri we' 11 see- what the hearing comes up with. ·· 

The .first person that we' 11· have to address this Committee is 

Vince Trevelli from CWA. 

V I N C E N T 
Chairman. 

M. T R E V E L L I: Good morning, Mr. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Good morning. 

MR. TREVELLI: Mr. Littell, how are you? I just 

wanted to thank you for schedµling this bill and bringing this 

'Jill up and holding this public hearing. This has· been an 

issue which has affected our membership and the public for many 

yea:r;s. trnforturiately,. it's a practice -- electronic !Ilonitoring 

-- that is growing. 

When we first raised this issue, we were conce.rned 

about our membership in the telephone CO!l\pan~es, AT&T, New 

Jersey Bell, and others, but now the practice has expanded from 

the State of New Jersey. When you call for what you think is 

confidential tax .. information, there could be a third party 

listening in on your conversation with the State of New Jersey 
t 

while you discuss your taxes. We believe that's an invasion of 

I 
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. . i 
privacy; So, I brought here. today two· peQple who. actual~y are 

monitored on a daily basis. They've taken the day off tJo come 

down and speak to the Committee. We have one woman f r~m New 

Jersey Bell and one woman from the Department of i Motor 

Vehicles, who also listens in on. conversations. I really just 

wanted to let them speak about the effect of this constlant or 

random, and not knowing when it's coming monitoring on! their 

ability to do their job, which they do everyday. 

First, I'd like to introduce Karen Gardner. She works 
' with the Department of Motor Vehicles onQuakerbridge. 

K A R E N G A R D N E R: Hello. Basically, the way i feel 

as far as monitoring is concerned, I feel that I have an 
i 

extreme"ly stressful job. If anybody .has ever dealt wi 'j:h the 

Division of M~tor Vehicles, th.ey know that people call ~s with 

•1ife and death problems, and I feel that if some9ne is 

monitoring me, I'm trying to get·the point· across, I'm/trying 

to get the person to feel that I know what I'm talking \about, 

and in ·the back· there's someone monitoring. me who is f~guring 
I . 

out whether _ or not I'm sounding too powerful, or whethfr I'm 

trying to sound too motherly to a person-~ I really I. don't 
• I 

think that I should have to deal with that. I . think . that I . . I 
really should be able to do my job. I know. my job, . I I vie been 

. ! 

doing it for two years, and I think I do it· very well. j'so as 

. far as monitoring is concerned, I think it really is unf~ir. I 

really do. ! 
I 

. ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Maybe you can help me out. dn this 
I 

monitoring. You say the State monitors the calls. 

MS. GARDNER: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Randomly or--

i 
I 
! 

MS; GARDNER: 
i 

Well,· now it's structured so that, every 
i 

Exactly: which other week different ~ections are ·monitored. 

persons are. being monitored, that's at random. 

section by section when it's going on. 

I 
But we know 

I 
I 

! 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Vince, is this just the Motor 

2 



Vehicles and her group or--

MR. TREVELLI: Well, I think--,- Like I said, it's at 

Taxation as well, 

Jersey Bell, in 

getting today, 

for the State of New Jersey. It's in New 

AT&T, and from the testimony you will be 

apparently lots of private employers monitor 

their employees as well. So it's a practice that we think is 

very broad, and it's a practice that includes listening in on 

conversations like this, but also practices that involve 

collecting masses -- reams of information about employees who 

work in front of VDTs. 

I can get you congressional testimony about people who . ) 

work in f rant of VDTs who are locked into the VDT.· Their 

entire day is monitored by the VDT: how many keystrokes they 

make, how many pauses between keystrokes. They can't· get up to 

go to the bathroom without asking a supervisor to _ unlock the 

chair, so they can move and go ·to the bathroom. Then, their 

time in how long they s~ent in the bathroom is monitored. That 

is a stress that you and I can't understand. -We don't work 

under that kind of -stress day to day to day when we do· our· 

jobs.· We d,on' t have people looking over our shoulders, day to 

day, when we do our jobs: 

We have had people who have been disciplined because, 

as she mentioned, being motherly enough, or not mother1y_ 

enough. We have had people who were 1 istened into and were 

disciplined because they weren't thefr same cheery self; not 

-that they did anything wrong, not that they didn't provide the 

service that was required, not that they swore at their client 

or anything, just that they wel 1, you' re usually more 

cheery, you're usually more friendly, and in this case you were 

not. We've had people who have been disciplined because they 

have been abused by a client or a customer _from the outside and 

then in-between calls -- - clearly in-between calls -- they say 

something. They react to that abuse that they just got. 

Clearly, no one else could hear it but themselves, except 
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for the third pa:rty that's listening in on their conversation. 

We believe that that's an abuse, that that's too muf h big 

brother listening in on people, controlling peoples' liv~s, and 

that it doesn't improve the quality of service. i 

The stress that people are under-- When she answers 

DMV calls, she's sitting there with a list of things tdat she 

can't do: She shouldn't sound too motherly, she shouldn't 
. ! 

sound too forceful, she shouldn't sound this, and she shdmldn' t 

sound that. Yet what she's trying to do is answer the cfient's 

problem. She can't concentrate on that problem becauise she 
I 

also has to worry about how she's sounding on the teltphone. 

She's been trained, she knows her job, and she does her j~b. 
I 

Now, let.me just introduce LindaKramer who wo~ks for 

New Jersey Bell. Then you will hear fo.r a moment abqut the 

private sector. I 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Mr. Chairman, are we going to 

question them as we go .along, or are we going to wait? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PA.TERO: Yes, as we go ~long.· 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Just one other question, Vince. 

Who does it; the supervisor monitors the calls? 

MR. TREVELLI: ·Yes. She can describe a si~uation 

where it's even a group of supervisors at once go in a ro~m. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: _Do you have anything to follow? 
I 

ASSEMBLYMAN· LITTELL: I have several question~, Mr. 

Chairman. Karen, you say you know that this is going otj. Has 

your employer notified you that this is going on? 
I 

MS. GARDNER: Yes, we have video monitors whicq'. state 

quality assessment is going on, so our section just looks up at 

the monitors. That's how we know it's going on. i 
I 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Part. of this bill requir~s that 
. I 

the employer notify you, and secondly, it provides that a 
- I 

signal to the employee during your monitoring take place. So, 

they're already doing that from what you're telling me? 

MS. GARDNER: Not specifically. I don't kno~ when 
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Karen Gardner is being moni tared. I know when my section of 60 

people is being monitored, but 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL : 

monitored? 

no, I don't know exactly. 

But you know, somebody is being 

MS. GARDNER: I know--,- At that time, yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Okay. Let me ask you this. If 

you think, there has been monitoring, can you go to your 

supervisor and say, ''Was I monitored, and how did I do?" 

MS. GARDNER: I guess we could go. I don't know 

whether they would answer or not. I really cquldn't say. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Mr. Trevelli said that I 

don't know whether he meant ?ou specifically, or somebody else 

-- ·has been disciplined for not being cheery on the telephone. 

Could you explain to me how. that 11appens? Does somebody call 

· you in and say, are you having a bad. day? 

not being cheery? bo they say you're going 

y.our file? What sort of , thirig .happens? 

you please? 

Do they say you're 

to get a letter in 
. . . ' 

Explain that, would 

MS. GARDNER: Well, in our section, what happens is 

they collect data. They take notes on each person. If someone 

was being . too force_ful, whatever -,-- whatever the problem is. 

They collect the data, then the following week they pull· the 

person aside and they c_all .it a coaching. They' 11 say, ·"well, 

you were too f orcefuI. You sounded too motherly," and then 

they'll explain to you why you shouldn't sound like that.· To 

me it's very subjective: Who's to say who'.s motherly? If I 

have a person born in 1973 on the phone,, of course, I'm 28 
• 

years old, I 'rn going to try to· sound like his mother and say, 

"No, you shouldn't have gotten that speeding ticket; and .this 

is what you have to do." But, as far as they' re concerned, 

that.' s too motherly and you shouldn't do it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Wel 1, what sort of discipline do 

you actually get as a result of not being too cheery? I can't 

imagine that you'll get any discipline. 
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MS. GARDNER: Being pulled to 

discipline. If somebody is being pulled to 

wellj you shouldn't do that, that's a form of 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Isn't that 

Karen? 

the side is a 

the side, and told, 

discipline. 

really training, 

MS. GARDNER: No, not necessarily, because every 

situation is different. If I've been on my job two years, I 

should be able to know how to say, which way, at what time. I 

don't consider it training because training is telling me what 

constitutes a suspension, what constitutes a restoration. 

That's training. As far as I'm concerned, they're dictating to 

me how my personality.should be. I am what I am. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Okay, so. you think it's an 

affront to you personally to have somebody · say to you that 

you' re not forceful enough, or you' re too forceful, or that 

you're cheery? You don't see it as. training? 

MS. GARDNER: I don.' t see it as training. If I were 

doing something wrong, then no. I wouldn't see. it as an 

af ;front to me if actually I was rude to someone. We' re not 

even talking about rudeness. We' re not ev·en talking· about not 

giving out the _correct information. What we' re talking about 

is how I should sound on the phone. As we all know, every 

.situation is different. Even If I sound too monotorious-- Now 

if I should happen to have a cold -- and that's another thing 

that's stated, if you sound too monotonous, you can't do that 

-- if I happen to have a cold and there's just no way form~ to 

sound any other way, then yes, I could be written up for that, 
• 

and that can affect my par; 

MR. TREVELLI: That can affect the par rating. Do you 

want to explain par? 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: I'm sorry Vince, I can't hear 

you. 

MR. TREVELLI: I'm just making sure that she explains 

what par is. What you're getting in terms of discipline is the 
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par rating, the valuation rating. How you are valued in your 

job, is determined by these pullings aside and discussing and 

in some cases disciplining, especially when you get to the 

private sector, the discipline that people have been put on. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: But, is it any diff,erent than a 

vice principal 

perform a job 

going in a classroom and watching a teacher 

as a teacher for the day, where they have to 

instruct the class, where they have to discipline the class, 

where they have to change their mood throughout the period? 

MR. TREVELLI: It is different because in that case, 

it's noticed. This bill allows for training purposes, notice 

moni taring, and once a year,. to check on people'· s noticed 

monitoring. When the principal walks· in the room, that teacher 

knows the person's there. Also, when you' re a teacher in . a 

room, you don't have. any expectation of_ pri_vacy. Under the 

phone situation that we're talking about here, is you call up 

DMV, or you call up Taxation, or you cal_l up AT&T, New Jer,sey 

. Bell infor~ation, and someone els~ can be listening in on that 

conversation,- and neither you nor the employee knows that 

that's going on. It's not the- same situation as someone 

noticed walking in and listening to the--

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Wel 1, I think that you Ive got a 

different situation in the classroom as compared to what 

Karen's . subjected to because of the circumstances. She 

certainly could have a supervisor stand behind her and listen 

to what she says, but not necessarily hear the other end of the 

conversation. _ So, it rea~ ly is not as meaninful as it is in 

the classroom. In the classroom, the vice principal is 

listening to the exchange between the students and the teacher. 

In the Division of Motor Vehicles situation, if the 
I 

supervisor doesn't hear the other half of the_ conversation, 

that's really not fair to Karen. To have a supervisor stand 

behind her to monitor her the same way as a vice principal 

would monitor a teacher wouldn't give the whole story. There 
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may be·. a reason for her· voice to escalate. The client on the 

other end may give her a very bad time -- we all have emotions, 

and we al 1 know that. It's not iI'llproper or certainly not less 

than normal for you to have those emotions. What I'm trying to 

understand here is, where do you draw the line between training 

a person, and helping somebody do the job better for the 

benefit of the operation, as compared to what you' re saying is 

discipline? 

MR. TREVELLI: What this bill tries to do, is it tries. 
I 

to draw that line. It says that when a new person is hired, 

for six weeks with notice, they can listen in on that person, 

work with that person, a~d train that person for the job. Once 

a year, getting. a fair sample for a monthi you can do it·agairi; 

every year .to find if· that that person's progressing .or not 

progressing. We .believe· that-- They also have other methods 

to do this 1-ike you say, being in the room. If you' re a good 

supervisor., you know which of your e~ployees is doing a job and 

which of your employees is not doing the job. You don't need 

extraordi_nary _.means to get in-'-between that person, that 

~mployee, and the public. In this case, we are talking about 

the public's rights as well. When they_ pick up tha~ ·phone, 

they have an expectation of privacy in the State of New 

Jersey, Private employers are violating tha:t expectation of 

pri_vacy on a daily basis, and people's jobs and their career 

advancement is being affected by that. 

Let me just say, in terms of emotions, the stress 

involved in this -- and there is testimony coming later today 

about the psychological , stress of not knowing when and if 

you' re being monitored,. and how you' re sounding on that cal 1 

and whether or not.you're mee_ting the 26, or whatever it is, 

requirements that you have to meet, in terms of your voice 

quality and tone and your answers-- And th.e stress involved to 

that third party, in fact, brings down the quality of service, 

rather than improving it. Can we have the private sector 
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person speak as well? 
ASSEMBLYMAN LIT,TELL: Sure. I just wanted to get some 

of those questions answered. Thank you, Karen .. 

MR. TREVELLI: I understand. Linda Kramer from New 

Jersey Bell. 

L I N D A K R A M E R: Good morning. I have 21 years 

service with New Jersey Bel 1, and I've always be.en a service 

rep, so I'm used to observing. In my particular office, they 

observe on us. ,up to. five hours a day. We have five supervisors 

and one manager. Not only do they go· in the back and 

individually· observe on the entire office and yes, we don't 

always know when they are there. We don't know all the time. 

Samet irnes we know when th.ey' re there . We do a head count to · 

see where they are. 

Not only do they individually_observe in the observing 

room on us, but they also have manager office meetings where 

six of ·· them will observe· us at the same time. They ~re 

bringing people in from Bell . of Pennsylvania to observe us, 

along with New Jersey Bel 1 people. So, on~ afternoon, I think 

there were between seven and nine people in the bac.k room, 

listening in on our observations. You know• the old saying, 

walk a mi le in my shoes? I imagine it's very difficult for any 

of you to understand what it really is like. to perform our 

jobs. The company says that they do use it as a :training t9ol. 

For example, when we take an order for new service, we 

have a sheet that we are to follow. There are between. 27. to 30 

points that we must cover, and we do get feedback within 24 
' . ' 

hours of the observation. . Usually, my supervisor tries to get 

back to me the same day. One contact I thought I did 

particularly well-- It's like, .oh my ·God, I remembered wiring 

maintenance. We have to discuss this with ·t:he .customers 

because of divestiture, and it makes our contact a lot longer. 

There are i terns that we must discuss under Federal law, 'which 

is understood, and of course, we have to sell features to the 

customers. 
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Also, the tone. of your voice, the way you carry yourself, the 

way you presented yourself for the company to the.customers, is 

taken into consideration. 

As I said, I had this contact, and I thought it went 

very well. It was a move order, from one address to another; 

the customer was staying in the same town. I remembered a 11 

the points: I sold, I did everything I was supposed to, but I 

didn't tell them the telephone number was tentative, which we 

are supposed to say. Because I did not do that, I did not have, 

a good contact. The customer probably ended having the same 

telephone number. It's very unlikely that your number will 

change if you're staying in the same geographical area, unless, 

you'-re in an urban city, it might change. 

It's just as a friend of mine said, "They' re just 

abustng their divine right. 11 Yes, they have the right to 

observe; yes, it is a part of our job; yes, I am used to it; 

but when do you draw the 1 ine, when is it too much? When is it 

affecting me and how I do my job? 

We have a new title in our contract called "the 

in-charge. II We Ive never had this in our department before' 

where I could. be supervisor for the day.. I would assume some· 

of their responsibilities~ short o~ disciplining -- observing. 

I cduldn't observe. I could tilk to customers, I could talk to 

irrate customers. I could answer queptions_, help with orders. 

In another office, a girl was in charge for the day and was 
allowed to attend a supervisors·' · meeting, and the_ subject · of 

monitoring did· come up and the talking amongst them was, we 11 

look, nobody has a p1:1rfect contact; you always find something 

wrong with it. We know this going in that it's impossible to 

have a perfect contact, no matter what we do. 

What Vince was saying about discipline, we have a lot 

of new people now, the company has turnover. For awhile it was 

very stable where we would have people in the office ·with years 

of service up to maybe 10 years and that would be it. Now 
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we' re getting new people because a lot of people are retiring. 

So the new kids, the observing is part of their whole 

appraisal, and if their observations are not go.ad, it could 

affect whether or not they get their next raise; not sole, but 

it is part of it, of the overall job. So what Vince was 

referring to about being disciplined, you could not get your 

raise very well because of a couple of contacts as part of the 

overall picture. Do you have any questions that I can answer? 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Linda, you seem to agree that 

yes, you understand it; you think there is some legitimacy to 

it. You seem to think they have gone too far. Where do you 

think we should draw the line? Should we draw the line by 

saying that they shouldn't be able- to discipline you like the 

bill says, or should we ·draw the line to say that the 

discipline should be warning in nature? Should you only be 

disciplined· after the third or fourth time? It seems to me 

that if discipline is ruled out totally, that it eliminates- the 

ability for a c.ompany to use the tool effectively. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Excuse me. I think all she wants 
. . 

is no monitoring. If a supervisor comes around and sees she's 

doing something wrong, she could discipline. Right now the 

question is monitoring. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Wel 1,. I thought--

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: She's not talking about not being 

disciplined. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: It says disciplined in the bill. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Through the monitoring. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Through the monitoring .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Well, what we're trying to do is 

trying not to monitor. 

MR. WILLIAMS:· Assemblymen, it actually says that it 

limits it, where they can only use a 30-day period. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Right there in that section. I 

think she said that she accepted moni taring as a way of 1 ife, 
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and that it's a legitimate thing. 

MS. KRAMER: I said we' re used to it as a part of my 

· job. I don't accept it, but I have to. I have no choice. 

· ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: No, I know, that's what--

MR. TREVELLI: If you're worried about quality control 

and during this 30-day period they hear a problem, why 

discipline the person? Why not sit down,,, and work with the 

person and train the person? Why does it have to be a 

discipline? 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Well, that's what I was trying 

to get at. 

MR. TREVELLI: You can do that. Under the 30-day 

period and the six--

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Because of time, can we contain 

this, please. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: How do. we define this thing if. 

. it's· not to be used as a form of discipline? Should there be a 

requirement that a person put in some time · in a training 

program or somethi:q,g else? Somebody migpt · construe that as 

discipline as well. because they might have to do it· on their 

own time or they might have to it and not like doing it. I'm 

just trying to find out from her, as · she testified, how she 

feels: we· can make this thing operate? 

the system, and I .don't think you 

It's here, it's part of 

are going to eliminate 

monitoring completely. That's the way I see it. 

I may be wrong, but it seems to .me that if monitoring 

is a useful tool that maybe th_e limits ought to be defined more 

clearly. 'You and I may not agree on that, but. I think Linda 

bas_ically said in her testimony that. it's a system that's here 

and that it works, and although you may not like.it--

MS. KRAMER: I didn't s_ay it wor·ked. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: I think you are right, this is 

for, public purpose other than disciplinary action. That's new 

· amendments. We'll have to take a look at that, but I think the 
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. qµestion ... right· now is about the moni taring rather than 

discipline. 

MS. KRAMER: 
realize .they. are 

, , 

'I think the public is appalled when they 

being .monito+ed on. I've had. several 
contacts, one where. the compute:r wa.s. down. The customer and I 

were having a · conversation, just hoping the system would start 

moving or whatever, and I got my feedback and I was told that I 

was on entirely too long. I was to6 chatty with the custbmer. 

I· was trying to service the ·customer: 

T_hat' s another point· I wanted' to make, Assemblyman 

Li ttel 1, excuse me. We · used to be· in the service business; 

we.' re ·not· in that anymore·. I . mean service they say they care 

about, but darned if T can figure it. out? I mean'· they are more 

concerneg. about their. objectives, apout their sales incentives, 

about how many observations they do on people, about how- many·· 
• • < 

contacts we take on a yearly basis and my rebuttal is' after I 

am ·observed on,_ and they 'give· me .'the feedback, I said.,. "Well I 

was·' nice tb,- the customer:· They were. satisfied," "Well YE:S, but 

it's .not all that important." 

Yes·,.. they ·want .. you to . be nice. That _goes · without 

saying. ·. I mean it always u·sed. to be ~ part .. of our. job, th.at · as 

long as . we· treated . the customer .the way we would want· to. ··be 

treated. if we. cal leo up some ,other service· industry, that's all 

that re.ally matters in that we service the customer. We've 
, . , 

ju.st become a ·p·r.bduction line, unfortunately. 

-ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Have ybu ever ,tried, to' negcitiate 

this in your company? 

MS. KRAMER: I believe so:- we· recently did get 

language: this past contract' limiting them to how many contacts 

they can . do on an in,:ividual per year, · 1based on their 

performance. For example, if- I'm an outstanding employee, 

they' re only permitted to do 20 per. year. If .I'm, a 

satisfactory employee, . they' re only permitted.· to do 30 per 

year, if I'm unsatisfactory, I believe. it's 40 p.er year, and 

then if you' re a new person with -- I'm not sure if it's 18 
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months or whatever -- it's unlimited because they're developing 

the new people. As I've said, they're saying it's a training 

tool, but they're abusing that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Thank you very much. Next we' 11 

have Dr. Janet Cahill, Glassboro State College, Department of 

Psych~logy. 

DR. JANET CAHILL: Good morning. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: What we' re going to do, rather 

than read the whole thing--

DR. CAHILL:. Absolutely. 

ASSEMBLYMAN _PATERO: --what we' 11 do is we' 11 give it 

to the stenographer and she can type word for word. Soi{ you 

just want to summarize it, we'd appreciate it. 

DR. CAH_ILL: Abso 1 utely. I wouldn't want to read 

that, myself. Let me just introduce myself so you know who I 

am. I. am an Associate - Professor of· Psychology_ at ·Glassl::>oro 

State College. I'm a psychologist, and rny area of expertise is· 

in occupational stress. I do a lot of research on how the-·work 

environment, superv1s1on, structure of work, affects peoples' 

.physical . and psychological health. I.'m also an active 

consultant· on workplac_e stre~s for both labor and management,. 

and I recently completed a ·study on implementation·practices of 

electronic monitoring across the country. 
· My · testimony today is going to focus on the 

relationship between_ monitoring and stress, since that's an 

issue that's already emerged. Let me first, real· quickly, 

summarize why you should be concerned with the stress issue. 

The most recent estimates from the Office of Technology 

Assessment indicate that stress is causing, or contributing to, 

conservatively, $50 billion to $75 billion cost to U.S. 

industry per year. · That cost translates into absenteeism, lost 

time,. and increased medical costs-. That does not take into 

effect personal and public medi9al costs, as wel 1 as job 
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satisfaction and service loss. 

There is an extensive body of scientific evidence 

which links stress related problems to serious physical and 

psychological disorders. I don't mean the occasional executive 

who's taking Maalox, I mean people who have diabetes, 

hypertension, serious types of digestive disorders, serious 

types of emotional disorders, and we' re seeing an increasing 

risk of cardiovascular disease when certain types of work 

environments are utilized: stroke, kidney disease, those kinds 

of things. So, we need to take stress very seriously and from 

a productivity point of view, we have to look at lol?t time, job 

dissatisfaction along· those lines. It should be noted that in 

terms of compensation _claims, stress related claims are the 

fastest growing claims for the workforce under the age of 40. 

So, there's a number of areas where stress has to be taken 

seriously. 

The issue is, does electronic monitoring per se 

·contribute to . stress! levels, and the answer is, it depends on 

how it's implemented. If it's implemented in· the following· 

way, that it increases workload, increases effective role 

conflict. Getting back to the_ prior testimonyi · if I must do 

two things in the same interaction; I. must be fast and I must 

be· nice, that increases a factor we call role conflict. If it 

decreases my control over my job -- a factor called workload 

and workplace autonomy -- all of those -things have been well 

documented to increase stress levels. 

When we look at people who are heavily monitored, we 

find that they have heavier, increased levels of stress, 

compared to other work forces. All of the existing scientific 

literature has concluded that monitoring, as an independent 

practice, contributes to stress· levels. It is an issue of· 

sufficient concern that the National Institute of Occupational 

Safety and Health has made this one of its top priorities, to 

begin to document this problem. When you combine it with 
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rernote monitoring -- that is like, I can't see you, I don't 

know when I'm being monitored -- those stress levels seem to 

increase as well. When you increase the structuring of tasks, 

that'' is, I have about 30 to 40 to 50 items I have to attend to 

in one interaction, we find that surpasses the human being's 

capacity to pay attention. You cannot pay attention to all 

those factors sucessfully in one interaction, and we find that 

that contributes to the sorts of cardiovascular problems that I 

discussed earlier. 

Electronic monitoring appears to create a kind of work 

environment that is similar to machine pace9- work. Machine 

paced work is one of the most documented workplace variables 

around occupational stress. It increases certain biochemicals, 

particularly, the catecholamines which have been implicated in 

high blood pressure. When you have routinized jobs ~ike this, 

it also decreases 

\.seems to be a 

job satisfaction .. 

great . deal of 

·monitoring, as it's currently being 

very serious impact on stress level. 

So, point one is there 

evidence that. electronic 

implemented, has a very· 

A second key issue I wii;;h to mention is it does not 

appear that electronic monitoring is necessary .to achieve the 

supervisory effect that managers seem to want to achieve. 

There are alternative methods. First, let's just deal ~ith the 

narrow issue of productivity.. Does electronic monitoring, per 

se, increase productivity? · No one• is sure. There are studies 

which have concluded that electronic moni taring actually 

decreases productivity because it dramatically decreases job 

satisfaction, turnover, and increases customers complaints. 

There are other studies which conclude on very narrow 

variables, it increases productivity. What you measure is what 

you get. If you measure productivity in the sense 'of ·forms . 

filled out, that's what you get. You may not get productivity 

and customer satisfaction, so the issue of does this help 

supervision, is an open one. 
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point: Are there alternatives The third major 

available? Yes, there are, and you do not need to monitor 

people continuously in order to get the increased productivity 

or the job performance that you want. ~uman beings behave the 

same over long periods of time. If you monitor them for 30 

days, those behaviors will persist. They don't tend to 

change. You do not need to monitor as it is currently being 

employed, which is a moment by moment monitoring effect. Every 

single second of the ·workplace of the workday, in some 

instances, are being monitored. 

years of psychological evidence 

monitoring is not necessary. 

Tnis flies in the face of so 
that that sort of intrusive 

Alternative means which use positive feedback, such as 

a supervisor sitting behind. a worker in what we call "jacking 

in," you listen in on the conversation notifying both the 

wor.ker and the customer, gives you the same effect and does not 

decrease job satisfaction,. and there is evidence from some 

studies that customer satisfaction actually increases when ·this 

type of experiment has been. tried. In my own work, where I 

work with Human Service workers here for the State_...:. and we're 

. trying to improve customer satisf actio.n around Human Services, 

and we train supervisors. to watch, to observe directly and to 

incorporate the use of positive feedback more importantly than 

negative feedback -- we find that we get a drastic increase in 

customer.service, .that is in Human Services, and we also do not 

have any loss. In fact, we find an increase in job 

satisfaction. So, it doesn't seem to be stressful. It is not 

necessary. The jury is out to 

productivity, and it certainly· flies 

whether this _increases 
in the · face · of what we 

know about alternative means of increasing productivity. Let 

me stop at that point. Is that concise, or what? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Yes, very. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: _Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Dr. 

Cahill, you say U.S. industry has losses of $50 million to $75 
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million per year ·in. lost time, absenteeism, and company and 

medical expenses--

DR. CAHILL: Billion, with a "B." 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Billions? 

DR. CAHILL: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: 

come from? 

Yes. Where do those numbers 

DR. CAHILL: The Off ice of Technology Assessment. I 

can give you ,that reference if you'd like. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: All right, I'd like to have that 

if you would, please. 

DR. CAHILL: Sure, absolutely. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: · How do you differentiate between 

the stress on the job as compared to the stress a person brings 

to the job? Maybe they had a bad morning with their children 

or their wife or their husband., and maybe they' re bringing that 

with them, or maybe there are financial problems and maybe 

they' re bringing that stress to work with them. How do you 

differentiate between one and the other? 

DR.· CAHILL:. It's a very legitimate question. There 

ha~ been a lot of re-search on thqt. very issue. There's a lot 

of empirical ways to do it. Sometimes they compare the exact 

same people in different work sites,· sometimes· tbey follow 

people over time. They do what's called a multiple regression 

analysis· -- don't I sound smart? -- where you parcel out thos.e 

sordid personality variables versus workplace variables, over 

and over and over again. The research indicates that while 

personality contributes to stress, while it's something that we 

have to pay attention to,. we also recognize that workplace 

stress -- what we ref er to as structural sources of stress -

are far more powerful for heal th than for personality 

variables. So, I won't say that there are no individual 

differences -- that would be incorrect -- but if you want to 

weigh individual differences versus workplace stress, workplace 
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stress is far more powerful. 

So, if you take a perfectly heal thy human being with 

good coping skills, good attitude, good marriage, children, 

flosses their teeth, al 1 . those sort of good things, you put 

them in a highly stressful .job, they will get sick. If they 

don't do those things, they've got a crummy marriage, they 

don't floss their teeth, they eat Twinkies for breakfast, you 

put them in a stressful job, they'll get sick faster. That, 

the research supports quite clearly. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: So, this stress that's losing 

all this money for business and industry isn't all caused on 

the job, obviously .. It comes from a variety of sources. 

DR. -CAHILL: Certainly, we couldn't eliminate the 

personal factor, no. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: So, you're not going to save $50 

billion to .$75 billioh dollars by eliminating monitoring? 

DR. CAHILL: But you would save. a far more-=- . Again, 

if you were balancing the two, the workplace stress ·is far more 

powerful. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: I think any monitoring of any 

person's performance,· even . a report card for a student in a 

school, is stressful. I think the best example. I've · seen 

recently,. is I attended a hearing on the commercial driver's 

licenses that are going to be required for all drivers of 

hazardous materials and drivers ove.r a certain weight, and 

drivers who have been driving for 20 to 25 years got awards for 

driving one million miles without any accidents or problems are 

just blown away by the idea that at this point in their life, 

after being out of school for this long, the government wants 

them to take a test -- and a very extensive test at that -- to 

say that they know how to drive a truck. It's just 

mind-boggling to those people there. 

In California, where they gave the test, 60% of the 

drivers that took the test failed and relatively speaking, in a 
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short sense, what it boils down to is when you put.people down 

and make them do things that they're not accustomed to doing or 

make them do something that they don't like doing, it's very 

stressful. I suspect that monitoring is one of those things, 

but I'm not sure what the alternative is to allow people to 

manage your business at the same time, and be responsible as a 

legislator to say that the people do, in fact, have a right to 

determine the job performance of their employees. 

address that? 

Can you 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Well Bob, that's the reason you 

should support this bill; because these people are doing it 

everyday, may twice, three times a month. Now, you' re talking 

about the truck driver that has to take this test, 60% of them 

failed because that's more or less being monitored. They are 

going back in there again, and that's the reason we have this 

bill here today. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: But there's a very good reason 

. for it: So that you don't have accidents. That's the reason 

for it, and when you have a truck going down the road with 

hazardous material,· the government has determined that it's 

good public policy to make sure that these drivers are well 

trained· and that they' re qualified and that . they' re able to 

respond to questions as wel·l as to actions. The drivers don't 

agree.· to that, but the government has decided we ought to do it. 

What I' rn asking the Doctor to tel 1 me is where does 

somebody-- The Division of Motor Vehicles is a good example. 

We had a young lady up here explain that. We certainly all 

would like to call the Division of Motor Vehicles and be 

treated pleasantly, and frankly, I think they do a marvelous 

job. I think they've increased their performance operation 

over there to a great extent. I used to get a lot of 

complaints. I get very few anymore. I think that a lot of 

other things · are done that way, and I suspect that maybe 

training and moni taring has helped. But where does it become 



legitimate, and where is it illegitimate? 

·DR. CAHILL: Let me just say again that I understand 

your point, and I'm not arguing against quality assurance, 

observation of people, or supervision, but you can achieve the 

results you want, good service -- ·I've dqne this. sort training 

myself, so I can speak directly from experience-- You can 

achieve what you want in terms of good service, get the benefit 

of increasing job satisfaction without the use of remote 

electronic monitoring, and you do it just by basically doing 

good supervision. There are many models of that around, 

· including many generated by industry. You don't need· to 

remotely observe s6meone on a continuous basis to achieve that 

result, and the cost of doing. that appears to me to be not 

worth it when there are alternative means available. 

I don't think 

myself, that you never 

you never give them 

anyone would suggest, 

watch people, you ·never 

constructive feedback. 

certainly I 

~bserve them, 

But the. way 

monitoring is currently being employed, it doesn't: do that· in a 

~articularly constructive fashion. The way it's being 

implemented now has negative side effects, and you don't have 

to do that. You can get what you· want by improving 

performance, and the benefit of increasing job satisfaction 

through alternative methods of supervision which are well 

developed. You don't have to recreate the wheel.. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Banks have monitoring earner as 

for security reasons, but they also. monitor their employees at 

the same time. Do they find that that's stressful? 

D.R. CAHILL: Around the surveillance from cameras? 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Yeah. 

DR. CAHILL: I. don't know of research directly 

speaking to that. I do know that assembly line workers who 

we-re observed by cameras, do find that highly stressful. I 

don't know about banks, so I, can't answer that question without 

making something up, which wouldn't be fair. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Thank you very much. 

DR. CAHILL: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Next we'll have one of the 

sponsors of the bill, Assemblyman Gerard Naples. 

A S S E M B L Y M A N G E R A R D N A P L E S: Thank you, 

Mr. Chairman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: You can stay there, Gerry. 

ASSEMBLYMAN NAPLES: Good morning. Thank you very 

much. I am one of the co-primes of the bi 11. I am not the 

prime sponsor, Assemblyman Schwartz of Middlesex County is. 

And inasmuch as this is only a public hearing and not a 

Committee meeting, there'll be no vote to release. 

Let me editorialize for a moment. I'm in management 

·myself, and I've been listening very intently to what a lot of 

you have been saying. I have my own point of view to whether 

continual monitoring makes for better ~anagement, better 

productivity, or what have you. Sometimes I wish ~anagement 

would concentrate on administering and management,· and not 

management like these, and I think we might get better products 

which we claim that we will get, through bills such as these. 

But that's obiter dictum; that's my own personal opinion.· 

Let me talk about the bill. This is 1990, not 1984. 

The law, nevertheless, says this is· permitted. Again, I have 

my own point of view here. The question poses itself-- Le·t me 

do this inductively and take a case. There was a teacher in my 

school who had _had a very ser:ious domestic problem. She had 

broken up with her husband, divorced, and then maybe a year 

later broke up with her boyfriend, and she was shattered. 

Through her girlfriend, I found out that she was in therapy and 

she told me from time to time she would need a personal day and 

I said fine, there's no problem. In fact, she didn't even have 
. . 

to tell me she was in therapy. It was none of my damned 

business, but I was honored that she saw fit to confide in me. 

One day she came down very upset and said, Gerard, can 
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I use your phone? I said sure. She didn't · want to use the 

main phone. She wanted to use the phone in my off ice to cal 1 

her therapist. Now, she was on her. free period. Even if she 

were not, even if she had an, emergency and had to come down, 

and needed the .service of that therapist, she was still doing 

the best. To digress for a. moment, she was still dc:iing her job 

. despite the heavy burden she bore and despite the ,strain she 

was undergoing at the tiroe. It's 'nobody's- business to hear 

that conversation, it's got nothing whatsoever_ . to do with her 

jqb, yet it could be heard unconsciously. 

In terms of this young. lady applying for future 

positions, a potential evaluator of her could have that in the 

back of his mind. It could even be unconscious, or · some type 

of subliminal stimuli• on the part of the listener which could 

render her in his mind, or. her mind, unstable for this 

position. I have. to ask myself,. do the ben~f its of operations, 

"good management," o~tweigh the detriment to the . employee and · 

puplic in .terms of invasion_ of privacy? · 

I ~ersonally think this is a good bill. If I were the 

prime sponsor, the bill- would be ·stronger, but I'm not .the 

. prime sponsor. I take my hat off to Dave Schwartz for tackling 

a very, nettlesome, vexing prolem which _must be faced. I'm 

glad that as the psychologist 'ironically testified in front of 

me and l thought back to this day -- I don It know whether that 

1 ine was bugged or not, I don't know -- but I thought back to 

that day six or seven years ago, while the Doctor from 

Glassboro was talking ... 

I'm· not going to address everything I have in my 

packet, my own position papers, the bill, all the opposition. 

I've pretty much heard it, and I respect you, and I. understand 

your concern to have a good ongoing business. One of the great . . 
fears I harbor .is abuse ·of.· this. 

connected with management prerogative in 

something more in 1 ine with management 

) 
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any manner whatsoeve_r, 

abuse. One supervisor 

. I 
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told me -- he's not in this room -- we've got 

them somehow. That's not good practice. 

management. That's not good labor relations. 

to keep a rope on 

That's not good 

That's. not good 

human relations. I am really concerned about abuse of this, 

about private information being disseminated, about a person 

being confronted about matters which matter little. I'm not 

saying that an employee who doesn't do a good job shouldn't be, 

if you will, canned, or disciplined, but, if in addition to, 

not in place of, the person engages in a private conversation, 

that person does a good job, the person shouldn't even be 

confronted -- have to be confronted with what I consider to be 

an abject indignity. 

That's about all I'm going to say except for the fact 

that_ I am going to take a· look -~ this will not be the time to 

amend this bill-- I'm going to have the matter researched, 

with a view towards a severe penalty ·for abuse. Now, if you 

are all concerned with this bill as a tool for management 

prerogative, you would ipso facto,· favor non-abuse .. One of the 

best ways to prevent abuse,- is a deterent and I really 

believe-- Let's take another- example in ·the case of the 

teacher who called her therapist. Let's say it was a· 

supervisor in education and he used this-- An example would be 

that person would be stripped of his or her ciertificate, never 

permitted to teach in the State of New Jersey again. I feel 

very strongly about this from the civil libertarian point of 

view, and thatis about all I have to say on this bill. I will 

be happy to read the transcript, talk to Assemblyman Schwartz, 

any of you -- certainly as I always have -- and with the 

Chairman's permission, I have about 15 more minutes before I go 

to another meeting. I'll be happy to field any questions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: As long as you say you aren't 

going to talk another 15 minutes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN NAPLES: No, no I can't. I 'm sure some 

people had some questions. If I was a little long, you still 
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had quality al,ong with quant.ity. , 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Okay, . tnank you very , •.much, 

Assemblyman. Any questions? (no response).. Nope,; fine, good. 

Thc1.nk you very much. 

'ASSEMBLYMAN NAPLES: Thank you .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO·: What we' re. going to do is we' re. 

going to take this by groups now. We have · the bankers.,. bank 

associations, utilities, and so, forth. We'll take util:'iti'es 

first. The first per.son to. speak is Ernie Cerino f ram the New 
' . 

Jersey Utilities Association, Now, for the people that._ have 

regulations now, ;we did put back into the bill as an amendment, 

"unless the empioyer is required. by .the provisio'hs of a' State 
. I;. 

or · Feder a~ law to conduct electronic moni taring without 

providing-·-notice,"· that was· not included in the bill, ·and-we 

will be putting that back 'into the •l:>ill as an''amendment. So, 

Mr. Cerino. 

E R N E S T C. C E R I N 0, JR.: ~ood morning, Assem1:?1yman 

Patera, Assemblyman Littel1. · I_ am Ernie ce•rino, • Associate 

Di.rector of,the New Jersey Utilities Association., representing, 

the State's electric, gas, water, · and telecommunications 
. . . ,. . i,. ,·. 

utilities. Since t"here are numerous persons _to offer comments 

on A-210 today,· t .will _be very brief. However~ for.the record,_: 

I would like to respectfuily ·stat~ our opposition to the biLl. 
' . . . ' . 

A-210 is extremely broad in its appl ic.at ion. You wi 11 

hear from some of our member companies today who will outline 

for _you the impac;:t of its provisions on each of them · 

individually. Generally, however, we would like to sugge_st 

· that this bill appears to be bas~d upon a belief that 
. ' 

electronic observation is detrimental to employees. We know-of 

· no unfair , or abusive situations that have 'arisen due to ._· 

employee mon1 toring, and our employees know . that · any an9 al 1 

moni:toring is conducted fairly, for the purposes. of provid,1ng 
'· . . ' . 

our customers with the highest 1ev·e1s_ .of customer service as 

required in our industry. 
' . 



Electronic mo;nitoring is employed by the utility 

ind1,1stry to improve efficiency and to assure vital services to 

our. customers. It .is utilized as an essential quality control 

tool. In our view, the best way to handle this issue is on an 

individual company basis, through the collective- bargaining 

process. This legislation, we feel, would replace collective 

bargaining and prescribe management policy by statute. 

Should the Cammi ttee wish, we would be happy to expand 

on this testimony at a future date. For today's purposes of 

discussion, I h:ave with me several representatives of the 

utility industry who ai;e ready to offer their specific insight 

to the problems associated with A-210. Thank you for allowing 

me the opportunity to testify·, gentlemen. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: What kind of - monitoring do you 

do, Mr. Cerino? 

MR. CERINO:· Basically, ·our industry monitors 

everything · from service, r to people cal ling in saying th~re 

might be a problem with .their · gas or - electric, water or 

telephone service, sometimes emergency situations, sometimes 

just service- hook~ups, monitoring of meter reading, and 

employee performance to make sure- our customers · rece"ive 

accurate bi11s, receive quality service, as we' re required by 

the BPU. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Is this eav~sdropping, or is it 
by a call coming in on tape? 

MR. CERINO: Well, I_ wouldn't call it eavesdropping. 

There are situations where a supervisor could listen in 

directly to an employee. There are also some taped calls. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: What I meant by that is, is this 

random, or is it just there all day long that they're listening 

to his calls?. 

MR. CERINO: Random. But the points are, all this is 

used to provide our customers with high quality service. We're 

required, as you know, to provide essential electric, ga~, 

water, and telecommunication _services on demand from our 
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customers. We want to make sure that they have that highest 

quality service,. This is what it's for. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LI_TTELL: Mr. Cerino, has . the development 

of computers and the electronic communication system been the 

reason that we've gotten into this moni taring process 

electronically; because it's easier, or because it's the·· only 

. way you can really handle the volumes . of people that we' re 

dealing with? 

MR. CERINO: I think 'the key wor_d which_ you said is 

volume. I know during the heating season, some companies 

receive tens of thousands of phone, calls per hour of customers 

calling in to check their furnaces, start up their furnaces .. • 

You know, i~'s just basi~ally due to volume. 

ASSEMBLYMAN L'ITTELL: And because of· this type of 

monitoring, do you find that the employees are more pr-oductive 
I . . . 

or less productive, or does it not make any difference· in their 

productivity? 

MR. ·cERINO: I would say more productive. I think.it 

helps us provide the essential services. Not beirig a customer 

service expert, I couldn't tell you specifical~y. We do have 

some people with us today. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: You've got somebody here that 

can testify to that? 

MR. CERINO: Yes . 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Well, I' 11 wait and ask them. 

MR. CERI:t,:{O: Sure ... 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Thank you, sir. Is Jon 

Spinnanger here? (no response) Donald Bates, the State 

Government Affairs Manager from Jersey Central Power & Light 

Company .. 

G. DON A L D BA.TES: Thank you Mr. Chairman, members 

of the Committee. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: I'm sorry-- Make it be known for 
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the record that Assemblyman Tom Foy came in at 11:00. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Mr. Chairman, I apologize for not 

being here. I was appointed to the Oversight Cammi ttee and we 

had a hearing today with the State Treasurer on the issue of 

the diversion of the $100 million from the Unemployment Trust 

Fund, and I felt it important to attend that. half of the 

meeting. There are other fiscal issues being addressed, but I 

apologize for being late. I' 11 obtain copies of th.e record and 

familiarize myself with the testimony to date_. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: No, I understand;. This is a 

special meeting. Our meeting is scheduled for Monday, 

:felt that since at a public hearing you do not have to 

going to be here today, 

today. 

'. 
that 

and I 

have a 

we' 11. quorum, that since we ,.re 

have just ·a public hearing 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: You weren't lonely, I . can see from 

the attendance. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: D.on, I'm sorry, go ahead. 

·MR. BATES: · Mr . Chairman, I have with · me today Jim 

Knubel, who is Director of Security at GPU Nuclear· Plant down 

in Oyster Creek. He will comment on how it. affects· his 

operation. 

We have about 3600 ful 1-time employees in New Jersey, 

and we have a good working rel~tionship with our employees, arid 

they' re mostly union collective bargaining personnel. we feel 

tha_t A-210 i.s just far too broad and would adversely impact on 

almost every_ aspect of the data · recording that's required for 

everyday operation. The bill limits our right to manage in the 

areas of hiring, terminating, and disciplining, by legislating 

employer reactions rather than allowing the collective 

bargaining process to take its normal course. 

The prohibition of unlimited or unrestricted methods 

of "eavesdropping" is certainly understandable by Jersey 

Central, but we think A-210 is just going a .little bit far from 
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reality. Our company's· very ability to function on a daily 

basis; safely and efficiently, is reliant on· day-to-day 

computer driveh information. 

A-210, we feel, fails to strike an appropriate "fair 

play". balance between the employer's rights to protect its own 

interest, and the employees' rights to a reasonable level of 

privacy in the workplace. 

The present wording of the bi 11 1 imi ts the use of 

.gathered information, requires warning lights and audio sounds, 

and rE=stricts periods when monitoring may be conducted., This( 

we feel, translates into providing employees with a virtual 

1 icense or a free · hand, to do whatever they want to the 

detriment of· the employer. This scenario is compounded by the 

criminal sanctions available against · the employer as well as 

possible treble. damages. These provisions .most definitely 

limit managem.ent •·s right to monitor basic pr-oductivi ty. 

A-210 concerns' us because it will not allow us to 

ope~ate out present electronic· access control and security 

system, thereby severely reducing security in the workplace, 

and this we feel is to the detriment of both the employee and 

the employer.· ,,Further, restricting the evaluation of an 

· employee's work performance, productivity, and attendance to 30 

days is ineffective because ·it 1imi ts the mbhi to ring of trends 

in both departmental and in individuals. This short period of 

30 days could be more harmful than good to the employee and 

could even breed and cultivate an·adversary atmosphere. 

A-210 limits the use of computer generated records. 

such as simple things such as: tirne sheets, training .. logs, 

management control systems, productivity, attendance, 

performance, and it goes on and on. 

of these records could be used 

We are concerned that none 

for. promotion, 

proper 'employee 

discipline, 

notification termination, etc., without the 

about the monitoring. 

We feel that the 42-day limit to.monitor new employees 
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is also insuff'icient. Jersey Central uses at least a 90 day 

qualifying period. In fact, some of our qualifying periods are 

as long as 37 months in the case of linemen progression 

periods. 

Also, short-term moni taring of at least a minimum of 

one week to check work volume, would not permit monitoring of a 

meter reader's one-day performance. Now, we presently use 

hand-held, electronic moni taring equipment, by our meter 

readers t6 record their activity. 

A-210 restricts telephone monitoring to 30 consecutive 

calls, which certainly doesn't give a proper indication of 

problems occurring over several days. For safety reasons, we 

routinely tape _telephone and radio communications at our 

dispatch centers. By the way, they are on a beeper system, so 

everyone knows they are being monitored. 

we· feel that this legislat~on -- and this is the ci;-ux 

of the matter replaces collective bargaining with 

"managem~nt by legislation." Worse yet· ~he bill promotes only 

the monitoring of an employee's ."best" efforts· since an 

employee, knowing that he/she is being monitored, would strive· 

for excellence, and put their best foot forward· during that 

monitorf.rig period.- The bill seems to pr.otect a small fraction 

of possibly. dishonest, · self-interest employees who are bent on 

violating company policy. 

A-210 implies that monitoring creates stress which is 
contrary to managerial philosophies. The average employee 

enjoys being singled out as an efficient performer, one that is 

giving quality service, .arid is proclaimed as a good producer. 

Stress, we feel, more 1 ikely comes from · trying to hide a poor 

performance. 

The bill's purpose is to prevent abuses of data 

obtained through electronic moni taring. No problem there. We 

feel that management has the right to receive an acceptable 

level of performance for a salary paid. Disciplinary action is 
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certainly not an abuse of authority. 

So in summary, Jersey Central feels A-210 is just, in 

its present farm, not realistic. It's t:ar too br0ad, and it's 

at the expense of efficient, prudent, and safe management; 

Modern technology has allowed the business community to revise 

methods for .. gathering information. Both the employee and the 

employer must be willing to adapt to these modern methods. To 

return to manual ope.ration would surely increase the cost of 

doing business, thus increasing the cost of service to our 

customers. 

The use of computer data banks has eased the task of 

record keeping. We monitor to bring about efficient, 

effective, and quality customer. service. Our operation is not 

designed around discipline. It's designed around training, 

education, and self-improvement. 

Sor we see very Ii t.tle room for amendments that might 

~ake this legislation acceptable to us. However, we, as 

always,· stand ready arid willi.ng to d:i.scuss any proposal that 

might make. the legislation workable. Thank you for your time, 

and I would like Jim Knubel, from Oyster Creek, to offer a few 

comments. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: 

don't re~d the thing. Like 

stenographer there, and we'd 

we have a time limit until 

people. 

Okay. Mr. Knubel, · I hope you 

I said, it'~ presented to the 

appreciate just a capsule, because 

12: oo, and we have quite a few 

JIM KN UBE L: I will keep my comments short because 

first I want to thank you. Most of my comments are already 

addressed by amendments that are . already proposed which deal 

with the conflict I saw between A-210 and the Federal 

regulations that regulate the nuc.lear industry. 

As a security professionalj I still have one area that 

I would 1 ike to address quickly, and that is, there .are times 

when, for legitimate security reasons, we have to do things 

1 ike area surveillances, where -- especially in the nuclear 
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industry -- there is a potential that someone may be tampering 

with safety related equipment. Once we do that, it's got to be 

covert,· and we can't be notifying people that the area is· under 

surveillance. Along with that is an unfortunate truth in our 
,, ' 

industry as well as others, that there are that small 

percentage of people who wi 11 steal, who wi 11 use drugs, or 

otherwise inappropriately act in the workpl!ace, ·• and I believe 

that the bill would eventually be an antiiechnology bill, to . 

prevent us from using available technology to· surveil that .. 

Basically, that's all I have to say. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Just one guestion: Is that 

required by Federal regulation now? 

MR. KNUBEL : · No , it ' s not . • 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: -That isn't. ~y questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN: LITTELL: Mr. Chairman,; I'd like to ask a 

couple . of questions. Do you haye a collective bargaining·. 

agreement that de~ls_with ~lectronic monitoring at all? 

MR. BATES·: We don't necessarily. : The bargaining -m~y 

not say that electronic monitoring i_s allowed, but the process 

. of w_hat can be done and what can It be : done with working 

relationships, is through the collective :bargaining process; 

and right now, our employees know they: are either being 

randomly. · monitored or monitored by · tap~ · at our service 

center.s. It's a nice working relation~hip. We have no 

.problems or objections. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Not a point iof contention every 

time you have negotiations? 

MR. BATES: No. 
' 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Are you requtred by BPU or the 

Federal laws to monitor other than what Mr. :Knubel described_ at 

the nuclear plant? 

MR. BATES: No, I don't believe we;ire required by law 

to do any moni taring, say at our service centers, but that is 

to the · advantage of the customer and tp.e employee to be 

. monitored, so we know what he or she did sray or did not say. 
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r. 
i 

i 

Sometimes a 

conversation. 

customer might exaggerate · some -kind of 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL; . Now, you t·alked. about your meter 

readers and the fact that the meter ieadeis\are now moriitored 
. ·i• ·. • • • 

with their hand-held computers, . which is a new technology in 

reading meters where a meter reader goes· up and punches. in the. 

customer's numbers and a meter number or· whatever, : and that's . . ·; .. 
. '. : . . .' : . 

all recorded automatically and transferred to your main billing 
. . . . 

.computer· when he comes back at the end of the day -- it also 

has a time frame on there -- how different· ... is that f:rom the , . . . 

monitoring you used to use where ,you put a hub ,on the wheels of 

the trucks,' so you could t·~ll when the t'ruck went so many miles· 

a day? 
. :' 

MR. BATES-: Well, o~. course this is the moni tori_pg--

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Is'this.more effective? 

MR. BATES: Oh -sure. it's ·more e,ffective 1 It tells us 
. ' . . ' . : 

electronically where he or she is at any given point in the. 
·. I • . • 

day I .and ·how _long.it took from one stop to the .. other.. It·· s all 

designJd for efficiency. and that . is so we won't have the truck 

parked for hal~ a day and at t~e customer.s' expense. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: And is .: that different than what 

you used· to get wh'en yoU had the hub on the whee 1? 

MR.· BATES: Oh sure, it's much moi;e ·efficient and much 

more effective, and there's n:o objecti'Ons from the employees. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: No objections? 

MR .. BATES: No. 

ASSEMBL~ LITTELL: Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FOY': I have a couple of questions. With 

respect to any telephone monitoring that you do, what is the 

· purpose of that monitoring?·. ~.s it just for· quality assurance 

in terms . of treatment of .customers that your operators. are , 

supposed to provide, or is _it for productivity_ in terms of the 

number o'f calls they're supposed to hc1;ndl_e in a given· shift, or 

i.s it forboth? 
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MR. BATES: It's for both, Asseml;>lyman. Productivity, 

of coutse, is a concern, but also our concetn is the proper way 

to handle a call being made by our employe~s when we r.eceive it 

from the customer. 1· 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: All right. Now, 
I 

alerted in advance that this is an ongoing 
I 

employment, is that correct? 

MR. BATES: Yes . 

your employees are 

condition of their 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: What· happens I when you have an 

employee who doesn't either meet a level df productivity or a 
' I 

level of quality assurance that is your nor~ or standard? 

MR. BATES: Well, he or she is counseled, and if it's 

something. that continues, • if we have a real. problem then 

certain mea-sures would have to be taken -- !certain disciplinary 

measures. I . 

i 
"ASSEMBLYMAN FOY.: So I if they were disciplined, do 

your contracts· -- your collective 

prov:ide for . grievance ·. disc·ipline, 

disciplinary mattecs? 

bargatning 

for the 

agreements 

grievance of 

· MR. BA',I'ES: Absolutely, absolutely. A very detailed 

process which has been working for years. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: You obviously woµld b_e supportive of 

a n,otice from the . telephone company._ 

that there be an exemption for 
·Th~re ·was a suggestion 

agreements, where provisions_ were 
that. Would you support that type of 

MR. BATES: Sure. 

I 

co~lective 
I 

involved with 
amendment? 

I 
I 

·1 

bargaining 

respect· to 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: How many instances -- just if you 
i 

know-- How many instances of this type of I discipline occur in 
' 

your company during the course of the year? : 

MR. BATES: I don't know, but r: do . know there are 
. I 

some. I don't know what· those· figures are· We could probabiy 
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research that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: It would be us'eful · if we could .· 

determine, from some industries that utilize this procedure, 

what the frequency of disciplinary activity is · in relationship 

to this monitoring, and what the severity of the discipline. 

results of that are? I'd be curious· to find out as well what 

the disposition has been? How many times, in a .sense, have you 

been.overturned·as a result of an arbitration or something l~ke 

that? If you had 20 instances a year· through the grievance· 

. proc~du.re, now many were actually taken to arbitration, q.nd in 

the arbitration, what, was the disposition of that :t;>articular 

individual? 

MR. BATES: Sure, we could make that available. 

ASSEMBLYMAN. FOY: I think it would be useful from the 

Cammi ttee standpoint to analyze the impact of current 
, . 

practices, in relations~ip to the need or lack of heed for this 

type of legislation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN l?ATERO: I think if. you -could , get that to 

<:;reg Williams, we'd appreciate that. 

MR. BATES:. Sure, no problem. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: . And anyone else from the utiiity 

company that wants· to supply ·it ,to· us. Thank yo':1 ve_ry much. 

MR. BATES: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Next, Bill Walsh from Public 

·Service Electric and Gas Company. 

W I L L I A M J. · WA L S H, JR.: ·Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

- Good morning. members of the Committee and staff.. I'm· Bill . 
• Walsh from~ Public Service Electric ar,id Gas Company. I won't ~o 

over some of the issues in detai 1 that you've heard already. 

I'll try and stick to perhaps different examples or things that 

may be a little bit different. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO.: We'd appreciate that. 

MR. WALSH: One thing I was glad to hear is that the 

amendment with regard to State or Federal regulations-- We 
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currently are subject to, under the Board !of Public Utilities 

· jurisdiction, specific delineations how you: can use electronic 

moni taring, what the purposes are for, p~rticularly training 
and retraining supervisory assistant's · and)or measurements of 

·service levels. 

If you look in the phone book !for Public Service 
' i ' 

· Electric and Gas · Company, you will see , a number of phone 
. i 

numbers, all of them with. a little symb,ol. Next to that 

symbol, it tel ls you to look on page 16 in! the phone book for 
: 

an explanation of what that symbol mea~s; that they ·are 

monitored or subject to service observing, .and under what 

conditions, and the reasons that a company c:an ·use that sort of 

information. 

We record telephone c·onversations in our customer 

service centers. They' re recorded cont,inuous ly. No one 

particular-- Whenever these· are · used i;n - -the .context of· 

training _or retraining of personnel, the tapes -are grabbed at 
! .. 

random, no particular day. -So, - you_ get· _a r~ndom sampling of a 

person's activity over a course of time, ahd- that's important 

for us, parttcular~y on the gas side 'of . business-. It Is 

cyclical in nature. 

It's- certainly -different to get a c;_all from a customer 

in ~ate August saying, "t(• d 1 ike to have my. furnace inspected 

prior tb the fall when it's going to get col1d," than that first 

cold day when we get phone c_alls at peak in excess of 3_000 an 
hour, and could- be as high as 9500 .to 10,000; a day, for no heat 

or service interruption, particularly on •. gas. Now, .limiting 

the monitoring to a 30-day period-...: If you limit it to a 

30-day. period, and you try and target "those days when it's 

extremely cold, you' re not going to get an accurate 

represeh-tation of how that employee is going to respond in a 

multitude of different scenarios. You're only going-to get one 

particular type of situation, and it's going to be a customer 

calling up and saying, by and large, "I have no heat. When can 
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you peop1e be out here?" , With 3000 or more an hour, to try and 

teli a person a.m. or p.m., and they say it's seven or eight 

degrees outside, a.m. or p.m. may not do it. 

If it's spread out over a year, I think it will give 

more representation as to the type of calls and the type of 

situations that the employees are subjected to. · Not only that, 

but particularly in emergency situations: If someone calls up 

and says, "I smell gas," any recording, either substantiates 

the employee's or a customer's recollection as to what happened 

over that telephone conversation. This can be very important, 

particularly as I said, in the emergency situations. 

· The 42-day provision you've heard about already. Our 

minimums are on the order of six months, and I don't know if 

they go beyond 18 months or so, for those who would be,.by and 

large, subject to electronic monitoring on a routine basis. 

You've heard about the monitoring ·being incorporated in the 

hand-held microprocessors. What's.· important- in this is, rather 

. than observing that activity over a 3O-day period, generally on 

the 10th day of a month, a meter reader will, by and large,. be 

reading the same route or the same group of homes or businesses 

that he read · the prior month ,on the 10th date. So, these 

routes can vary substantially, going from a largely residential 
' . 

neighborhood· where. the. homes may be . spread out, 100 "to 200 · 

feet, as opposed to an inner city, such. as a Chambersburg 

situation where the houses are primarily row ho~es. There's a 

large difference · in terms of how much you get done and in what 

period of time. So' I think it Is necessary to look at single 

day events, because they will be compared to that same route or 

group of customers over a month's period of time. 

I believe everything else that's contained in my 

written statement has been covered to some degree. If there 

are any questions at this point, I would be happy to address 

them. I took note of Assemblyman Fay's question., and we'll see 

if we can't dig up some of that information in terms of 
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frequency and number of cases that went through arbitration for 

Committee hearings. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Okay, thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: I just have one question to ask 

of you. Mr. Walsh# please, when you include that, send us an 

explanation of how you do that random monitoring--

MR. WALSH: Sure. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: --is it done electronically in 

your computer, so that nobody is singled out for any specific 

number of times? If you'd explain to us how that's done, that 

might be helpful. It might be a solution to part of the 

question that we're looking at here. 

MR. WALSH: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Th<1nk you very much. Now,; I have 

other people that want to speak from the utilities, but we have 

one · half hour left. We'd· like to h~ar from • the banking 

community right now. Tp.e ne~t speaker I' 11 call is Alfred. 

G1:iff_i th, New Jersey Bankers Association. 

A L F R E. D ·_ H. G R I F F I T H: Good morning, Mr. 

Chairman, members of the Committee. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Good morning. 

MR. GRIFFITH: My name is Alfred Griffith, the 

Executive Vice .President of _the New Jersey Bankers 

Association. I appreciate, Mr. Chairman, the opportunity to 

have public testimony on the. bill. It is· a wide-ranging type 

of legislation. 

I'd like primarily to speak to the letter that I 

submitted to Assemblyman Schwartz. I have· also talked to him 

several times about the bill, so he is aware of our concerns. 

We have reviewed the bill very carefully and particularly_ have 

looked at it in response to banking law regulation and 

practice, both at the Federal and State level. It's our belief 

that the bill is intended to protect employees from being 

observed or overheard, and being evaluated for matters other 

·than his or her work performance. 

While we do not believe the bill is intended to deter 
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the use of electronic monitoring for legitimate security 

purposes, the language of the bill makes it unclear·whether the 

terms and conditions of the bill apply to the use of electronic 

monitoring by the banks for security purposes. I know when I 

spoke to Assemblyman Schwartz initially about the bi 11, 

expressing our concern about the security dimension, his 

initial thought was the bill really didn't reach to that. 

However, with a camera situated on a teller who is there, to 

protect the teller, as well as, a deterent from criminals, one 

would assume that the camera on the teller could be used for an 

evaluation purpose as well as security purpose, so that was 

kind of understood. 

The Federal Bank Protection Act of 1968, requires that 

each Federal bank regulatory body establish standards that each 

bank must comply with for security purposes. We attach, and 

· have for the record, a copy of the Federal Act essentially · 

speci~ying that regulators must establish regulations to 

provide for protection se_curity protection for the 

installation, maintenance and operation of security devices and 

procedures to discourage robberies, etc. and to assist law 

enforcement in · the identification and ap!)rehension of· persons 

committing such acts. 

We also attach, as Attachment B to the record, 

regulations that were promulgated by the Federal Deposit 

Insurance Corporation, with an Appendix A, which sets certain 

minimum standards. for security devices, including surveillance 

systems, and speaks to the use of cameras, etc. The other 

Federal regulators, including the Controller of Currency, who 

regulates our national banks, have adopted very similar 

regulations to that, which was imparted by the FDIC. We ask 

that you review the minimum requirements in Appendix A which 

require the use of surveillance systems, etc. 

We find also that drug laundering has become a 

significant problem in our society, and the banks must 
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constantly be• vigilant about criminals who may establish an 

inside relationship in a bank. Constant electronic 

surveillance is a clear deterent to those who might attempt to 

use certain bank employees for their unlawful purpose. 

While camera and photographic equipment is essential 

to ' bank and bank employee security, increasingly popular 

electronic fund transfers, both retail and wholesale, exceed a 

trillion dollars per day. The taping of all wire transfer 

activity both inside and outside of a bank and its branches, is 

required with all transfer orders. Return calls verifying all 

orders are also taped. Employees and customers know they are 

being taped for accuracy and readily accept the process for 

their own protection. 

I might say however, in the wholr area of wire 

transfers, which has become an increasingly popular form of 

financi_al management, there are· ·no specific Federal regulations 

at this pard.ciular point that·· we' re aware of th~t, at this 

point, require· that tapin~, as an example, of all the 

transactions. It's a matter of practice, but that is not 

necessarily required by regulations, as far as I know. Because 

this. is a· growing area of activlity the National Association of 

Uniform· .Cornmiss ione~s of State Law, adopted a model Federal 

bill which co~ld be implemented· at each. state, establishing a 

number of standards and requirements designed to provide 
further security in.the area of electronic funds transfers. 

We attached to the material a summary of the model and 

what ·it's designed to do, as well as a provision in there 

regarding a security procedure that ought to be utilized by a 

financial institution when we' re talking about an electronic 

funds transfer that's considered a wire funds transfer. 

In summary, I' l:i try to keep it brief: The electronic 

surveillance is a requirement of banks necessary to the 

protection of bank employees and as a deterrent for crime. Law 

enforcement officers have an absolute need for ·electronic and 
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telephonic material. I.know banks_quite often are requested to 

have whatever kind· of electronic data they have available, to 

be made available for the· investigation of crim.inal activity 

within the bank, or ultimately before a court of law. 

Section 9 of the bill .recognizes that particular 

significance and exempts it from the provisions of the Act. 

While the bill does not appear again to consider security, at 

least according-. to our counsel's opinion, its language may be 

construed as affecting and limiting bank electronic monitoring 

for security purposes. Without some type of language in the 

bill which might clearly provide some type -of exemption for 

security related activities -- future litigation down the road 

-- we' re not sure what a judge. might do in -looking at the l:;>ill 

and looking at the bank's action to see whether or not it did, 

or did not reach to the area of. security. 

To make it ·clear that the bill. does not limit 

electronic ~onitqring f6r banks for security purposesi our 

association respectfully recommends that .regulated .banking 

institutions all banks and savings banks, and that would 

include savings and - loan associations, though we prefer not to 

speak for them ,:-'""" be deleted from _ the bi 11 in its definition 

section, or since section 9 clearly anticipates and understands 

the ne\::d for continuous elect.ronic · monitoring by · law 

enforcement agencies, and since the use of such equipment is 

akin to the purposes of banking enforcem~nt, that section 9 be 

amended to exclude security ~elated activity by banking 

institutions. 

We looked this morning at some preposed amendments, 

and I think they' re _ geared to some degree toward recognizing 

what exists in Federal law and regulation. Mr. Chairman, I'd 

have to say as a nonlawyer, I would probably prefer to have our 

own counsel take a look at' it to ,see whether it does the job, 

but I understand the thought is designed to reach toward that 

particular · security mode, and we very much appreciate that 



consideration. 
ASSEMBL~ PATERO: That's the question I was going 

to ask you: What do you think of these amendments? ·But you're 

going to have someone review them? 

MR. GRIFFITH: Yes, I shall. I'm not _an attorney-

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Me neither. 

MR. GRIFFITH: I won't even try to pretend to be one. 

ASSEMB4YMAN PATERO: You have been working with 

Assemblyman Schwartz? 

MR. GRIFFITH: Yes, he is aware and understands our 

concern, and we'll continue to work with him on the language if 

it's .acceptable to him and also to .ease any further refinement. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: . Mr. Gr.iffith. 

MR. GRIFFITH: Yes·, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: You talked about a trillion 

dollars a day elec:tronic transfers business going on. We know 

tnat 1 banking, is no longer New Jersey banking; we've- given that 

away or it's ·gone, whatever. Could you. foresee ·a problem if we 

passed a law in New Jersey that pronibi ted monitoring, that 

your banks might choose B<>'o numbers ·that we ca~' t monitor and · 

control and utilize that sort of a telephone· system that is 

completely regulated by the Federal regulations? 

MR. GRIFFITH: I don't know, but I can ·say that, 

Assemblyman, out there, if there is anrthing that wound up 

being limiting in our statute as far ·as the banks' ability to 

conduct those activities sq that it and ·its· em~loyees · were 

protected, that the banks would have to consider whether or·not 
. . 

they would want to institute or init-iate the transaction, 

particularly if they're operating on an interstate basis. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: I think we all know that if· 
' . . 

you' re making an 800 telephone call, you might be. talking. to 

someone in Oregon · or California or wherever, and we get all 

these electronic messages that are transferred, and we have no 

idea r·eal ly where they are, or who we are· talking to. You cal 1 
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up, get a message that says if you want to talk to loans press 

one, if you want to talk to ~ar financing press two, and you 

really don't know who you are talking to or where they are. It 

would seem to me that with multi state banking and mul tistate 

telephone calls that we don't control, that we really might 

drive jobs out of New Jersey if we tried to include banks in 

this. 

MR. GRIFFITH: I know, as an example, in the whole 

area of wire transfers it's absolutely essential that a 

recorded record be .made of every part of the transaction for 

everybody's security and protection because again, particularly 

we might be talking about a transaction that might be a million 

dollars or more, and if there is no record trail to protect the 

bank, to protect the person who sent .the message, as well. as 

the p~rson who received the message we could be do-ing a 

considerable degree of harm in-the marketplace. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Thank you very.much. 

MR. GRIFFITH: Mr. Chairman, thank · you very much and 

members of the Committee for your consideration. 

it. 

I appreciate 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: . Next we' 11 have the, sponsor of 

the bill, Assemblyman David Schwartz. 

A S S E M B L .Y M A N D A V I_ D c. S C H W A R T Z: 

Thank you Mr. Chairman and my colleagues. I'm pleased to be 

here. I apologize for coming late to this meeting, I had major 

bond issues up in the Appropriations Committee which enjoy the 

support of the business community in the State, and other 

legislation elsewhere, but I think none of these bills are any 

more important than this legislation which seeks, on my part 

anyway, to provide some element of fairness on electronic 

monitoring in the workplace~ while through your amendment and 

others that may be developed, seeing to it that other values, 

including quality control and other business purposes, are 

maintained. 
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I want to say at the outset that it's not my intention 

through this legislation, to end capitalism as we know it. I 

think some of the testimony that we've seen or heard about, 

would drive in that direction. I notice· over the years that 

other legislation has had the same witness characteristic. We 

were told once upon a time that fair labor standards would do 

that, that minimum wage would do that; that OSHA would do that, 

and a variety of other things would do that, and they were all 

going to eliminate capitalism. But capitalis~ has survived and 

thrived, and I want to suggest that capitalism will survive and 

thrive in tbis State and nation even if something appropriate 

to this legislation is enacted. 

Let me give yo1.1 . a quick and brief and succinct . 

explanation of my purposes, and what I think the bill does by 

way of · suggesting only that I want to work with, you, Mr. 

Chairman, and your sta.ff, :and with all members_ of the Committee 

and ind~ed., with all members of the :public and the business 

co~unity and labor communities in this State, to. s·ee to it 

that what ui!:imately passes· from this Co.mmi ttee and then on. 

through the L_egislature, protects workers, protects ··elemental 

justice in ·the workplace,. _at the same time that other business 

values such as quality control and the meeting of regulatory 

respbnsibi~ities and, indeed, profit potential and economic• 

opportunities and job creation is also facilitated. 

As in my judgement, A-210 seeks to preserve privacy, 

to prevent abuse, and ensure the confidentiality of infqrmation 

of information gathered through electronic monitoring of the 

quanti"ty and quality of employees' work by their employers. In 

my judgement, this is the bill that requires employers to give 

proper written notice to their employees, telling them when and 

how they' 11 be monitored. It's my understanding that the bill 

also sets certain standards for determining the per.f ormance of 

employees by means of employee monitors, monitoring, that is to 

say, standards that issue a fairness. 



Under this legislation, 

provide this kind of monitoring, 

monitoring, with reference to 

electronically must evaluate that 

week; or in the case of telephone 

consecutive telephone calls, so 

any employer wishing to. 

or to do this kind of 

the volume of work, 

performance over the entire 

work for· not less than 30 

that we' re getting an 

evaluative base, a· discipline base, which is fair. It doesn't 

say, "I found one phone call and you're disciplined in 

consequence." It may, in fact, say that, but at least there 

would be a data base that assures the worker with some notion 

that a fair sample of his or her work is being _considered. 

The legislation, also in my judgeme_nt, gives employe,es 

access to files which may contain· personal o-r personnel 

· information gathered through1 electronic means _and allows them 

to challenge the veracity or relevance of that information. If 

found to be inaccurate, misleading, or irrelevant either by the 

Commissioner of Labor or through some oth~r available_ grievance 
.' . 

procedure, that information must then - be deleted from the 

worker's file. The employer: . is also charged . with the 

responsibility of keeping electronic ·.monitoring information 

con.fidential, except for those- excepti,ons which are • stated in 

the bill. 

Finally, businesses 'with electronic monitoring of· 
. 

_ employees · may create · emotional or physical ,.stress related 

illnesses. Among those, workers would be required to provide 

remedial actions so ·the worker could _get help. This bill 

doesn't, nor could it, prohibit electronic monitoring. It 

doesn't prohibit such monitoring in cases where Federal laws 

clearly, specifically require such monitoring practices. I do 

however support amendments that grant exclusions to various 

industries or to various classes of industries, that. are 

required by_ the Federal government, State government, or other 

regulatory entities, to conduct monitorifig in such ways as 



might be otherwise prohibited from my bill. 
-

I don't want to put business or anybody else in the 

catch-22 of some·regulator or some statute, Federal, State, or 

other, demands it, but on the other hand we have a statute that . 

forbids it, puts you in a catch-22. I don't think any of us 
' . really intended to do that. That may come as a surprise to 

some of the previous witnesses, but that is what I want, that 

we don't put business in a catch-22, but we don't put workers 

in an impossible circumstance either. 

In closing, I'd 1 ike to .say that during the great 

debates that lead to fashioning child labor laws, establishing 

the minimum wage, creating the 40-hour week, as well as in 

debates of establishing many other pieces. of progressive 

legislation, it has been the. case that sometimes the spectre 
. ( 

has been • raised that we would eliminate profitability -- we 

would eliminate profitability as we know it. I don't think 

this bill w~ll eliminate capitalism· as we know it, but I want 

tc,. pledge, in conclusion, that I want. to work with you, Mr. 

Chairman; with your staff,. with other members of the Committee, 

and with interested business,· indu~try,. and la,bor folk, so that 

we can go forward and get a good bill. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN. PATERO: Assemblyman,. there have been: some 

good suggest ions made, and once we get al 1 the hearings . done 

and completed,: we'll probably sit down with you and have a work 
session. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHWARTZ: I'd love to do that. I'm sure 

· that the legislative work product of your leadership will come 

forward that will make elemental · fairness in the workplace 

happen, while meeting the real legitimate business interests of 

most.of the people here at the same time. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Wait a second. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHWARTZ: Can't escape! 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: I' 11 be easy on you, David .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHWARTZ: I wish you would. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Dr. Schwartz, I know as a 

professor that you've been monitored in your work, not now but 

as you started out, and I'm sure you realize that every manager 

has to monitor their employees. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHWARTZ: I do, indeed. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: One of the problems that I have 

is the part in number 2 which deals with the discipline action, 

and the part that I perforce, I won't deal with it here, but 

we'll talk about that later, I just wanted you to know that. 

Another part is number 10 where it says that each employer who 

use electronic moni taring to obtain personnel, that about his 

employee, shall establish employee assistance programs to make 

available for each affected emp1oyee, evaluation and counseling 

regarding stress related problems by a qualified counselor, and 

to provide referral and paid release time for any treatment 

which the . the counselor determines is necessary to assist the 

employee to successfully cope with the probl.ems. 

Number one, you're saying that the employer has to pay 

for the EAP program and then on top of that to pay the employee 

while attending that ~raining or program. I think that there's 

some plusses in that, but there's also some minuses in. that. 

We really ought to examine· that more thoroughly because it 

could be abused and misused. It may be a veri effective tool, 

but it also could be an· abuse factor, and I . think we need to 

look at that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHWARTZ: I would concur.· I think that 

it would be fun· for me to sit here and say I think I gave you a 

piece of legislation, why don't you just enact it? That's not 

the case. This is legislation that obviously needs your 

handicraft, needs to be a legislative work product. I'm not a 

labor specialist or a special.ist in surveillance. I tried to 

simply produce a bill that made me feel that we're moving in 

the right direction and assume that there would be a serious 
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high-mind~d · legislative process of this nature, and· I would be 

wil.ling t'o discuss any of these concerns with you, and frankly, 

be willing to and I would ~ay this without fear of 

meaningful contradiction -- I would be willing, primarily, to 

defer, in areas which were not noxious to me, I would defer to 

.the Committee's process because you are specialists in that 

field. Your Chairman, in addition to being a longtime friend 

and running mate, is an acknowledged legislative expert in this 

field, and I would attempt to want to de.fer to your process. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: I have a couple of observations and 

a question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Go ahead. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Clearly~ one of the major purposes 

of. · the -bill was to attract the attention of the business 

·community. You have succeeded admirably. Testimony to that 

effect is exhibited by--

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHWARTZ: But perhaps I have not achieved 

my high popularity bill. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: That's a goal maybe contravening 

your original go·a1. In terms of the· origin of the bill,·.I 

suspect it rose from the fact that you received communications 

f ram people that there were abuse.s occurring under certain 

circumstances, and--

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHWARTZ: •·That's . correct. There were 

oc~urences that they perceived to be profoundly abusive-

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: . Right .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHWARTZ: .. --and evasive. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: And I. don't know· whether they were 

from mainstream people, or people on the fringe in the 

business;• what have you, but whenever legislation like this is 

initiated -- and I think .I can, to a degree, liken this to drug 

testing· legislation in many ways -- it seems to me that the 

best legislation that emerges is that which really kind of 

addresses the problem in a comprehensive fashion. It attempts 
! 
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to strike a balance between the competing interests .that are 

involved. Your very candid acknowlegement that the bill may 

need some amendment and some pruning and .fine-tuning, I think, 

is appreciated by members of the Committee. I want to make 

sure that we have a sound empirical base for initiating such 

legislation in whatever form ··it comes out, to the extent that 

those who have -- and I've already -asked this of the business 

community -- to the extent tbat tho.se who have brought to your 

attention abuses, if we as members of the Cammi ttee could have 

some data from,--

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHWARTZ: I will ask them to do that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: --employee groups, individuals, 

whatever, in the form of, you know, tneir correspondence, or 

their surveys. or whatever. I think that' 11 l::i.e helpful as well 

because I asked the industry people and really ~ asked· the 

utilities but I •·11 renew it and expand it_ to all of the 

bu1siness groups present, if you could give us some empirical 

.data as to what. the extan:t situation ·is, how frequ~ntly does .· 
. . 

this oqcur in your P.articular industry, . how much disciplin~ · 
. . . . . . 

arises out of it, what's this position in the grievance. 

continu'-!,ffl of that particular discipline? The flip-:-side of that 

is, if there are horror stoties,·r 0 d like to know about them. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHWARTZ: Mr. Foy, through you Mr . 

Chairman, I .appreciate your question. I will, in fact, ask 

those persons and organizations, associations and trade unions, 

who have brought such instances and cases to my attention, if 

they will share that with you, and, indeed, r will review my 

files thoroughly. Let me say, however, to you, it· was my 

intention this morning to come here to give you my purposes. I 

thought little would be served for me to do that. 

I could have_ brought before you -- and I know there 

are members of the media her.a --:- I could have brought a whole 

bunch of cases of ·people who say that their working lives have 

been destroyed, that inappropriate actions have been taken of a 
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disciplinary nature, invasions -of their privacy; of the most 

profound nature, the consideration of circumstances which I 

think al 1 of us would be shocked to hear. But if I did that, 

inevitably, my concern would be that I would be essentially 

slamming and slandering a business community in this State 

which· I think on the whole is largely responsible. And people 

of the media and you would be saying, "Oh did that really 

happen, and how widespread is · it?" Precise1y that which does 

you the most credit, as al ways, it does you great credit to 

hear your desire from empirical data. As much as it's 

important to hear it; it's important t4at we balance it with 

the many cases in which regulations and other · things move in 

the direction of requiring· this or -responsible monitoring 

happen, so I don't want to create a sensationally charged 

atmosphere, so I want you to understand why I_ didn't bring you 

those statements. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: No, I understand that . and I also 
. . 

assume that i-t was to :J;>rotect .their privacy as well--

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHWARTZ: Indeed. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: --so . that's why I'd like the 

cor:nmunication directly to me as a Committee member rather than 

testimony. 

· ASSEMBLYMAN SCHWARTZ: We' 11 find a way to sh,are with 

you both the horror stories and t1:te systematic degradations and 

difficulties with which I'm concerned. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: In· addition, I'm inclined to believe 

that ·regulation of these activities is not all bad from the 

employer's standpoint, because it's just like drug testing; 

where you have a defined, known set of rules that exist 

regarding certain_ things, you sometimes are protected from 

abuse in the ot~er direction. So, I don't think it needs to 

necessarily' be viewed as the end of capitalism, but the end of 

management's prerogative, so to speak. I think it's got to be 

looked at long and hard, a balance has to be fashioned that's 
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fair to all concerned. But it won't be the end of the world if 

something emerges that regulates this particular activity. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:. I would concur. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Now, what final form that has, I 

couldn't predict at this point. I don't know how long it's 

going to take, but we'll give it our best shot. I would guess 

it would take awhile because it's an important issue. 

ASSEMBLYMAN · PATERO: Assemblyman, if you get that 

information to Greg Williams, we'd appreciate it, and he'll 

forward it to us. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHWARTZ: I will. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Thank you very much. - For the 

record, make it be known that Assemblyman Lou Gill-~ 

. ASSEMBLYMAN GILL: Sorry_ I 'm late, I was at another 

committee hearing. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: I explained that it's an unusual 

meeting. Next we'll have Alisa Mariani from the ACLU of New 

_·Jersey. She's.not here. ·Next, Barbara McConnell. -<.response 

from audience ·that Ms. Mariani i-s pr.esent) Oh, I ~m sorry .. 

A L I S A M A R I A N I.: My name is Alisa Mariani. I am 

Chair of the Workers' Rights Committee -of the American Civil 

Liberties Union of· New Jersey._ 

The ACLU believes that employers in this State have a 

right to expect a high standard of performance from the workers 

they- employ, but · we also .believe that employees have rights, 

rights they should not be expected to giv:e up when they go to 

work, rights that include due process and privacy. We support 

the bill because it attempts to balance the interests of 

employers and employees, interests that we feel -need not be 

antithetical or incompatible. 

The bill does_ not preclude the employer-'s legitimately 

and reasonably setting standards for work performance and 

attempting to monitor work performance. At the . same time it 

ensures that employees will be informed what those standards 

and moni taring attempts are, and when they are in effect. It 
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ensures that - employees will have a<;ce$S to data- obtained 

through such monitoring, and opportunity to challenge its 

accuracy or relevance.· And it ensures that such monitoring 

will deal with work performance only and will not entail 

inappropriate and intrusive incursions into personal privacy. 

Due process--, you could call it simply "fair playll if 

you will -- is at the heart of the American conc.ept of justice, 

and we believe the protection of due process should be public 

policy in New Jersey, in both the pub.lie and the private 
sector. Privacy, which Justice Brandeis years ago called "the 

right most valued by civilized men," is under siege in many 

areas of all our lives today, because of the proliferation of 
.. 

electronic devices which can 

unregulated· use has great potential 

ACLU welcomes legislation · which 

essential rights in the workplace. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Thank 

monitor behavior; their 

for very grave abuse. The 

seeks to protect these 

you very much. Next we '11 

have ·Barba_ra McCon~ell from the New Jersey Fo-od Co~ncil. 
BARB AR A MC C .o N.N.E LL: Thank .you._ Can I call up. 

. . 

with me Mr~ Richardson, V~ce President of Security? Thank you 

Mr. Chairman, members_ of the _Commi_ttee. _ 

I represent the New Jersey Food Council which are 

supermarket and food manuf acturtng companies, 

. Jeff Richardson who is Vice President of 
Supermarkets· General, . 

and with me is 

Security for 

We · have- a great deal of concern with this 

legislation. While it's obvious that the intent is directed 

towards auditory monitoring, it' s apparent to me that this 

legislation is so broad and so sweeping that. it impacts other 

areas of electronic surveillance or - rnoni toeing. For instance, 

this legislation -- bas.ed upon the way we interpret it -- would 

prohibit a very· widespread or customa·ry use in the supermarket 

industry of cash register reports which prov_ide us information 

on a number of things including, the percentage of sales, 



speed, accuracy, and productivity. It would prohibit the use 

of electronic monitoring by camera of our employees and our 

customers for safety reasons. Criminal activities shrink, in 

evaluating performance. It would also prohibit the use of data 

sharing, computer information from between departments when one 

supervisor might· want to look into the activities of employees 

within theit department. 

It's estimated in our industry, that we lose $508 

billion a year . in shoplifting and employee theft. While we 

believe that most employees are honest, you and I know that 

some of them are not. Those that are honest want to make sure 

that everyone within the workplace is. I'd 1 ike to ask Mr. 

Richardson. at this time to give us his experience in the field 

of security and share with you why our ability· to monitor 

employee performance ---electronic surveillance -- is important 

in the field of secu·rity as well as for the consumer: 

Everyone has been talking today as though this were 

legislation about the employee versus the .employer. I suggest 

to you that tJ?.is legislation impacts the consumer in. terms of 

co·st and s-ervice, and that needs. to be· brought out. Jeff. 

J E F F .R I C H A R D S O N: Thank you. Again, my name is 

Jeff Rich~rdson, ·•Vice President· of Security for . Supermarkets 

General, Pathmark Divis.ion, controlling security loss 

prevention programs for all Pathmark Supermarkets. 

We use . a lot of electronic devices to do different 

things in the supermarket and in the office section; from 

access control, using a card access system to control the 

movement into an office, so that different people can gain 

access from one area to another area at designated times in 

keeping others out; from truck. monitoring using on-board 

computers to monitor the aotivi ties of individual truck 

drivers, right down to speeds on our highways, to monitoring 

feedback information as to how fast a particular driver was 

travelling on the Turnpike b~cause he was behind schedule, that 



may put lives in jeopardy, and. thereby us,ing that information 

to help in control. All these things I see as electronic 

devices used to monitor not only activity, but perforf!tance and 

a lot of different other things. 
In the supermarkets themselves, we use camera systems 

to monitor activity of both customers and associates. In that 

monitoring process, we have been able to apprehend dishonest 

customers and employees., using such devices into the thousands 

and thousands of individuals, recovering thousands of dollars 

of merchandise each and every year. Last year for instance, 

companywide, we recovered a little over $1 million in 

shoplifting alone from customers, using these devices. The 

same devices and camera systems are used to monitor activity on 

the front end. 

One of our biggest problems th.at we feel in the 

supermarket industry is that cashiers who have been. trained 

properly, but for whatever. reason ·have_ a desire to underprice 

. our merchandise to customers and gener.ally speaking, a lot of' 

those customers that we apprehend receiving di~counts from a 

cashier are family members. That ~onitorin:g. device of the 

electronic front e~d, the scanning front end, provides us with 

infor_mation . as to an individual who may be low in scanning 

percent or very low in average item volume dollar value which 

says that that individual may, in fact, be und.erringing or 

discounting merchandise. As we monitor that ip.dividual with a 
camera system which is usually already established and 

installed into a store -- better than 50% of· our· stores have 

camera systems you will find that when you make a 

discounting apprehension ·that the cashier . has discounted the 

order from anywhere to 50% to 80% of the true value of the 

order, taking a $100 order: · and being rung up at $25 or less. 

It's not unusual for us to find a discounting in ·as large as 

$1100 discrepancy for an order. 

Of course, that shrink to the supermarket industry 
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creates an increase in security costs, an increase in costs to 

all of us in this room; an increase in costs of buying our 

groceries on a daily basis. We have in our industry, in 

Pathmark especially, been able to reduce our overall shrink 

from a percentage than was close to 2% per year down to less 

than 1% for the past two years in a row, and we greatly 

attribute that to the use of electronic monitoring. If we 

didn't have the use of such things, it would rely on walking 

the floor and being able in trying to detect individual 

dishonest people, which is much more difficult. We find that 

we actually outperform in a CCTV store, 33% better than we do 

in a non CCTV store. In addition to the shrink, it also shows 

us the negative effects of non CCTV. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Maybe I read the bill wrong, but 

I'm not aware of a provision that the bill would prevent the 

use of monitoring for security purposes . 

. MS. McCONNELL: It's not clear as to whether it would 

or not, but it clearly prohibits· it tor use· in terms of 

monitoring or evaluating employees~-

ASS.EMBLYMAN PATERO: Right; ·that I know. 

MS. McCONNELL: We're talking here about employee 

theft, and it's--

MR . RI CH:ARDSON: 50% of our shrink is employe·e theft 

on the front end. 

MS. McCONNELL: It's questionable to whether or not it 

would prohibit it _for security reasons. And two, when a 

company goes to the expense of installing electronic monitoring 

equipment -- Jeff, perhaps you can back me up on this or refute 

it? the total benefits, of course, are to be abie to· 

monitor, shrink employee theft, as well as shoplifting, and if 

the bill would prohibit us-- Even if the bill did allow us to 

monitor for shoplifting purposes, would it be cost-effective to 

do it for that purpose alone? 

MR. RICHARDSON: In my estimation, it would not be 
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cost=-eff·ective to do it for that one. category alone. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Well, as you heard, the sponsor 

of· the bill said he is willing to take amendments on the bill, 

where we will work with the sponsor of the bill to try to come 

up with a bill that satisfies everyone. 

MS. McCONNELL: I think it ' s al so important, I haven't 

heard much testimony regarding this, but this data sharing of 

computer information between departments-- Jeff alluded to 

it--- I haven't heard much testimony, and I. think that'. s a very 

serious problem where a number: of offices are under the 

supervision of on.e department and the supervisor there wanted 

to plug in to see how many customer complaints it had, how they 

were handled,. and so forth. I. 'm not talking about auditory, 

I'm just talking about plugging· in and sharing that 

information. This legislation would prohibit ·that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: We'll take-...:, 

MS. McCONNELL: As I say I think the £ocus is on 

auditory monitoring, but· you· sweep up all other types of. 

written evaluation·s. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL:' I'd just like to ask Jeff a 
., 

question. Mr .. Richardsox:i, do you notify· the employees that 

they' re under su.rveillance in the stores where you ·have that 

sort of a system? 

MR. RICHARDSON: The surveillance system that's in the 

stores is completely th.rough the store. Most of the cameras 

. that are installed in the store are dumb cameras with a mirror 

finish. We can.not see where the camera is po int ing, but upon 

hiring and coming into orientation into the store, you are 

given an orientation as to the overall security of ·the store. 

If your store has a camera system in it, you are informed of 

the camera system and shown its . capabilities which. is every 

aisle· and the capability of looking at every monitor on the 

floor -- I mean every cashier on the floor. 

instructed. 

So, they are 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: So, they are notifyed. Do you 
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have anything in your collective bargaining agreement dealing 
with that at all? 

MR. RICHARDSON: No, we do not. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: You had no requests for that? 
MR. RICHARDSON: No, we have not. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: You also spoke about moni taring 

through the cash register process, and I know some cash 
. registers . they just drag the packages across the thing that 
reads the bar graph, and others, they have to actually ring 
them up. Would you explain to us how you monitor your 
employees by doing that? Do you evaluate how many dollars they 
ring up? Do you evaluate how many packages they handle? 

MR. RICHARDSON: Well, what happens in a standing 
front end or an electronic front end, especially on the 
scanning front end-- Based on the computer system, the 
computer· reads. all the data and compares each individual 
cashier to -another on any and every given week, so this weeks 
average item value for. a ·particular store may be $1.22, showing 
that one particular· cashier is showing .the same average· i tern 
value at $1.00, which means she's $.22 off the norm f.or that 
particular store_, not for . the chain, but . for that particu~ar 
store and that week. There is a very strong possibility that 
that cashier's average i tern· value is down, be.cause that cashier 
may be scamming. It doesn't prove the point; . we now have to 
prove the point. So, that person is not dealt with as to being 
a dishonest person by any means for· that one piece of 
information. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: You don't . use it .for 
discipline. It's further observation of thcr-t individual. 

MR. RICHARDSON: It's a trigger. For instance, that 
cashie~ may have had that week, very few hours on the register, 
and ·-- for whatever reason -- runs up a lot of low value items 
in the paper aisle or something to that nature. So, what 
happens is, you just look at those numbers and compare them.to 
last week and the next five or six weeks in a row to see if the 
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pattern continues to grow. But by no means do you go and 

discipline a cashier because of that one factor. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Thank you. Assemblyman Foy. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Just a couple of observations. Your 

use of the word "shrink" is an interesting term. I think the 

reason half the employees want this, is to avoid having to go 

to a shrink as a result of the stress involved with some of 

this, and I think that's something we need to take a look at. 

The other thing is with respect to the security 

industry, somebody once told me that 5% of all people in the 

world if you put $1 million in front of them, they'd never take 

a nickel, 10% of the people in the world while they talking to 

you they are stealing the rings off your fingers, and gold out 

of your teeth, and the other 85% of the people is why we have a 

security industry. 

MR. RICHARDSON:, That's right. ( laughter) 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Thank you very much. It's after 

12, we' 11 be taking two more speakers, and they' 11 , be Bill 

Murtha from the Casino Association, , and also Mr, Healey -- no, 

Lester Kurtz from New Jersey Busine'ss and Industry. We' 11 take 

Mr. Bill Murtha first,. I hope it won't be long. I'm, sorry, 

but it's late. 
W I .L L I A M C. , 'M u,R TH A, Esq.: I'll be very brief. 

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, good afternoon. I'm 

Bill Murtha, Vice President and General Counsel for the ·casino 

Association of New Jersey. The Casino Association ,represents 

nine of the 12 operating casinos in Atlantic City. I have a 

prepared statement which really details some of the problems 

which this bill has for the casino industry, and I'd like to 

leave that with you today. Just very briefly, my remarks are 

not dissimilar to the remarks made by' the representative from 

·the banking industry in the sense' that casinos, like banks, are 

highly regulated. 

Practically every phase of casino/hotel operations are 
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regulated by the Casino Control Commission, and practically 
every phase of those operations, not only on the casino side, 
but on the hotel side, involve some form of electronic 
monitoring. The most obvious example of that is in the casino 
where we have surveillance cameras on all of the tables and 
common areas. In addition to that, we have the counting rooms 
which have CCTV surveillance cameras as well as audio 
equipment. 

On the hotel side we have cameras in all the public 
areas, generally on all the hallways, bars, and restaurants, 
and things like that. In addition to that, all access into 
casino computer systems is tracked, both on the hotel side and 
the casino side, due to the· sensitive nature 
in the computer system such as player 
information, and financial information. I 
bill would touch upon that computer 
monitoring. 

of the information 
ratings, credit 

believe that this 
based el~ctronic 

In addition to. computers, we have certain monitoring 
in purchasing, in food and beverage, all· of which would be 
affected -by this legislation. I'm not aware of too many 

· circumstances where telephone monitoring occurs within 
casinos. The only thing I can think of offhand is during the 
course_ of security integrity investigations, there may· be· some 
telephone monitoring. That would either be done by the 
security department, or the security department in conjunction 
with the Division of Gaming Enfo~cement. 

I've looked at the amendments, and I don't believe the 
amendments would go far enough, especially in terms of sections 
3, 4, 5, and 10, in terms of carving out casino operations from 
the electronic monitoring portions of the bill. What I would 
recommend is an amendment in section 9 which would specifically 
exclude casino licensees to the extent that the casino licensee 
is performing electronic monitoring which is required by the 
Casino Control Act, Commission regulations, or the Commission 
approved internal controls within a casino. I think that that 
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wouldcover it. 

Also in section 9, an exclusion should be made for 

applicants of a casino license. The most recent example is the 

Trump Taj Maj al. It had to have its electronic monitoring 

devices in place operating, and they had to demonstrate that, 

prior to getting· an operating certificate and a casino 

license. So, the exclusion should also go to applicants for 

casino licenses, as well as holding companies of casino 
--

licenses which, again, have certain electronic monitoring 

requirements such as to do diligent background checks of its 

officers- and directors, and principal employees. 

What I will do is provide you with my written 

comments. What I would like to o.o is follow up next week with 

another letter which explains how the amendments, which .I 

looked at today, don't quite resolve~ the problem for casinos. 

Any questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Assemblyman Foy-. 

. ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: I don't· have any quest"ions ·for ·the 

speake·r, I have a qu_est_ion for you·. D.o we still have a 

substantial pile· of people who wish to testify? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Yes, we 0,0, 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Well, if I can offer a procedural 
. . 

~uggestion to take under advisement. Since this· is going to be 

a rather protracted process anyway, maybe . we could reserve a 

portion of our various next sequence of regular Committee 

meetings, at the end, begin taking some o~ the testimony of the· 

people on a continuous public hearing basis, so that we don't 

have to go through another whole day on a_ day where we have a 

little problem as far as logistical scheduling. We ·do it on 

our own day, take maybe 20 min':,ltes to one half hour, schedule 

two or three speakers, make it known in advance who's ·going to 

be testifying on this wheri we put out the Committee thing; ·take 

them in sequence until we conclude everybody, and then have our 

dialogue and meetings with the sponsor of the bill. If a 
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refined bill then emerges, make that available, and then have 

another full-blown public hearing regarding whatever revised 

bill would occur. 

That may save a lot of time a lot of time and may give 

it a logical sequence. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Yeah, that's a good suggestion. 

We don't have any controversial bills in the next agenda, and 

maybe once we--

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: 

hour on another one--

One half hour on our agenda, half 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: We could continue on. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: --just until we get done. I'm sure 

the business groups won't mind · if this takes six months to a 

year or whatever to get through the· Committee. You' 11 see the 

list expand _over time. It'll be.the New Jersey version of a 

filibuster. · (laughter) 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: 

after the bills .are passed 

I think what we' 11 .do is, right 

from the next Labor Committee 

meeting which is Monday, or 11:00 on, we will continue with 

this public hearing. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FOY: Okay. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Any more questions for Mr. Murtha? 

ASSEMBLYMAN· FOY: That's · not to cut Lester off. We 

want to end with a bang, if nothing else. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: No no no. I saved the best for 

last. Is Lester still here, or did he leave? (affirmative 

response) Oh, I thought you left, Lester. 

LESTER KURTZ: No such luck, wishful thinking. I 

think I'm go1ng to be brief, briefer than normal. Many of the 

things I want to say have already been said, but for the 

record, I'd like to clear up one. misstatement that .we heard 

this . morning from the psychologist from Glassboro and I quote 

from the report of the Office of Technological Assessment, 
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"Currently there is insufficient research. literature to support 

the contention that electronic monitoring leads to stress and a 

diminution of health." We heard to the contrary this morning, 

.and their report says quite the opposite. 

Let me just point out to the Committee that workplace 

monitoring has been in existence ever since there has been a 

workplace. It began with manual monitoring, and as the 

technology progressed, we find ourselves with electronic 

monitoring today. Virtually as you've heard, virtually every 

business function in some · manne.r, relies on computer and 

telephone based message transmissions as well as audio 

transmissions. From the simplest function of taking attendance 

of employees; . this bill would prohibit· th.at function or would 

restrict an employer from us.ing the electronic information 

collected due in a matter of taking attendance for taking 

discipl.inary action against an individual- who is habitually 

late or. habitually absent; just to give you an example of the 

type of- rc1.mifications of this type of bill . 

. The bill has been· around, I think we had a hearing on 

this· bill 10 to 12 years ago sponsored by Senato'r <Jregorio a_nd 

the hear'ing I recall w~s held in Linden. City. Hall. We had one 

public hearing, and we· never saw the light of it. I don't 

bel1eve this bill has seen the light of day in a number of 

other states where it has been considered and rejected. · It has 

similarly been considered ·and rejected .on the national level, 

so I think it would be to the detriment of . New Jersey, and it 

would set our economy back a number of years, shoui"d the bi 11 

be enacted, thereby restricting an employer's right to manage 

his operation efficiently. I will leave my testimony with--

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Lester, since you cut yours 

short, if you want to stake out at Monday's meeting, you can 

come ad.dress the meeting, and if there are questions, we'll 

answer the questions Monday. 

MR. KURTZ: Okay. 
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MR. WILLIAMS: At least one copy of the testimony so 

we can get it into the rec6rd. 

MR. KURTZ: Okay. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Okay, that's the end of the 
public hearing and as we stated, the · next hearing will be 

Monday on this bill, after the voting of the Labor Committee, 
or 11:00. 

.(HEARING CONCLUDED) 
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Testimony before the Assembly Labor Committee 

A 210 

Dr. Janet Cahill 
Glassboro State College 

April 2, 1990 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify today. By way of 

introduction, I am an Associate Professor of Psychology at 

Glassboro State College. My area of academic and professional 

expertise is in the fiel¢ of occupational st~ess. That is, 

identifying aspects of the work environment which have an impact 

on physical and psychological functioning. I._am_also an active 

cons~ltant for. stress mana~ement and reduction prog~ams. 

My t~stimony today will iocus ori the relationship between 

electronic monitoring and stress. My colleague Dr. Paul Landsber~ 

gis and I have recently completed. some research in this area~ 

which we presented at the la~t meeting of the American Public 

Health Association. My testimony today is in specific reference 

to Bill No. A 210. Let me state from the outset that I strongly 

support the passage of this legislation. My·primary reason for 

this support rests upon the mounting evidence that electronic 

monitoring has a detrimental impact on both the work environm~nt 

and emplo"yee stress levels. I will detail some of this evidence 

below. 

NIOSH's (1981) study The Potential Health Hazards of VDTs, 

found that a heavily monitored group of clerical workers ex

hibited more psychological symptoms (such as depression and 
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anxiety) than did a control group. Subjects utilized for this 

study were clerical workers employed by Blue Cro$s/Blue Shield. 

Another study spon~ored by 9 to 5 f6und that workers who were 

monitored more frequently perceived their work to be "very 

stressful" than workers who were not monitored. In a similar 

vein, a report by the. Bureau of National Affair.s, Vr>ts in.· the 

Workplace, reports on a study of Southern Ne~ England Telephone 

employees. The study found a iigh cdrrelatlon betweerr employee 

health complaints and electronic monitoring. 

In summary, research which has addressed the issue ot. 

·electronic monitoring per se has found a_ persistent association·· 

with incr~ased stre~s ·1evels. In addition, research has found 

connections between electronic monitbring and ~ther detrimental 

aspects of the work environment. For example, a study by Vallas 

and.Calabro, conc:luded that electronic monitoring increased a 

· factor called structuring of tasks. This fa~tor, in turn, was 

predi~tive of incre~s~d risk of cardiovascular disease. Further, 

they reported a significant correlation (r=.49) between structur.

in~ of tasks and physical complaints. 

Another· serious concern· is that moni to.ring appears to create 

a work environment very similar to that of machine paced work. 

This• is due to the fact that monitoring imposes rigid controls 

and quotas on the pace of work. There is a significant amount of 

empirical ~vidence ~hi~h links this type of machine paced work 

with an increase in stress symptoms.- For example, Johansson, 

Aronsson & Linstrom (1978) concluded that machine paced workers 
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secreted higher levels of catecholamines (biochemical involved 

with the stress reaction) than a group of workers with a more 

flexible work routine. Another study by Northcott and Lowe (1985) 

found that postal workers in automated, highly routinized jobs 

had lower job satisfaction and more health complaints than a 

comparable group of ~orkers with a more flexible routine. 

Electronic monitoring would also appear to increase levels 

of two other documented p-sychosocial stressors: low autonomy and 

workload. Autonomy·, or the amount of control an individual has 

over their work environment is a key variable in occupational 

stress. When electronic monitoring is imposed upon a work force, 

they-lose a great deal of control over the organization of their 

work. Instead, · they must work e:x:cl usi v·e1 y to meet. the cri ter·ia of 

the monitoring system. These factori also tend to increase the 

work load of the job. Robert Karasek has found that the combina

tion of these two factors (low control and high demand) was 

associated with increased risk of cardiovascular disease. Another 

article by Kahn (1973) reported a co~nectioh between perceived 

overload and increased heart rate, cholest~rol levels and lowered 

self-esteem. French and Caplan {1973) found overload to be 

related to at least nine different physical and psycholdgical 

symptoms, including smoking, which is a major risk factor for 

cardiovascular disease. This is by no means an exhaustive review 

of this literature, but serves to illustrate that increa~es in 

these factors has serious health consequences for the work force 

involved. 
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A ~inal factor that is often associated with the introduc

tion of electronic monitoring is that -of role conflict. This 

problem occurs when employees must ~eet two conflicting demands 

in the same interaction: As one example, teleph9ne operators who 

must work very quickly and be courteous at the same time. This 

type of role con·flict has been repeatedly linked to stress 

indicators (French and Caplan, 1973). 

In summary, there is growing evidence that the introduction 
/. 

of electronic monitoring results in the deterioration of the work 

environment. This has significant consequences in terms of 

employee health. Stressful work cor}tjitions lead to increased use 

of sick time, loss of job sati~faction, and a wide range of 

employee related problems. The National Institute for Occupatibn

al Safety and ~ealth is significantly concerned about this ·issue 

to be sponsoring several laboratory and field studies whieb will 

examine this issue. Serious concerns have also peen raised a~ound 

the issues of privacy and fairness when electronic monitoring is 

used. 

Employers often justi~y the use of. monitoring by arguing 

that it greatly improves productivity. However, this claim has 

yet to b~ validated. Simply meeting computer generated criteria 
. . 

more frequently does not necessarily mean that overall produc-

tivity increases. Employe~s have also argued that monitoring per 

se is neutral and can actually be a positive factor in the work 

environmertt if appropriately implemented. I can speak to this 

latter point from my own research. I examine implementation 
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patterns of electronic monitoring in a number of work settings 

and found that monitoring was overwhelming being used in a 

punitive and negative fashion. 

Finally, there are many other, less intrusive means of 

providing appropriate supervision and feedback to employees 

without the use of monitoring. Our understanding· of how and ~hy 

people work makes it quite clear that monitoring is not a neces

sary piecursor to appropriate performance and may well. serv~ to 

inhibit motivation. This bill wo~ld be an important safeguard 

against the potential abuses· and negative consequences of monito

r-ing and I urge you to give it your most serious consideration. 
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Testimony of Ernest c. Cerino, Jr.·- Associate Director 
New Jersey Utilities Association A-210 

Good morning Assemblyman Patera· and members of the Committee. I 
am Ernie c. Cerino, Associate Director of the New Jersey Utili
ties Association, an Association representing the State's inves
tor owned electric, gas, water anµ telecol!llllunications utilities. 
Since there are.numerous persons to offer comments on A-210 
today, I will be very brief. However, for the record, I would 
very respectfully like to state our opposition to this bill. 

A-210 is extremely broad in its application. You will hear from 
some of our member companies today who will outline for you the 
impact of its provisions on each of them individually. General
ly, .·.however, we would suggest that this bill appears to be based ·· 
upon a belief that electronic. observation is detrimental to· 

· employees. . We know _o.f no unfair or abusive situations that have 
arisen due to employee monitoring. And, our employees know that 
any and all moriitoring is fai~ly conducted for the purposes of· 
providing our customers w.i.th the ·highest levels of customer 
service as. required in our industry. 

Ele.ctronic mon·itoring, is employed by the utility industry to 
improve efficiency and to assure vital services to our customers. 
It is utilized as an essential quality control tool. In our 
view, th~ best .way to handle this issue is on an individual 
company basis. through the collective bargaining process. .This 
fegislation, ~e feel; ~ould repla~e colLective bargaining and 
prescribe man.agement policy by statute .• 

Should the committee wish, we would be very happy to expand upon 
_this testimony at some future date. For today's purpose of 
discussion, I have with me several representatives of individual 
utility companies who are ready to offer their specific insight 
to the problems associated with A-210. Thank you for allowing me 
the opportunity to address the· committee. 

4/23/90 
· AT&T Communications of New Jersey • American Water Works Service Company• Atlantic City Sewerage Company• Atlantic Electric 

Elizabethtown Gas Company • Elizabethtown Water Company.• Garden State Water Company • Hackensack Water Company 
Jersey Central Power & Light Company • MCI Telecommunications Corporation • Middl•x Water Company • New Jersey Bell Telephone Company 

New ,Jersey Natural Gas Company • Parkway Water Company• Public Service Electric & Gas Company • Rockland Electric Compa?\y 
Shorelands Wate.r Company • South Jersey Gas Company• United Telephone Company of New Jersey• Warwick Valley Telephone Company 
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April 23, 1990 

A-210, Electronic Monitoring 
In the Workplace 

Jersey Central Power & Light Company 
Public Affairs 
Capital View 
150 West State Street 
Trenton, New Jersey 08608 
(609) 393-4960 
(609) 393-4973 

Thank you Mr. Chairman, members of the committee. My name is Don Bates, 

State Government Affairs Manager for Jersey Central Power & Light. I have with 

me today, Jim Knubel, Director of Security at GPO Nuclear who operates our 

oyster creek plant. ·Jim wil~ comment on his concerns with A-210 as they 

relate to his area of.operation. 

Jersey Central employs nearly 3600. full-time employees in New Jersey, a good . 

portion being union bargaining personnel of which we have an_ excellent .working 

relationship. Jersey centra1 has some major concerns with A-210, and should it 

become law in its present form, our employee _relationship would be severely 

strained thus hampering our ability to serve·our customers in an efficient 

manner. 

One of our concerns is the term •electronic monitoring.• we feel the bills 

definition is far too broad and would adversely impact almost every aspect of 

data recording that is required in our everyday operation. The bill limits our 

right to manage in areas of hiring, terminating, and disciplining by 

legislating employer actions rather than allowing the collective bargaining 

process to take its normal course. 

~,c 
Jersey Central Power & Light Company is a Member of the General Public Utilities System 
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A.-210 

The prohibition of unlimited or unrestricted methods of •evesdroppi,ng• ·is 

certainly understandable but A-210 's noble endeavor has c.ompletely divorced 

itself from reality~ It's a massive Solution desperately searching for a 

problem! our company's very ability to function safely an,d efficiently, for 

the most part, is reliant on day to .day- computer driven information. 

A-210 fails to strike an appropriate •pair-play• balance between the employer's 

· rig.hts to protect its own interest, and the employees dghts to a reasonable 

level of privacy in the workplace. 

The present wor.ding of the bill limits the use of gathered information, 

require~ warning lights or audio ·sounds, and restricts 1?9tiods when monitoring 

may be ·conducted. This translates into providing employees with a virtual 

license, or a free-hand, to. do whatever they want, to the detriment of the 

effll)loyer. T.his scenario is compounded by the crimina~ sanctions_ available

against the employer as well as possible tr·ebel damages. · '?hese provision_s most 

definitely limit managements right to monitor basic productivity. 

In this fast moving computer age, and with the need to maintain reasonable and 

competitive rates, we have kept up with the times. by replacing costly m.anual 

monitoring systems with electronic·computerized programs. 

A,..210 concerns us because it would not allow us to operate our present 

electronic access control and security systems. thereby severely red.ucing 

seeurity in the workplace - to the detriment of both the employee and the 

employer. 

101, 
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A-210 

Further, restricting the evaluation of an employees work performance, 

productivity, and attendance to 30 days is ludicrous because it limits the 

monitoring of trends in both departmental and in individuals. This short 

period of 30 days could be more harmful than good to the employee and could 

even breed, foster, and cultivate an adversary atmosphere. 

A-210 limits the use of computer generated records such as: time sheets, 

training logs, management control systems, productivity, attendance, 

performance, etc. We are concerned that none of these records could be used 

for promotion, discipline, termination, etc., without proper employee 

notification. 

We feel that the 42 day limit to monitor new employees.is insufficient. Jersey 

central uses at least a 90 day qualifying period. In fact some qualifying 

periods are as long as 37 months in the case of linemen progression periods. 

Also short term monitoring of at least a minimum of one week to check work 

volume, would not permit monitoring of a meter reader's one day performance. 

A meter reader's performance is presently monitored electronically through 

hand-held meter reading computing devices. 

A-210 restricts telephone monitoring of 30 consecutive calls which certainly 

doesn't give a proper indication of problems occurring over several days. 

For example, for safety reasons we routinely tape telephone and radio 

communications at ou·r Dispatch Centers. 
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We feel that this legislation replaces collective bargaining, with 

•management by legislation•. Worse yet the bill promotes only the monitoring 

of an employees •best• efforts since an employee, knowing that he/she is being 

monitored, would strive for excellence and put their best foot forward during 

that period. The bill seems to protect a small fraction of possibly 

dishonest, self-interest employees who are bent on violating company policy. 

A-210 implies that monitoring creates stress which is contrary to managerial 

philosophies. The average employee enjoys being singled out as an efficient 

· performer, one that is giving quality service, and is proclaimed as a good 

producer. stress more likely comes from trying to hide a poor performance. 

The bills purpose is to prevent abuses of data o_btained through elec_tronic 
. . . 

monitoring. we feel that management has the right to receive an acceptable 

level of performance for a salary paid. Disciplinary action is certainly 

not an abuse of authority. 

In summary, A-210 is just not realitic, far too broad, and is at the expense 

of efficient, prudent, and safe man~gement. Modern technology has allowed 

the business community to revise ~ethods for gathering information. Both 

the employee and the employer must be willing to adapt to these modern methods. 

To return to manual operation would surely increase the cost of doing business 

thus increasing the cost of service to our customers. 

The use of computer data banks has eased the task of record keeping. We 

monitor to bring about efficient, effective, and quality customer service. 

our operation is designed around training, education, and self-improvement 

rather than discipline as the bill implies. 
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We see very little room for amendments that might make this legislation 

acceptable, however, we are always ready and willing to discuss any propos.als 

that·might make the legislation workable and we would appreciate additional 

time to work towards that end. we respectfully ask that you hold any action 

on this far-reaching legislation. 

Thank yau for your time and consideration. 



Jersey Central Power & Light Company 
Puqlic Affairs 
Capital View 
150 West State Street 
Trenton, New Jersey 08608 
(609) 393-4960 
(609) 393-4973 

January 31, 1989 

Mr. Dale Da~is - Senate Labor committee 
Mr. Joe Devaney - Assembly Labor committee 
Office of Legislative services 
CN-068 
state House Annex 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625 

Dear Dale and Joe: 

Jersey central Power & Light/GPU Nuclear corporation, comprised of nearly 3600 
full-time employees, has some major concerns with senate Bill No.3070 and 
Assembly Bill No.3656 which establishes ·guidelines for electronic monitoring. 
in the workplace. The term •electronic monitoring•, as defined in the bills, 

.is far too broad and thus would adversely impact almost every aspect of data 
recording that is required in our evert day operation. The bill limits our 
right to.manage in areas of hiring, terminating, and disciplining by 
legislating employer actions rather than allowing the collective barg.aining 
process to take:its normal course. 

specifically, we object to this legislation for the following reasons: 

our existing electronic access control and security syste~ would be 
negatively hampered and thus security in the workplace woulc;I be severely 
reduced or even lost. 

Employee productivity, attendance, and performance are all monitored 
electronically. The 30 day monitoring period ~estricts monitoring of trends 
in both, 4epartmenta1 and individuals. 

The legislation limits use of computerrecords such as: time sheets, 
management control systems, etc. None of these records could be used for 
promotion, discipline, termination, etc. wit~out proper employee notification. 

The 42 day limit to monitor new employees is insufficient.. We use at least 
a 90 day qualifying period. some qualifying periods are as long as 37 months, 
such ai the lineman progression. 

/ 

l'f?t 
Jersey Central Power & Light Company is a Member of fhe General Public Utilities System 
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Short term monitoring of one week to check work volume would not allow 
monitoring of a Meter Reader's one day performance. 

Telephone monitorin~ of 30 consecutive calls doesn't give a proper 
indication of problems occurring over several days. 

The legislation lacks 8 fair play8 balance. The limitations on the use of 
gathered information, the warning lights/sounds, gives employees too much of a 
free hand. It limits managements right to monitor productivity. 

This legislation replaces collective-bargaining with managing by 
legislation. 

We monitor to maintain good customer service. our service is designed 
around training and education rather th_an discipline. 

If an employee knows ~hat he is being monitored, only their best foot will 
be put forward during that period. The bill seems to protect a small faction 
of self-interest employees. 

The bill implies that monitoring creates stress which is contrary to 
managerial philosophies. Stress usually comes from trying to hide· poor 
performance. · 

Stress problems would normally come under Workmans compensation. How are 
differences of opinions resolved? Is it required that a counselor be hired? 

Abuse of data would be its improper use. Management has the right to 
receive performance for salary paid. Disciplinary action is not an abuse of 
authority. 

We see very little room for amendments that might make this legislation 
acceptable, however we are always ready and willing to discuss any proposals 
that might make the .legislation workable. Thank you for your time and 
consideration. 

GDB: js 
cc: Patricia Colby 

Kevin Lynott 

Sincerely, 

G, DONALD BATES 
· state Government Affairs Manager 
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DATE: APRIL 4, 1990 

QPU Nuclw■r Corporation 
One ui:,por Pond Road 
Pars1ppany, New Jersey 07054 
201-316-7000 
TeLEX 136·482 
Writers Direct Dial Number. 

TO: 

FROM: 

JOSEPH D. PATERNO, CHAIRMAN, ASSEMBLY LABOR COMMITTEE 

JIM KNUBEL, NUCLEAR SECURITY DIRECTOR, GPU NUCLEAR CORP. 

SUBJECT: PROPOSED BILL A-210, ELECTRONIC MONITORING- IN THE 
WORKPLACE 
COMMIT'I'EE MEETING, APRIL 30, 1990 

TESTIMONY TO THE ASSEMBLY LABOR COMMITTEE 

Thank you, -Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee. My nar.ie 

is James Knubel, and I am the Nuclear security ·oirector for GPU 

Nuclear Corporation. GPU Nuclear operates the oyster creek 

Nuclear Generating Station in Forked River, New Jersey. 

GPU Nuclear has two major areas ot concern with the 

language and impact of A-210, should it _become law. The first is 

·that the Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station is licem;ed by 

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). As such, oyster creek 

and its workers are subject to the requirements of the oyster 

Creek License and the Federal Regulations governing the commercial 

use of nuclear power. Portions of the proposed· cill (A-210) are 

in direct conflict with these Federal requirements. The security 

requirements for cctnmercial nuclear power plants mandate u 

sophisticated monitoring and surveillance system. The purpose of 

this system is two-fold. The first is to detect, monitor and 

evaluate any potential external threat. Second t to track and 



monitor activities internal to the facility so that- the potential 

tor internal aabotaga will be minimized. If there were a_ .security 

event, then this ayatem would be uaad to assist in determining 

those p•ople involved. 

Th••• Pedarally mandat:ed security requirements would come 

in direct conflict with the proposed requirements ot A-210. The 

requirements at Para. 2.C., tor a "signal light., beeping tone, 

· verl)al notification... is taking place" wculd violate these 

Federal requirements and defeat .the purpose of the security 

system.-_ Also, because ot the nature o~ information gathered, by 

. NRC regulat,ion, this ~nf ormatian cannot always · be provided to the 

employ•• -or the employee•• agent as ·stated itJ Para. 3 of A-2io. 

The -NRC:: rules _ . require that all _ pei'.11ons who work at a 
. . 

commercial nuclear tacility are 0 t:ruatworthy -and reliable"; Para: 

5 and 6 of A-210 are not coJl!,patible with these Federal require-

Alao, Para. 7 at A•210 places re-straints on the disclosure 

ot obtained data that would prevent mu: inspectors and u~ility 

management from carrying out their responsibilities which are 

raqUirementa of the -' Fede.x-al Regulation• and Plant 0perat1ng 

license. 

The second concern· with the bill ia that there are times 

when, tor legitimate security pu.rpo~es, covert surveillance is 

warranted. For -example, thera hav~ bean so.me instances of 
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deliberate tampering with important safety equipment at several 

nuclear facilities around the country. covert video surveillance 

o! the effected area is warranted. 

and Para. 6 of A-210. 

This would violate Para. 2.c 

Also, it is a known but unfortunate truth that certain 

employees aomatimas steal, use drugs or otherwise engage in 

unacceptable behavior while at their place of work. A-210 would 

eliminate the prudent use ot available technology to detect and 

deter these activities. 

'bill. 

In general, 1 t is hard to understand. tha need for the 

current labor law and precedent require that employees and 

prospective employees be notified ot their diminished privacy 

. while at work. Employers· wh~ fail to notify employees ·will !ind 

that they will risk of having any actions they take being 

overturned or worse, they may suffer punitive damages for their 

acticns. 

We respectfully request that you withhold i:my actions on 

this far-reaching legislation. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

cc: Members ot the Committee: 
Thomas P. Foy 
Robert E. Littell 
Robert J. Martin 

jk/laborcmte 
4/4/90 
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Put,lic Servicis Electric and Gas Company 150 West State Street Tren,on New Jersey 08608 Phone 609/599-7047 

WIiiiam J. Walsh. Jr. •v1anager - State Governmental Affairs 

Honorable Joseph D. Patero 
6 North Arlington Street 
P.O. Box 747 
Manville, New 

April 10, 1990 

I have nclosed a copy of testimony I had planned to give 
before the Assembly Labor Committee on Monday, April 2, 
referencing Assembly Bill No. 210 (Schwartz, Naples). Of 
primary concern to Public Service Electric & Gas Company 
(PSE&G) is that A-210 ·seeks to legislate that which more 
properly deserves resolution, and in PSE&G's case has been 
resolved, at the bargaining table. Pursuant to our 
bargaining agreements, ~ll telephone conversation.involving 
our customer service personn-el are recorded. Electronic 
monitoring serves a multitude ofpurposes, including 
protection for the customer, the employee and the employer. 
Limiting electronic monitoring to "one period of not more 
than 30 continuous days of any one year period" is 
absolutely not workable in the electric and gas industry, 
parti·cularly for emergency situations .. A. recording can 
serve to challenge or substantiate a customer's claim 
regarding an employee's action. 

Monitoring controls allow .for direction of the work force 
with minimal cost to customers, protection of employees, 
customers and employer, and translate into quality service 
in an efficient and cost-effective manner. Prohibition of 
this type of monitoring can only lead to increased costs and 
a lower quality of service. Should you have any questions 
or require additional information, ·please don't hestitate to 
call. I have enclosed my card for your reference. 

SincPJM 
\ 

Enclosures 

The Energy People 

---------------



ASSEMBLY LABOR COMMITTEE 

MONDAY, APRIL 2, 1990 

ASSEMBLY BILL 210 

Good morning, Mr. Chainnan, members of the Committee 

and Staff. My name is Bill Walsh, Manager of State 

Governmental Af.fairs for P\ll:>lic Service Electric & Gas 

company. I appreciate the opportunity to come befo~e you 

and provide comments .on Assembly Bill 210. This proposal 

can have a significant i.mpact on the operations of our 

company as relates to the quality and efficiency of service 

provided to our electric and gas customers~ 

Of primary concern is the fact that this proposal 

attempts to legislate what more• properly deserves resol1J.tion 

and in O'Jr case, has been resolved, at the bargaining table 

via the collective bargaining process. 

Electronic monitoring, be it by computer-generated 

comparisons or recording customer telephone inquiries 

continuously, serves a multitude of purposes to prote_ct the 

employee, the customer and the employer. For example, 

recording of telephone conversations protects both employee 

and customer by virtue of the fact that the recording can 

avo-i,d any misrepresentation as to what actually occurred, 

particularly in an emergency situation. A recording can 

serve to challenge or substantiate a customer's claim 

regarding an employee's actions. Lin1i ting electronic 

monitoring to "one period of not more than 30 continuous 
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days of any one year period," is not absolutely workable in 

the electric and gas utility industry. The types and 

reasons. for customer calls vary depending on the time of 

year. A call from a gas heating customer in August or 

September requesting a furnace inspection is different from 

a "no heat" call during the first cold snap of the fall. 

P.04 

In this sense, the 30-day limit does not provide an accurate· 

picture for a cyclical business. 

Call handling activity is randomly monitore~ and 
i 

analyzed with a focus towards training and assuring an 

adequate level. of performance. -By our bargaining - • 

aQreements, · individual calls are identified only as a resu.l t 

of a specific customel;' complaint. Periodi_c: reviews with the 
I 

employees provide eo_nstructi ve f eedl:>ack and identify those 

individuals who require additional training. Is it 

.unreasonable tor our customers to expect that poor 

performance on a regular basis should not be corrected? 

rhe 42-dliY provision for newly-hired personnel is also 

inappropriate. Minimum probationary periods for new 
. ' 

employees are six months in some classifications, and a year 

or longer .in the most technical areas. 

Electronic monitoring is also incorporated in the hand 

held microprocessors used by meter reading personnel. This 

equipment not only provides readings for the basis of 

billing customers but also provides the time of day for each 

---------
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read and the tj,me required to complete the read in 

conjunction with the number and nat~re of stops. Since each 

meter reading day iEJ responsible for on average, $19 million 

_in customer '.billings;_daily not weekly retrieval and 

processing of this information is critical. We cannot 

afford to let an entire week go bY, when it can affect close 

to $"l00 million in customer billing. 

Monitoring controls pro~ect customers, employees- and 

employers and allow for direction· of the work force wit.h 

minimal cost. Thesse actions trans.late into_ quality service 

for customers in an efficient and ·cost-ef-fective manner~ 

They are _in the best_ interes_t of the general public,. our 

customers and company operations. The absence of ·such 

controls would result in a- lower level of ·quality control_ 

and service, lower productivity, and higher costs for 
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P.O. Box 150 
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April 18, 1990 

Re: Assembly No. 210 
Dear Dave: 

F.XF.CUTIVF. VICF. l'RFSIDE:-IT 
ALFRED Ii. GRIFFITH. C .. .\.£. 

Our Association has reviewed Assembly No. 210 carefully in conjunction with banking law, 
regulation and practice. 

·We believe the bill is intended to protect employees from being observed.or overheard 
and evaluated for matters other than his or her work performance. While we do not 
believe the bill is intended to deter the use of electronic monitoring· for _legitimate 
security purposes, the language of the bill makes it unclear whether the terms and 
conditions of the bill apply to the use of ~lectronic monitoring by ba,nks for security 
purposes. 

The federal Bank Protection Act of 1968- (12 U.S.C. 1881 et seq.) requires each federal 
bank regulatory body to establish standards that each bank must comply with for security 
purposes. 

We attach, as Attachment A, a copy of sections of the Act requ1n.ng the installation, 
maintenance and operation of security devices and procedures to discourage robberies, 
etc. and to assist law.enforcement in the identification ancl apprehension of persons 
committing such acts. 

We_also attach, as Attachment B, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation regulations 
(12 C.F.R., part 326) which includes Appendix A setting minimum standards for security 
devices, including surveillance systems. The Comptroller of Currency has adopted a 
similar regulation which in large part is word for word the same as the FDIC regulation 
and includes the same (12 C.F. R., part 21). · 

We ask that you review the minimum requirements in Appendix A which require the use of 
surveillance systems. Constant electronic surveillance is crucial to the safety of bank 
employees, particularly those who have direct exposure to the public. Such surveillance 
is recognized and appreciated by bank employees as being crucial to their personal 
safety. 

Drug laundering has become a significant problem in our society. Banks must be constantly 
vigilant about criminals who may establish an inside relationship in a bank. Constant 
electronic surveillance is a clear deterrent to those who might attempt to use certain 
bank employees for their unlawful purpose. 

While camera and photographic-equipment is essential to bank and bank employee security, 
increasingly popular electronic fund transfers, both retail and wholesale, exceed one 
trillion dollars per day. The taping of all wire transfer activity, both inside and 
outside of a bank and its branches, is required with all transfer orders. Return calls 
verifying all orders are also taped. Employees and customers know they are being taped 
for accuracy and readily accept the process for their own protection. 
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The ever increasing use of wire transfers and the potentially negative downside of such 
activity without pr,oper electronic security protection has prompted the National Confer
ence of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws to establish a federal Model Article 4A under 
the Uniform Commercial Code for such Funds Transfers. We include a summary of their 
product as Attachment C. 

Section 201 of the Model dealing with "Security Procedures" points to the need to 
establish procedures for electronic payment orders, cancellation and amendments, along 
with methods to detect transmission errors. We include a copy of Section 201 as Attach
ment D. 

In summary, electronic surveillance is a requirement of banks necessary to the protection 
of bank employees and as a deterrent for crime. Law enforcement officials have an 
absolute need for electronic and telephonic material.. Such material is used in investi
gations and for trial purposes •. While the bill does not appear to consider security, 
its language may be construed as affecting and limiting bankelectronic·monitoring for 
security purposes. 

To make it clear that the bill does not limit electronic monitoring for banks for 
security purposes, our Association would respectfully recommend that regulated banking 
·institutions (all banks and savings banks) be _ddeted from the bill in its definition 
section). Or, since Section 9 clearly anticipates and understands the need for contin
uous electronic monitoring by law enforcement agencies and since the use of such equipment 
is akin to the purposes of law enforcement, that Section 9 be amended to exclude security 
rel~ted activity by banking institutions • 

. . 
We appreciate your consideration of our concerns. 

AHG/RA71 
Encl. 

Sincerely, 

cc: Honorable Patera, Gill, Foy, Littell, Martin 
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ARTICLE 4A • FONDS TRANSFERS 

PUFA'I'OR.Y.NO'I'! 

The Nacional Conference of Commis.sioners on Uniform Scace laws and 
The American Law Inscieuca have approved a new Ar'ticle 4A co the Uniform 
Commercial Coda, Comment,s chat follow each of the sec1:1ons of the stat
ue■ are 1ncendad as official commencs. Thay explain in detail the pur
pose and meaning of the variqus sec'tio~ and the policy co.nsiderations 
on which they are based. 

P•1s;1pcion °t c;ansaccion covered by Arcicle 4A, 

There are a number of mechanisms fol;' making payment:s t:hrough the 
banking syscam. •Mose of these mechanisms are covered in whole or part 
by scace or federal statuces~ In cerma c,f number of cransact:ions, pay
manes made by check or credit card are che mosc common p.aymenc methods. 
Payment by check is covered byAr'ticles 3 and 4·of cbe UCC and some as-

.pacts of Ja,-.nt by credit card are covered by federal law. In recent: 
years elacc:onic fw:1ds tramfers have been increasingly common in con
swaer cramaccions. For example, in so• cases a racail cuseomer can 
pay .for puzchases by use of an access or.·dabit card !riserte·d in a ter:m
in.al ac ch• recail seore chat: allows cha bank acco\£1\C of che.cu.,comer to 
be instantly debicad. Some aspeccs of.chese poinc-~f-sale transact:ions 
&Qd.ocher con.sumer paymencs chac.areeffecced eleccronically are.covered 
by a. federal sea1:11ce, the Eleccronic Fund Transf.er Act . (!FTA). If any 
par-c of a funds transfer is covered by EFTA, the en'Cire funds transfer 
is excluded from Ar'ticle 4A. 

. . 

Another type of payment:, commonly refarr.ed co u a wholesale wire 
.transfer, is cha pri.Jaar1. focus of AJ:'ticle 4A. -· Paymencs chac are covered 
by Article 4A are overwhelmingly becween busiiw~u, or financial inscitu
cions. The dallar voluae of paymencs made by wire cransfer far exceeds 
'cha dallar voluae of payment::• made by oth~r means. the. volume of pay .. 

· menc.s by wire transfer over the cwo principal wir-e payment: syseems • -
th• Federal ileserve wire cransfer nei:work (Feclwira) and the New York 
Clearing House Incerbank Payment• Syscems (CHIPS) --- exceeds one cril
li,;,n dallara per day. Mc,•c payments carried ou.c by us• of automated 
clearing houses are const.aer pa,aen-cs covered by EFTA and therefore not 
~overedby Ar'Cicle 4A. there is, however, a significanc volume of non
const.aer ACH paymencs that: closely r~s•mbb wholesale wir• t:r.ansf ers. 
Th••• payme11u are. also c,w.ered by Article 4A, · 

There 1a SOM resemblance becween paymancs 111&de by wirecransfer 
and paymencs ude by other means such as pal)er-based checks and credic 
carda or eleccronically-based const.aer paymancs, buc chere are also 
many differences. Ar-cicle 4A excludes from its coverage these ocher 
payme~c •chanisms. Ar'Cicle 4A follows a policy of creacing che trans
accion that: ic covers • • a •funds transfer• • • as a unique method of 



payment that 1• governed. by unique principles of law thac ad.dress the 
operacioaal and policy 1Huas presenced. by this kind. of payment. · 

Th• fund.a transfer that is covered by Ar'Cicle 4A is not a complex 
transaccion and can be illustrated by th• following example which i.s 
used throughout the Prefatory Note u a bub for discussion. X, a 
debtor, wanes to pay an obligation owed to Y. Iutead of delivering to 
Y a negotiable instrument such as a check or so• other writing such as 
a credit card slip thac enables Y to obtain payment from a bank, X 
transmit• an instruccion to X's bank to credit a SQII of money to the 
bank account of Y. In 110st cases X's bank and Y's bank are different 
banks. X's bank may carry out X's instruccion by instructing Y's bank 
to credit Y's account in the amount thac X requesced. ?he 1nscruccion 
that X issues to tcs bank is a •payment order.• l is the •sender• of 
the payment order and X's bank 1• the •receiving bank• with re•pect to 
X's order. Y 1s the •beneficiary• of X's order. lJhen X's bank issues 
an instruction to Y's bank to carry out X's pa,-ent order, X's bank 
•execucas• X's order. ?ha 1nscruceion of X's bank to Y's bank is also a 
payment order. Vi.th respecc to that order, X's bank is the sender, Y's 
bank is th• receiving bank, and Y 1s th• beneficiary. ?he entire series 
of transactiou. by which X pays Y is known as th• •fund.a transfer. " . 
llich rest,ect to the fund.I cran.sfar, X is the •origiaator, • _X's bank is 
th• •originator's bank,• Y 1s the •beneficiary11 and Y's bank 1~ the 
"beneficiary's bank.• In mora complex cransactions· there ara one or 
more additional banks known as •incanaediary banks• bei:ween X's bank and 
Y's bank. In th• · funds transfer the instruction contained_ in the pay• 
ment ·order of X to its bank 1.s carried out by a sei-ies of paymenc orders 
by each bank in the translliHion chain to·=• next bank in the chain 
until Y's bank receives a payment order co make the credic to Y's 
account. In mosc cases, the payment ordai- of each bank to the next bank 
in the chain is transmitted electronically, .and often the payment order 
of X to its bank i.s also transmicced eleccronically, buc the means of 
transmission does i'loc have any legal significance. A payment order may 
be Cransmitted.by any meana, and in some cases che paymenc order is 
t:'ansait'Cad by a slow .. ana such u first clus mail. T~ reflect. this 
fact, the broader tana •fun4a transfer• r•~•r than; the narrower term 
•vtra tranafer• i.s used in Art:tcla 4A to describe the overall payment 
transaccion. 

1'mda transfers are divided into two categories detenain•d by 
whether the inacruction to· pay 1.s given by ell• person malcing payment or 
th• person receiving payment. If ch• tnscruction is given by the person 
IIAking th• pa,-nt, th• transfer b comonlyraferrad to u a •credit 
t:ansfar. • If the 1nacruction 1• given by the per:son receiving payment, 
th• transfer b co11110nly referred to u a •daoit cransfer. • Article 4A. 
governs credit.tranafers and excludes debit transfers. 



ihY L:s A;;icle 4A needed? 

There i.s no comprehen.sive body of law that defines the right:s and 
obligations that arise from wire transfers. Some aspects of wire.trans
fers are governed by rules of the principal tran.sfer systems. Transfers 
made by Fedwire are governed by Federal Reserve Regulation J and trans
fers over CHIPS are governed by the CHIPS rules. Tran.sf ers made by 
means of auto11&ted clearing houses are governed by uniform rules adopced 
by various associations of banks in various pares of the nation or by 
Federal Reserve rules or operating circulars. But the various funds 
transfer syseem rules apply to only lilllit:ed aspeces of wire transfer 
transact:ions. The resolut:ion of th• many issues that are not: covered by 
funds transfer syseem rules depends on coneraces of the parties, to the 
axeent that: they exist:, or principles of law applicable to other payment: 
mechani.sms that: might be -applied by analogy. Th• result is a great deal 
of uncert:ainey. There is .no consensus about the juridical naeure of a 
wire transfer and consequently of the rights and obligaeions that are 
creaeed. Art:icla 4A is ineended to provide th• comprehensive.body of 
law that: we do not have today. 

c;J;Ja;:ast;erist;ics of a funds t;;:4Dsfer, 

There are a number of characeariseics of funds transfe.rs covered by 
Art:icle 4A that: have influenced the drafeing o·f the seaeuea. the typi• 
cal fluids transf~r involves a large ameunt of money. . Mul tilllillion do l :
lar eransaceions are commonplace. Th• originator of che tr an.sf er and · 
cha beneficiary are typically sophi.st:icated bu.sines• or financial organ
izations. High Sl)eed· · 1s at10ther predominant c:haracearbtic. Mose funds 
transfer.s are completed on the same day, even in complex transactions in 
which there are·several int:ermediary banks in the transmission chain. A 

funds transfer is a highly efficienc substitute for payments made by the 
delivery of paper in.serumenes. Another characteristic is extremely low 
~osc. A transfer. Chae involves uny millions of dollars· can be made for 
a price of a fav dollars. Price does noc normally vary very much or at 
all with the mount of the transfer. Thi.s system of pricing may not be 
feasible i.f the bank i.s exposed to very large liabilities· in connect.ion 
with dte transact:ion. Th• pricing system assumes that the price re• 
fiects primarily the cost: of the mech&nical operation performed by the 
bank, buc in face, a bank uy have more or less potencial liability with 
respect to a funds transfer depending upon the amount: of the transfer. 
llisk of loss co banka carrying out a funds transfer uy arise from a 
varieey of cau.sas. In some funds transfers, there uy be extensions of 
vary larg• aaounes of credit for shore periods of time by th• banks that 
carry o~e a funds transfer. If a payment order is issued to the benefi
ciary's bank; it i.s normal for th• bank to release funds to the benefi
ciary ilmlediat:ely. Sometimes, payment: to the beneficiary's bank by the 
bank that issued the ordar to the beneficiary's bank is delayed until 
che end of the day. If that: payment is nae received because of the 
in.solvency of cha bank that: is obliged to pay, the beneficiary's bank 
may suffer a loss. There is also risk of loss if a bank fails to exe
cute th• payment order of a customer, or if the order i.s executed late. 



There also uy be an error in the payment order issued by a bank thac is 
executing the_payment order of its customer. For example, the error 
might relate to the amount to be paid or to the identity of the person 
to be paid. Because the dollar amounts involved in funda transfers are 
so large, the risk of loss if so1Uthing goes vtong in a transaction may 
also be very large. A 11&jor policy issua in th• drafting .of Ar'Cicle 4A 
is that of determining bov ri•k of loss is to be allocated given the 
price structure in the industry. 

. . 

Concept of acceptance and effect of acc•ptance 
by m• b,n•fisi1tt' a bank, 

lights and o1iligations under Al''Cicle 4A arise •s the result of "ac• 
cepcance• of a payment order by the bank to which the order is address
ed. Section 4A-209. The effect of accept~• varies depending upon 
whether the payment order is i.Ssued to the beu.ficiary' s bank or to a 
bank other th,an the beneficiary's bank. Acceptance by the beneficiary's 
bank is par'Cicularly impor_'Cant because it defines when the beneficiary's 
bank becous obligated to the beneficiary to pay the amount of the pay
•ut order. Although Ar1:icle 4A follows convenciou in \I.Sing the 1:em 
•funds C%'ansfer• co identify the paymaat fro■ X to Y that· _is described 
above-, no mouey or property right of X 1s actually eransf erred to Y. X 
pays Y by causing Y's bank to become 1tldebced to Yin the amount of the 
paymant. Thi•· deot arises when· Y's bank accepts. the payment order· that 
X's bank b.ued to Y's bank to execute X's order. If th• funds transfer 
wu carried out by use of one or more intermediary banks becween X's 
bank. and- Y' • bank, Y's bcik becoMs indebted to Y when Y's bank accepts 
the payment order issued to it by an intermediary bank. The funds 
·transfer· 1s completed when tbis debt is incurred. Acceptance, the event 
that determines when the debt of Y's bank to Y arises, occurs (i) when 
Y's bank pays Y or notifiH Y of receipt of the payment order, or (ii) 
whenY's bank receives pa,,..nc from the bank thac·1.sswad a paymenc order 
to Y's bank. 

The only obligaciou of the beneficiar.,' s bank· that resul.ts from 
•ccepcance of a payment order 1.s to pay the amounc of the. order co che 
beneficiary. Ho ob.ligation 1• owed to either the sender of the paymenc 
order accepted by th• beneficiary's bank or co. the originator of the 
funda cranafer. '!'he obligation created by acc•ptance by the benefi
ciary'• bank 1.s for the benefit of the benaficiay. The purpose of the 
sender'• pa,-ut order is to effeccpayaanc by th• originator to the 
beneficiary and Chae purpose iii achieved when the beneficiary's b.ank 
accepts the pa,-.nc order. Section 4A•405 scat•• rul•• for determining 
when the obligation of the beneficiary's bank to the beneficiary has 
been paid. 

AsSfPCfDSI by a bank·och•r than the ben•ficiar,'a bank, 

In the f,mda transfer described above, what is the obligation of 
X's bank when it receives X's payment order? Fune.ta transfers by a bank 



on behalf of ii:. customer are made pursuanc co an agreement or arrange• 
•nc.thac may or may no'c be redw:ad to a formal document signed by the 
par-cies. "It 1s probably true that in mosc cu•• there is either no 
express ag:ee•nc or the ag:e ... nc addresses only some aspects of the 
transac'Cion. Subscancial risk is involved in funds transfers and a bank 
may not be willing to give this seZ"lic• to all cus-comers, . and may not be 
willing to offer it to any custom.er \IDJ.ess cer-cain safeguards against 
loss such u security procedures are in effec'C. Funds transfers often 
involve the giving of credit by the receiving bank to the customer, and 
that also may involve an agr .. ment~ Th••• consideracions are r11flected 
inAr'Cicle 4Aby the principle that, in the absence of a contrary agree• 
unc, a rec■1.ving bank does no:t incur liability with rHl)ecc to a pay-

. unc· order until ie accepts it. If X and X's bank in the hypothecical 
case had an agreement that obl,igedthe bank to act on X's payment orders 
and the bank failed to comply with the agreement, the bank can be held 
liable for breach of the agreement. But &l)ar'C from any obligation aris· 
ing by agre ... nc, the bank does not incur any liability wi•th respect co 
X's paymenc order uncil the bank accepts the order. X's payment order 
1s CTeaced by Ar'Cicle 4A as a raqwas1: by X to the bank co .take action 
that will C&\iae X's payment order co be carried ou.c. 'l'h&c request can 
be accepted by X's bank by •executing• x• s payment order. Execueion 
occurs when·x•s bank senda a payment order co.Y's bank incandecJ. b.y X's 
bank co cartj' ou.c th• payment order of.X. X's bank could also execute 
X's p•yment .order by issuing a: payment: order co an inc■mediary bank 
inst~ting·the intanaediary 'b~ to inscruc:'i:Y's bank to male■ the 
credit: co Y's accaunc. In that: case-ex.■cucion and ~cepcance of X's 
order occur .when th■ payment _order of X's bank is sent: co the intermedi
ary bank. When X.'s: bank euc:uc■.s X's pay.1Nnc order ch■ bank is encicled 
to r■c:eive payment.from X aid may debit anauthoriz■d.accounc of X. If 
X's bank does noc execute X's order and Che· am,unc of.the order is 
covered by a wichdravable,credit balance in X's .auchorized account, the 
bank IIQ.SC · pay X interest on Che money represented by X's oraer unless X 
1.s given prol!IPC notice of rejeccion of the .order. Section 4A-2l0(b). 

Barns . •n:er . in tuuda ttans (1:1 , 

If a bank, ocher than the 'beneficiary's bank, accepts a payment 
order, t:he obligations and liabilities are owed to th■ originator of the 
f\lllda =uwfer.· Aa9'D18 in the example seated above, thac X's .bank exe
cuca.s X's.pa,-nc order by issuing •·payment order to an intermediary 

· 'bank thac execuces ch■ order of X's :bank by issuing a payment order to 
l''s 'batik. ?he obligations of X's 'bank.with respect co •x•~ucion are 
owed co X. ?he obligation, of the incermecliary bank with respect co. 
execution are also ow■dto X. Seetion 4A-302 states seandards with 
respecc to the tiaeand 111Am1er of ex■c:ucion of payment orders. Secdon 
4.\-305 seat■• the Muur■- of daa&ges for improi,er execution. It al.so 
scac■a. tha.t a receiving bank is liable tor damages if it faJ.ls co 
execute a pa,-■nt order thac ic wu obliged by express agre ... nc co 
execute. In each.case consequ■ncial damage• are not recoverable unless • 
an axpresa agreemenc of the receiving bank provides for th■11. The 



policy basi• for this. limicacion is discussed in. Commenc 2 co Secdon 
4A-305. 

S:ror in tha consummacion of a funds cransfer is noc uncommon. 
there u.y be a discrapancy in the amowc th&t the originator orders to 
be paid co the beneficiary and che aaowc tbac the beneficiary' s bank i,s 
ordered co pay. For example, if the o.rigiflacor' s payment order in• 
sc::ucts pa,-.nc of $100,000 and the payment orur of the originacor's 
bank tnscruccs payment of $1,000,000, the orig:tnacor's bank i.s encit:led 
co receive only $100,000 fro■ the origina~or Ul4 has the burden of 
recovering the adclicional-$900,000 paid co etl• beneficiary by mistake. 
In so• cu•• the originator's bank or a incemec:iiary bank inscnccs 
pay■enc co a 'beneficiary other than Che beuficiary s;cacad il'l Che orig• 
inacor's pay■enc order. If the wrong beneficiary.ts paid the bank thac 
issued the a:roneous payment order is noc -anciclad co receive payment of 

-th• paym.enc order that icexecucad and has the burden of recovering the 
·. 111.scaken paymenc·. The originator is riot obliged co pay ics payment 
order. Section 4A•303 and Section 4A•207 stat:• rules for decermining 
Che righcs and obligacions of the various part~•• co the funds transfer 
in th••• cu•• and in ocher typical cases in "8ich error is made. · 

Pursuant Co Section 4A-402(c) the origil'la.J:or is •~cused .from·the 
. obligation co1 pay· the originator's b._ 1, che funds cr'ansf!lr i.J noc 
c-.plecad, i.e. paymenc·'by Che origi-.cor co the,beneficiary is nae 
.-. Paymellt by the originator co che beneflc_i·ar., occurs when .the 
beneficiary's bank accepts a payaent order for die benefit of cha 
beneficiuy.of. the otigin&cor's pa,-ent order. Seccion4A-406. If for 
any rauoa th&t accepcance doe•• not occur, the .o.rigiucor is nae. requir
ed co pay the payment order that it isaued or, if ii: already pai_d, is • 
enc.icled co :ef\md. ~f the· payment with lnceresc. · . ?hf:s •110ney•back 
p.u1rancee• _is an impor-canc protection of the origi~cor of a· ·funds 
transfer. The sqe rule applies co any other sender in the funds 
cransfer. · ·Each sender's obligacion co pay is excused if the benefi
ciary's bank do•• not: accepc a payaenc order fol:' th• benefic of the 
benef1c1uy of that sender's orde.r. There ls <Ill important exception .to 
this rule. It 1• c:Olllion practice for che origin&cor of a funds cransfer 
co designate the ince=-diuy bank or bamc. through which che funds 
era.sf er 1s co 1N routed. th• originator's baak is required by Seccion -
4A-30a to follow the lUC':\lcCion of the 'od.giM'tOr vi.ch respect co 
intazmediazy b_... If cht originator's b• seuds a payment: order ;o 

· Che intanediuy bank designated in cha originaco-r' s order and the 
intaoediay bank cau.ses tha funds cran,s .. fac. co ld,scu:y by failing co·· 
execute cha pa,-nt order or by luuucting pay,aenc co the wrong benefi- ~ 
ciuy, the originator's bank 1• riot required co pay ic~ payment: order 
and if it ha al.ready paid iC 1s eocitled co recover p•ymenc from cha 
incamediary bank. Thi• r ... dy is nonial.ly adequate, but if the.origin• 
ator's bank already paid it:a order and ch• intermediary bank has sus• 
pended payaenca or is riot pemiccad by law co refund payment, th• . 
originator's bank will suffer a loss. Since the originacor required the 
originator;s bank co uae the failed.incemediary bank, Section 4A-402(e) 
provides thac in this cue the originator 1.s obliged co pay its payment 
order and has a claim against: the incenaediary bank for cha amount: of 



the order. Th• same~principle applies to any other sender chat 
designates a subsequent intermediary bank. 

Ynaut;hori;ed pa.,ymenc orders. 

An important issue addressed in Section 4A-202 and Section 4A-203 
is how the risk of loss from unauthorized payment orders is to be al
locacad. In a large percentage of cases, the payment order of the 
originator of the funds transfer is transmitted electronically to che 
originator's bank. In these cases it may noc be possible for the bank 
to know whether the electronic massage h.as been authorized by its cuse-
01Nr. To ensure thac no unauthorized person is transmitting messages eo 
the bank, the normal practice is to establish security procedures chat: 
usually involve the use of codes or idaneifying numbers or words. If 
the bank accepts a payment order thac purports to be that of it:s cuseom
er after verifying its authenticity by complying with a security proce
dure agreed to by the customer and the bank, the customer is bound eo 
pay the order even if it waa not author~zed. Bue there is an illq>ortane 
limitation on this rule. Th• bank is entitled to payment in the case of 
an u.nauchorized order only if the court finds that the security proce
dure wu a co1marcially reuonabla method of providing security against 
unauchorizad payment orders. Th• customer can also avoid liability if 
it can prove that the unauthorized ordar was not' initiat:ed by an em•. 
ploy•• or other agent of the cust:omar having access to confidencial 
security information or by• parson who obtained that information from a 
source controlled by .the cust01Nr. The policy issues are discussed in 
the ca ... ncs following $action 4A-203. If the bank accepts an ·unauthor
ized pa,manc order without verifying ic in compliance with &·security 
procedure, the loss falls on the bank. 

Security procedures are also illq>ortant in cases of error in ehe 
transmission of payment orders. There may be an error by Che sender in 
the amount of the order, or a sender may transmit a payment order and 
than erroneously tramaic a duplicate of th• order. Normally, the 
sander is bound by the payment order even if ic is issued by mistake. 
Bue in soma cues an error of this kind can be detected by a security 
procedure. Although the receiving bank is not obliged to provide a 
securicy procadura for th• decaccion of error, if such a procedure is 
agreed co by the bank Section 4A•205 provides that if the error is not: 
datactad because the receiving bank does not comply with che procedure, 
any resulting loss is borne by the bank·failing co comply with ehe 
security procedure. 

Jpsgly•ncy losses. 

Soma paymanc orders do not involve cha granting of credit to the 
sander by the receiving bank. In those cases, the receiving bank 
accepts the sander's order at the same time th• bank receives paymenc of 
the order. This is true of a cransfer of funds by Fedwire or of cases 
in which the receiving bank can debic a funded account of cha sender. 



Bue in SOiie cues the grancing of credit is the nom. ?his is c:ue of a 
payment order over CHIPS. In a CHIPS cransacciol\ the receiving bank 
usually will accept the order before receiving paymenc f1:om the sending 
'bank. Pa,-nc is delayed uncil · the end of th• day· when sectlemenc is 
made through the Feder.al 1lese"8 Systq. If th• receiving bank is an 
intenaediarybank, it will accept by issuing a p•ymenc order co anocher 
'bank and the incamediary bank is obliged to pay that payment order. If 
th• receiving bank is the be._ftciaryi s bank, . th.a bank usually will ac • 
ce-pc by releasing funds co the beneficiary before the bank has recai ved 
payMnt~ If a sending bank •~•nds P•Y'NnCs before settling its lia
bilities at che end of the day., the financ.ial s1:abilir:y of bazucs chat 
are net cred1tors of the insolvent bankuy also be puc into jeopardy, 
becauae the dollar VQl\1118 of funds .. c~ansfer, between the baz\ks may be 
extr ... ly large. 1lich respect co cwo banks that are dealing wi-ch each 
other in a series of transactions in which each bank is sometimes a 
receiving bank and sometimes a sender, cha d.slc of insolvency can be 
mauaged if maounts payable as a sender and amouncs receivable as a .r.e• 
ceiving bank a:ce roughly equal .. Bue if ehes• ClQunts are· signific.ancly 
out of balance, .a net creditor bank may have a very significanc credic 
ri.slc during the day before s•t1:lemenc occurs. The Fedaral 1leserve 
Systa Gld the banking comauntcy are g%'eacly cosu:•mad with thi.s r.isk, 
andvarious •aaures .~ been instituted to :edw:• this·credtc ex_,o
sure. Ar1:icle 4A also ad4rassas- this". probl•. A t•c•1~ng bank can 
always avoid ehis risk 1,y delaying acce:pcanc• of a payment or.der unt;il 
after the bank has received paymenc. For ax.-.ple, if ehe beneficiary's 
bank credits th• beneficiary's &9count it can a-voidaccepcance by nae 
notifying the b••ficiuy of ehe receipt of th• 01:"der or-by notifying 
the 1-IWfici&ry tbac the credit uy noc be withdrawn until the benefici
ary's 'bank receiv.as payment. Bue if the beneficiary's bank releases 
funds to the betieficiary befo:re ·r•c•iving Httlemen~. ehe result:· in a 

. funds transfer other chan. a transfer 'by means .of an aucomaced clearing 
house or similar provi.sional settlelllenC system is that the beneficiary's 
bank uy noc recover the f\lllU if it £ails to receive settlement. This 

· rule enc:ourages the b~ng sys:c .. · to impose credit limitations on banks 
tba'I: issWJ _p.,..nt orders. ?hese 11ll1Utiou are already in effect. 
CHIPS has auo propo,ed a loss-sharing plan to b• •dop-ted for implemen,
tation in the sacoadlialf of 1990 under which CHIPS participants will be 
required to. provide f:\mda· necessary co coaplece sacclement of ehe oblig
ations of OM or more participocs cbat ua unab.1• to Met settlement 
obliptions. Unde~ chis plan, ,it will b••.a vinu.&1 ·ca:1:aincy that Chere 
will 1M sectleM11c on CHIPS 111 che event of failut• by a single bank. 
Sect:ion 4A•403('b) and (c) are also addressed to reducing risks of insol
vency. Under these pcavisi,ons the aaou.nc · owed by a failed banlc wi eh 
respect to pay.mane orders it issued is the net amount owing after sec
tbs off amounca owed co the failed bank with respect to payment orders 
it received. 'this rule allows credit exposure to be managed by limica
tions on the net debit position of a bank. 
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PAB.T 2 

ISSUE AND ACCEPTANCE OF PAYMENT ORDER 

§ 4A•201. S!COlUT! PR.OCEDUR! 

•securiey procedure• means a procedure established by agree

menc of a customer and a receiving bank for the purpose of (i) ver

ifying that a paymenc order or communication amending or cancelling 

a paymenc order is that of the customer, or (ii) detecting error in 

the cransmission or the content of the payment order or communica

tion. A securiey procedure may require the use of algorithms or 

other codas, identifying words or numbers, enc:ypcion, callback 

procedures, or·sillilar securiey devices. Comparison of a signature 

on a payment order or communication with an authorized specimen 

signature of the customer is not by itself a securiey procedure. 

co~ 

A large percentage of payment orders and communications amending or 
canc.elling payment orders. are transmitted electronically and it is 
standard practice to use securiey proc•dures that are designed to assure 
the authencicicy of the message. Securiey procedures can also be used 
co detect error in the content of ussages or co detect payment orders 
that are transmitted by miscue as in the case of multiple transmission 
of the HM payment order. Securicy procedures might also apply to 
co11111N1Ucatiom that are transmitted by telephone or in writi~g. Section 
4A• 201 defines th••• securi ey procedures. The def ini Cion of security 
procedure ·lilllits the tam to a procedure •established by agreement of a 
custo .. r and a receiving bank.• Th• term does not apply to procedures 
that th• receiving bank may follow unilaterally in processing payment 
orders. The question of whether loss that may result from the transmis
sion of a 51tu.rioua or erroneous payment order will be borne by the re
ceiving bank or the sender or purporced sender is aff•cted oy whecher a 
security procedure wu or was noc in effect and whether Chere was or was 
noc coapliance with the procedure. Securicy procedures are referred co 
in Secciom 4A•202 and 4A•203, which deal with authorized and verified 
paymenc orders, and Section 4A•20!5, which deals with erroneous paymenc 
orders.· 
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I 4A•202. AUTHOllIZ!D ANDVEB.lFIEl) PA"ffl!NT Oll0ERS 

(&) A ·paymenc order received by the receiving bank is the 

authorized order of the person identified a.s sender if that person· 

authorized th• order or is otherwise bouncl by i-t under the law of 

agency. 

(b) If a bank and its customer have agreed dia.t the authen

tieicy of pa,-.nc orders issued to th• bank ;in the name of the 

cusco .. r u sender. will be verified pursuant to a security proce

dure, a payment order received by the receiving bank is effect:ive 

u the order of the customer, whether or not authorized, if (i) the 

sacuricy procedure is a comercially rauonabl• machod of· providing 

sacuricy ·•gain.st unauthorized payment ordera,. and (11) the banic 

provea_that it accepced the payment: order in good_f&ith and in 

coapliance wich.tha security procedure and mt·written agreement or 

im~tion of the. cust.oaer restriccing acceptance- of. payment 

ol:'ders issued in the name -of the cus-courer. The . bank is noc re -

qv.irad co follow an im1:ruction that violates a Wl:'.itten .a.greement 

vich the cuacoaar or ucu:ice of. which is noc received at a _t:ime and 

in a manner af~ordiag the bank a reasonable opporeunity co ace on 

it before the pa,-.nt ordaJ:' is accepted. 

(c) Coaarcial reucmableness of a security procedure is a 

22· quacion of l~• to be decemined by considering cha wishes of the 

23 · cuacoae~ expressed to ~• bank, cha circwucanees of th41 cuscomar 

24 known to the bank, including the size, cypa, and frequency of pay-

25 .•nt: orders non.ally issued by thecuscourer to the bank. alcarna-

26 cive ••curicy procedures offered to cha customer, and security 
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~ly name is Alisa Hariani. I am tlie c!1air of ti1e t'orkers' !ti~hts Comnittee 
· of e1e Anerican Civil Liberties Union of ~-,ew Jersey. 

The ACLU believes that enployers :i.n this· state have a right· tb e:(pect a 

high standard of ?erformance from the workers they employ. But we also believe 

tllat employees have rights,·rights they should·uot be expecteii to give li? when 

the::,~ ::;o to work, rights that include DCE PR.Ocr:s.s and PP.IVA.CY. · ~'.e support this 

bill because it attempts to balance the interests of employers and employees, 

interests ti1at need not lie antithetical or incompatible. 

The bill does not preclude t11e employer's legitinately and reasonabl~r setting 

standards for work performat;1ce and attemptin~ tor:1ortitor work performance. At the 

same tine,· 
· a) it ·ensures that employees will be ir:.forme.d what those standards and 

monitoring attempts are and wi1en they are in effect: 

'b)it ensures that employees will have acc!.lss. to data obtained tl\rougl1 

. such monitoting; and oppo.rtunity to challen~c its accuracy or relevance: 

c)°it ensures that ·such monitoring will deal with t-10rk performance pnly, 

and will not entail inappropriate, intrusive incursions into personal 

privacy. 

Due process (call it "fair play," if ·you will} is at the heart of the American 

concept of justice, and we believe the protection of due process should be .public 

polic::, in New Jersey.,' in bo-th the public ancl the private sector. Privacy~ which 

Justice Erande:;s· years ago ca1le<l "the rigi1t most valued by civilized men," is 

_under siege· in many areas of our lives today, because of the proliferation of 

electronic devices which ca.11 monitor behavior; their unregulated use has great 

poter:.tial for very grave abuse. T~ie ACLU welcones legislation which seeks to 

protect· t;1ese essential rights. in the workplace. 



ft CASINO ASSOCIATION OF NEW JERSEY 
~ 

March 30, 1990 

Honorable Joseph D. Patero 
Chairman, Assembly Labor Committee 
State House Annex 

. Trenton, NJ 08608 

RE: A-210 "Electronic Monitoring in the Workplace" 

Dear Chairman Patero, 

The Casino Association of New Jersey (the "CANJ") is pleased to provide 
the Assembly Labor Committee with our comments concerning Assembly Bill A-210 
which sets forth procedur.es for employer electronic monitoring of employees in the 
workplace and collection of personal data concerning. employees and prospective 
employees. 

As the Committee is aware, casino operations and employees of companies 
operating casinos are highly · regulated by the New Jersey Casino Control Act, 
N.J.S.A. · 5:12·-1, e_t. seq. and· the regulations promulgated thereunder by the New 

. Jersey Casino Control Commission (the "Commission"). The provisions of A-210 
requiring notice to employees prior to any· electronic monitor_ing, . prohibiting 

. electronic monitoring unless· related to work performance, restricting the use of 
information obtained from such monitoring anci access to personal data collected 
pursuant to such monitoring directly conflict ·with regulatory controls established 
by the Casino Control Act, Commission regulations and Commission approved 
internal control procedures established by casino licensees. For this reason 
casino licensees, their holding and intermediary companies and applicants for 
casino licenses as those terms are defined in the Casino Control A.ct must be made 
exempt from the provisions of A-2}0. 

N.J.S.A. 5:12-98(b)(l) requires casino licen-sees to install closed circuit 
television systems in accordance with Commission requlations. Those requlations 
set forth in N.J.A~C- 19:.45-1.10 require surveillance systems in the casino licensee's 
casino, cashiers cage, slot booths; count rooms and such other · areas as may be 
designated by the Commission. In addition to CCTV surveillance monitoring. the 
regulations require· certain audio monitoring in the · casino licensee's soft count 
room. These devises would be considered "electronic monitoring" devices coUecting 

· "personal data" as those terms are defined in A-210. Restricting such monitoring, 
requiring employee notices of such monitoring and providing access to employees 
of the personal data collected by such monitoring would undermine the legislative 
policy of ensuring integrity in gaming and casino finance operations through use 
of surveillance systems. 

2922 Atlantic Avenue• Atlantic City• New Jersey• 08401 • 609/347-0800 • FAX: 609/347-9138 
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In addition, casino licensees through accounting internal controls required 
by N.J,S.A. 5:12-99, track employee utilization of the casino licensee's computer 
systems. Because of the sensitivity of certain information contained in those 
systems such as information related to patron play, credit and financial data, 
casino licensees must be permitted to track computer access by employees. A-210 
would appear to regulate such monitoring in a fashion which is inconsistent with 
the purpose of the established accounting control procedures. 

A-210 also would regulate the use of electronic monitoring by employers to 
obtain personal information related to an employee or prospective employee. Many 
casino licensees and their respective holding companies are required by the 
Commission to conduct due diligence background checks .of prospective directors, 
officers and principle employees which require th~ use of certain electronic 
intelligence gathering such as credit, criminal and litigation checks. These 
investigatory checks are required to l;>e kept confidential by casino licensees. The 
provisions of A-2 IO are inconsistent with the purpose underlying required casino 
licensee due dilig.ence investigations of employees and prospective employees. 

For the reasons set forth above the CANJ recommends. that Section ·9 of A-
210 be amended as follows: 

9 This act shall not apply to casino licensees, holding companies 
and applicants for.· casino licenses as those terms are defined in the 
New Jersey Casino Control Act,· N.J.S.A. 5:l2-l. ·et. S£9.. or to electronic 

. monitoring administered by law enforcement agencies conducting 
criminal investigations. · 

The CANJ will be pleased to provide any additional information the 
Committee may require with respect.to this legislation: 

WCM/mfv 

CC: Honorable Louis J. Gill 
Honorable Thomas Foy 
Honorable Robert Littell 
Honorable Robert Martin 
Thomas D. Carver 
Chief Executive Officers 
In-House Counsel 

Respectfully submitted, 

~~~~#?~ 
· William C. Murtha 
Vice President & 
General Counsel 
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New Jersey Business and Industry Association, the largest Association 

in the State, takes this opportunity to express its OPPOSITION to A-210 

(Schwartz), a bill which proposes to regulate the electronic monitoring of 

employees in the workplace. 

Workplace monitoring has been "in existence ever since there has been 

a workplace. It began with manual monitoring and as the technology 

developed so did electronic monitoring. Today, electronic monitoring is 

found in the banking and insurance industries. It is an integral part of the 
airline industry, drug and textile manufacturing, the trucking industry, utility 

companies, the defense contracting industry and the nuclear generating 

industry. 

Some form of electronic monitoring is found in most sections of the 

U.S. economy. It enables employers to automatically, efficiently and 

objectively collect information they need to manage their business most· 
effectively. Manufacturing industries are undergoing a revolutionary 
transformation through the application of elect~onic monitoring. 

NJBIA OPPOSITION to this proposed bill is based on a variety of 

reasons, first and foremost of which is an attempt to severely limit .an 

employer's right to protect.its business interests from lapses in employee job 

performance. Virtually every business fun~tion in some manner relies on 

computer and telephone-based message transmission between itself and its 

customers and suppliers. The level of accuracy, courtesy and efficiency of 

these transmissions is critical to the success of the business enterprise. 
Employers who rely on these vital 'functions must be secure in their ability to 
measure, evaluate and correct employee performance which does not 
properly equate to the standard of excellence established by employers. 

Thus, A-210, while well-intentioned to protect an employee's rights of 

privacy, goes well beyond such intention and does so at the expense of the 

employer. In the final analysis, an employer complying with the bill's 

procedural and notification requirements, would have rendered meaningless 

any attempt at monitoring. 



A second and equally compelling reason for NJBIA's OPPOSITION to 

the bill is founded in the vague and subjective content of the definition and 

remedial procedures. 

·, 

The definition of "Electronic Monitoring" is not limited to telephone 

and computer data transmission. Rather, the definition can easily be 
interpreted to include all forms of electronic monitoring. The bill, therefore, 

would not only impact on employer's ability to monitor employee 

performance, but would severely limit attempts to control breaches of security 
and access to confidential information. 

Enactment of A-210 would restrict an employer's ability to collect 

employee attendance and absentee data. It would hinder an employer's 

-ability to accurately calculate employee wages, or determine the efficiency of 

an employees performance and training needs. It would also hinder an 

employer's ability to· improve an employee's efficiency. 

The remedial proceq.ures of A:-210 provide for the filin_g· of a complaint 

through either a collective bargaining grievance procedure or with the 

Commissioner of Labor. This provision serves not only to frustrate the 

judicial and traditional function of collective bargaining, but gives the 

Commission broad power to determine_ whether disputed information is 

misleading or inaccurate: Such determination is clearly one which should be 
left to the parties involved in the dispute as is the case with all other matters 
of disputed employee performance. Additionally, inherent in this procedure 

is the difficulty of clari~ying vagueness in interpreting what is and is not 

misleading or inaccurate. 

Furthermore, there is a strong concern that Section 12 and 13 may be in 

violation of federal laws regulating collective bargaining and issues subject to 

an employer's grievance procedure. 

A most disturbing aspect of this bill, blurred by procedural burdens, is 

the requirement put upon employers to establish an Employee Assistance 

Program to deal with stress-related problems. While it cannot be disputed 

that EAP's are a valuable asset to employers, mandating that every employer 



establish one is a burdensome expense which many employers are ill

equipped to finance. Further, according to the Office of Technological 

Assessment, currently there is insufficient research to support the contention 

that electronic monitoring leads to stress or diminished health. 

In the final analysis, a requirement that employers provide notice that 

employees are subject to electronic monitoring is not unreasonable. To go 

beyond this due process requirement by establishing Legislative procedures, 

disclosure requirements, dual remedies and the imposition of criminal 

sanctions, serves only to unreasonably protect employees from review and 

evaluation at the expense of an employer's ability to ensure employee 

performance. 

Enactment of A-210 is certain to severely retard technological progress 

of sound management practices. We submit that it ~ill result in irreparable 

harm to the economy of the state. 

. . 

Accordingly, NJBIA urges this Committee to REJECT A-210. 
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NEW JERSEY BUSINESS & INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION 

COMPUTER MONITORING 

Backgrounder 

Electronic monitoring has been identified by some groups as an 
invasion of privacy and a cause of stress in office workers. 
They have sought through legislation, regulation and bargaining 
to prohibit its use. 

WBY MONITOR? 

Monitoring in the workplace is not new. Managers and employees 
of- successful enterprises have always monitored the workplace to 
ensure efficient and effective use of corporate resources to meet 
customer needs and expectations. Today, effective monitoring is 
more imper tant than ever, because American· businesses operate in 
a· complex, highly competitive wor!'d marketplace. Survival and 
gr ow th in that marketplace depends upon the ability to provide 
cust?mers with quality prodticts and services at reasonable cos~s. 

In some industries where safety or 
at stake, there is pressure to 
monitoring practices. 

WHY· IS COMPUTER MONITORING DONE? 

internationa~ competition is 
improve and, strengthen the 

Computer monitoring enables employers to automatically and 
objectively collect the data or information they need to manage 
their businesses most effectively. 

Computers have become an integral part of the business in many 
sectors of the American economy. Manufacturing industries are 

· undergoing a revolutionary transformation through the appl.i-
cation of computer systems. Computerized order entry and 
inventory systems are reshaping the wholesale and retail trades. 
Entirely new services, · particularly in the banking and insurance 
industries, have emerged in recent years as a result of the 
application of computer technology. For businesses that have made 
computer technology part and parcel of their operations, 
"monitoring" increasingly implies "computer monitoring." 

BOW IS COMPUTER MONITORING USED? 

In general, it's possible to retain and record almost anything 
that's entered into the computer and to set up a monitoring 
program on almost. anything for which standards can be 
esta:,lished. 
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The specifics of computer monitoring will depend on the nature of 
the work being done and the ultimate business cibjectives tur 
monitoring. The following are some examples of the kinds of 
monitoring made possible by co.mpu ter technology: 

Companies in certain industries such as financial 
services (including banking and insurance) periodically 
monitor work for purposes of preventing and detecting 
fraud and dishonesty. This kind of monitoring is 
riecessary in order to protect customers' assets and 
obviously must be done in confidence. 

In the insurance industry, automatic file tickling is 
used to help claim representatives process their claim 
files in a timely manner. (All fifty states and the 
District of Columbia h_ave statutory requirements for 
timeliness in settling claim~.)-

In the airline industry's reservation centers~ automatic 
call distributors identify which operators and 
telephones are busy and match incoming calls to 
telephones and operatori that are not engaged. This 
assures an even distribution of workload among 
oper~t;ors and,· more _im_por.tantly, ensures that ·each 
~ustomer recei~es service as quickly as possible. 

Some 911 services use this same ·technolog·y to 
automatically tr·ace incoming calls. This feature can 
save lives in an emergency when operators · often have 
difficulty get"ting their callers to give them complete 
dita about the l9catio~ of the emergency. 

In data entry operations, computer monitoring makes it. 
possible to more accurately track the workload of indi
vidual operators so that work assignments Can.be mbre 
evenly.distributed and servi~e ·objectives better met. 

The textile industry uses computer monitoring in 
conjunction with an employee incentive program.. The 
monitoring program enables weavers to immediately 
identify a breakdown in their machines. This keeps 
their production count and, therefore, bonus pay as high 
as possible. 

Computers are increasingly being used to monitor type 
and frequency of equipment maintenance. This yields 
detailed information such as the number of hours a part 
has been in use, when it will require replacement, and 
who is responsible for its installation. As a result, 
there is bettercontrol over the ti~eliness and accuracy 
of routine maintenance, which in turn leads to lower 
operating 
safety. 

costs, more r~l i able service, and greater 

I ., 
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HOW DOES COMPUTER MONITORING DIFFER FROM MANUAL MONITORING? 

Previous forms of monitoring depended on use of tools such as 
paper and pencil tallies, work logs, mechanical time stamps, etc. 
More often than not, monitoring was based on a selected sample of 
work, not the entire body of work. As office work is becoming 
computerized for greater efficiency, so is the opportunity for 
better evaluation of the worker and/or work product. 

The computer automatically keeps a record of everything that is 
keyed into it. Management has the option to retrieve data at any 
time in the future. 

Computer monitoring, therefore, allows for more timely capture 
and reportirig of more complete, precise data relating to the work 
being done. The precision made possible through computer· 
monitorfng can help eliminate human error or bias in employee 
evaluations. 

WHAT DOES MONITORING KEAN TO EMPLOYEES? 
, 

With ·compu.ter monitoring, employees can get. a better sense of 
exactly how successful they are in accompl ish.ing their goals. 
Th is· is particularly imper tan t to employees when there is some 
payment attached to measurements of their. work. At a minimum, 
workers can have a more meaningful discussion about performance 
~ith their· s~pervisors. Nobody wants to do their job poorly, and 
concrete, object-ive feedback is an essential ·part of doing the 
job well. · · 

With computer monitoring, employees are less likely to be subject 
to d iscr imina tion on the bas is of personal biases because the 
computer reports only the facts. 

Managers can aim at an even work distribution among employees and 
avoid work bottlenecks with the help of computer monitoring. 

DOES COMPUTER MONITORING REPLACE FIRST LINE SUPERVISORS? 

Only people can supervise people, but compute~s make it possible 
to establish more accurate arid objective mechanisms for measuring 
the success of a business operation. As a result, there is 
sometimes less need for the kind of supe rv is ion which has been 
focused on keeping an eye on workers as they ao their jobs. 
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Good first-line supervisors understand that they have to make 
judgments about the work monitoring data computers provide them. 
They know that if they want to find out what's really going on in 
the operation, they have to talk with the people doing the work. 
'!'hey know it's their job, not the computer's, to be the key 
resource to help ~orkers find and implement the best ways of 
attaining the objectives of the business. 

WHO HAS ACCESS TO THE INFORMATION COLLECTED? 

In most circumstances, the information is a tool for discussion 
be tween management and workers. Pr ogress ive compahies have a 
strong concern for privacy of the individual., so generally data 
about an individual's work are not published. · 

If the ·informatio_n is the more general 
monitoring work at a group lev·el, then in 
basically available to the superv iso_r s 
periodic basis to workers. 

IS MONITORING AN INVASION OF' PRIVACY.? 
CONSTANTLY WATCHING OVER YOUR SHOULDER? 

kind obtained from 
most companies it is 
and published on a 

, 
IS THIS BIG BROTHER 

The concept of 
workplace is a 
the ·workplace 
conditions. 

employees' rights to privacy and autonomy in the 
relatively riew one. But there. are some areas in 
that may . be considered pr iv ate under some 

Computer monitoring has never been held to be an invasion of 
privacy where employees have been informed that the job or work 
product is monitored. Managers generally inform work~rs not only 
that they will be ~onitored, but why qomputer monitoring is done 
and ~hat results are anticipated. 

A "Big Brother" approach can work against employers because 
employee morale can be affected and, cortsequently, reduce 
productivity.. Workers respond well when they know they are 
trusted and valued. Management takes these factors into account 
in developing a balanced· monitoring program. 

DOES MONITORING CAUSE WORKER STRESS? 

Accotding to the Office of Technological Assessment, "currently 
ther~ is insufficient research literature to support the conten
tion that electronic monitoring leads to stress and diminished 
health." 
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There have always been many potential stress-inducers in the 
workplace, both positive and negative (time deadlines, demands of 
customer service, continually changing procedures in response to 
market and bureaucratic pressures). Stress in the workplace can 
never be totally eliminated, but it can be controlled and its 
effects mitigated. 

The key ingredient is good management practices such as choosing 
the right people for the right jobs and creating an enabling 
environment where workers feel they can realize some of their own 
talents in doing their jobs. The responsibility of finding a 
good job match falls not only on the employer, but on the 
employee. 

IS COMPUTER MONITORING DEHUMANIZING? 

No. Like any other farm of technology, computer monitoring by 
itself is neither bad nor good. Its effects depend on how it's 
used. Productive and respcinsible· use of computer moniioring is a 
matter of good management practice4 There may, unfortunately, be 
some ind iv id uals who abuse war kplac.e inf or;na tion including 
computer monitoririg data~ Other~ may .give it greater ~eight than 
they should, but that cah happen with.any evaluation system. 

DOES MONITORING LEAD TO TH.E CREATION. OF MEANINGLESS, SMALL TASK 
JOBS? 

Routine and single task jobs have always existed; and probably 
always will in some farm or another. They are gen er ally the 
en try level positions for business. Some of these jobs, such as 
routine filing, have been eliminated by new· office technology 
while others were created. 

Progressive companies realize, however, that needless over
simplification or over-structuring of jobs can lead to lower 
quality and less productivity. They know that there's a constant 
need .to provide a balance between making jobs manageable and 
making them desirable. 

CAN A STANDARDIZED MONITORING PROGRAM MAKB ALLCMANCBS FOR 
DIFFERENT WORK STYLES OR DIFFER.ENT WORKER MOTIVATIONS? 

It depends on the job itself. Some jobs would not be affected 
if workers did not reach their "productivity peak" until three 
in the afternoon as long as the day's objectives were met. In 



-these cases, a 
work styles. 
safety require 
for these jobs 
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good monitoring program would allow for different 
Other jobs which may involve employee or customer 
consistency in performance. A monitoring program 
would not allow for performance peaks and valleys. 

Ultimately, however, it is the people who use the program that 
make the judgements. It is up to the supervisors and managers to 
interpret the inf orma ti on provided through monitoring programs 
and allow for individual work styles and motivations. A good 
manager realizes that the monitoring data is only one of many 
tools available upon which to base decisions. 

DOES MONITORING MEAN A SACRIFICE OF QUALITY FOR QUANTITY? 

From time to time, as management and workers adjust to new 
technology, quality may suffer. This is a temporary situation 
until a· new balance can be achieved.. An employer would be 
extremely short-sighted to push monitoring or any other work 
practice to the point where· it significantly impedes work 
quality. No organization can afford to · settle for quantity 
without quality and stay in .business for long. , 
A few years ago, for example, an over-night delivery company 
ins ti tu ted a new _monitoring sys tern which was used to _set a 
standard for the average amount of time per call employees could 
devote to each customer transaction. The company soon realized 
that employees w~re skimping on customer service in order to meet 
the standard. The -delivery company still collects data on its 
agent~• productivity, but it has changed the way it _uses the 
information so that they have improved the quality of customer 
services as well- as the quantity. · 

HOW IS MONITORING USED MOST EFFECTIVELY? 

In any work monitoring program, computerized or not, management 
has a basic responsibility to establish measurement standards 
that are relevant to the specific objectives of the business. 
To effectively implement that program, managers convey those 
business objectives to the workers. 



AIR .TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION TESTIMONY 
A-210 EMPLOYEE MONITORING 
NEW JERSEY ASSEMBLY LABOR COMMITTEE 

April 23, 1990 

Chairman Patero and committee members, my name is Roger Cohen, New Jersey 

state legislative coordinator for the Air Tranwort Association. Toe ATA member 

airlines provide virtually all of the passenger service and most of the scheduled cargo 

service nationwide; Accompanying me today are representatives of two of our largest 

members. United Airlines and Federal Express, both of which maintain extensive 

operations here in New Jersey. 

. . 

Over the past several years, this state has blossomed into one of the country's 

· ·primary airline centers, and the 24,00Q airline employees who work here -- combined 
. . 

with countless more who live in.New Jersey and commute to their airline jobs elsewhere 

--_provide benefits to communities across the state .. A report Jast year estimated that 

airlines contribute over-$6 billion directly to the New Jersey economy, a contribution 

that grows exponentially as it ripples through the state. Not only has Newark 

International Airport become the nation's 10th largest airport, handling some 24 million 

passengers and nearly 400;000 tons of freight annually, but New Jersey is also the home 

to several_large airline reservations and telecommunications facili~ies. In this context, 

we appear today respectfully opposing A210, which would sever~ly restrict service 

monitoring practices to the detriment qf New Jersey consumers and the state's business 

environment. 

Permit me to briefly explain how airlines manage this reservations and 

telecommunications function. Unlike what some customers think when they call an 

airline.to make a flight reservation, request an express package shipment or to check ~ 

the status of a particular flight -- the airline employee to whom they are talking is not 

normally located berund an airport ticket counter or at a.freight terminal .. Chances are, 

that employee isn.'t even within sight of an airplane. Rather, he or she is sitting in front 

of a computer screen, and is the sole link between a worldwide information system and 

the customer calling on a toll-free telephone line. 
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In general. airlines will monitor anywhere from one to two percent of these 

incoming calls, translating into about 10 to 20 instances per month, per employee. 

These monitored calls are then reviewed with the employee as a means to enhance 

employee perfomance and to provide the best customer service. But before I explain 

why airlines monitor reservations calls, it's probably just as important to state the "why 

nots" of telephone monitoring: 

• Airlines do not monitor without employee notification. All employees are fully 

informed of airline monitoring practices prior to employment and through 

ongoing training programs. 

• Airlines only rarely record these calls; and if they are recorded as part of a 

specialized training exercise, it is with advance notification and full approval of 

the employee. 

• Calls are not monitored to obtain "personal" or. confidential data about the 

employee or the customer; nor are employee personal calls monitored. 

Airlines employ service monitoring basically to ensure that the customer is 

receiving the correct information in a proper manner. This is a method of work 

evaluation and quality assurance no different than other traditional evahiation methods. 

Whether.the observation is "over the shoulder".or by monitoring a·call to a sales agent 

whose only contact with the public is by telephone, the principle and the results are the 

same. 

Monitoring also provides numerous legitimate benefits to the employee. Monitoring 

is critical to employee development, especially for new employees. It ensures that 

training programs are effective and working properly in the real world. It provides 

feedback and ''hands on" coaching and helps employees develop confidence in their 

skills. Since for many newly-hired r.eservations agents this is their first professional 

!'{Ork experience and the foundati_on for a long and rewarding career, this initial 

coaching is exceptionally critical. 

For the customer and the general public, the benefits of monitoring are obvious. 

Given the incredibly complex -- and constantly changing -- nature of airline fares, it is 

vital that passengers are given accurate information. 
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Moreover, when a customer calls an airline, not only does that customer not expect that 

the conversation be kept confidential, but the customer assumes that the information 

discussed will be disseiminated throughout the airline -- to ticket agents, flight 

personnel, baggage service representatives and delivery agents for freight shipments. 

Service monitoring furthers all these objectives. 

The visual or ''beep tone" audible warning provision of A21 0 would be harmful to the 

goal of improved customer service. The beep tone would be especially disruptive to the 

. accurate exchange of information between the customer and the employee. Similarly, a 

visual warning could distract the employee from storing or retrieving the correct 

information. A momentary glance away from the screen andwhat should be a $200 

roundtrip to Akron could become a $2000 fare to Accra in West Africa. 

Also, the restrictions of A210 would diminish the ability of airlines and law 

enforcement officials to combat telephoned threats against aircraft. Instant access to 

incoming· calls by supervisory personnel is an important tool in tracing these "bomb 

threats". The pre-notification and restrf:ction provisions of A210 could deter industry 

security efforts. 

Given these significant questions, we would respectfully urge the committee to . 

further study this issue prior to action on A210. We would be pleased to provide you 

a.dditional information regarding airline industry service monitoring practices, and stand 

ready to answer any questions and assist this committee cin this issue and others in the 

future. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

I 
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Air Transport As.sociation . ata:i OF AMERIC.A 

Honorable Joseph Patera 
Chairman, Assembly Labor Committee 
New Jersey State Assembly 
State House Annex 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625 

Dear Assemblyman Patera: 

1709 New York Aven,.;e, NW 
Washington, DC 20GO6-5206 
Phone (202) 626-400C 

March 29, 1990 

On behalf of the Air Transport Association member airlines serving New Jersey, we 
are writing in _opposition to A-210 (Schwartz), scheduled for hearing ii your committee 
Monday, April 2. We are sorry that a prior scheduling commitrne-:1t in California 
precludes our testifying in person, but we submit the following comments for the record: 

A number of airlines operate large reservations facilities in New ] ersey, employing 
hundreds of highly-skilled and trained professional state residents. These offices handle 

· telephone calls from across the· nation, and providing the traveling and shipping public 
with reliable, efficient and courteous customer service is a primary res-~nsibility. 

All ;;i.irline employees are informed that periodic monitoring for se:-vice quality ang, 
training is part of their job prior to and throughout their employment. In the airline 
industry, this monitoring is to 1) ensure that the customer is receiving ?roper flight and. 
fare information; 2) to provide a basis for· recognizing and rewarding outstanding job 
performance, as well as identifying training needs and 3) to track sales and marketing 
trends, 

-- Personal calls are not monitored. Airline res~rvations systems are set up so 
that calls are received randomly and distributed evenly.. · 

-- A-210 establishes a right to privacy where none exists. In fact, when 
customers call an airline they want .the information (flight times, special meal requests, 
frequent flier numbers, etc.) to be widely circulated. 

-- The "beep tone" provisions of A-210 would be intrusive to the efficient 
exchange of information, as well as adding cost·burdens and delays to the handing of 
customer calls. 

In addition, monitoring of calls to airline offices provides a backup system and 
better response to company and Federal security procedures. As you know, airlines are 
often the target of harassing .and/or threatening calls, and the ability to monitor these 
calls quickly is another tool to fight this problem. 

TI1ank you for your consideration and we would be pleased to provide anything 
additional. We urge a NO vote on A-210. 



BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIEtP OF NEW JERSEY 
STATEMENT ON ASSEMBLY BILL A-210 

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of New Jersey respectfully requests 
•. that the Assembly Labor Committee not release Assembly Bill 210, 

sponsored by Assemblyman David Schwartz~ as the bill is 
currently drafted. 

A-210 is intended to prevent the abuse of electronic monitoring 
by establishing standards for the collection and utilization of 
monitored data by employers. In point of fact, several 
provisions contained in the bill effectively eiiminate arty 
useful purpose which can be served by monitoring. One 
provision, requiring employees and. customers to be notified with 
a verbal tone at such time as the monitoring is taking place, is 
a good example. It is for.eseeable that an employee could become 
conditioned to the tone and act differently when he or she is_ 

·aware that they are being monitored. 

Other objectionable provisions include the prohib:i.tio.n against 
using monitored data in employee evaluations unless obtained
during the first 42 ~ays of employment, o.r during a single 
continuous period of up to 30 days. Blue cross and Blue Shield 
currently requires customer service representatives to complete. 
a120 day probationary training period during which they are I 
constali~ly evaluated to assure that their s~ills .and knowledge . 
base develop to acceptable levels. • Permitting random monitoring 
to be used for evaluations during only the first 42 days _of 
employment does not a,l.ldw sufficient time to- properly evaluate 
trainees and could lead to inaccurate assessments of an · 
employee's abilities. Monitoring continues to be an important 
tool after the training period in development of employees to a. 
high degree-of competence. This bill would also prohibit data 
gathered through telephone observ~tions·froin being used to 
evaluate an employee other than for work volume or rate. By 
doing this, an employer would be prohibited from utilizing the 
data .in preventing developing problems such as employee burnout, 
or distribution of inaccurate information. 

Blue Cross and Blue Shield supports the concept.as set forth in 
this bill to protect the ~mployees' rights to privacy. There 
is, however, the right of the corporation to assure that their 
customers receive the best possible service which can be 
provided. We cannot expect to remain competitive in the 
insurance :business without doing so. There.fore, we can not· 
support this legislation as it is currently drafted, and would 
respectfully request that you n,ot.release the bill. 

We would be happy to work with the sponsor and all other 
interested parties to develop amendments which would satisfy all 
6oncerned. · 



PUBLIC STRATEGIES, INC. 
196 West State Street, Trenton, NJ 08608 • (609) 393-7799 • Fax: (609) 393-9891 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Assemblyman Joseph D. Patero 
Chairman, Assembly Labor Committee 

Sharon A. Harrington 

ATTACHED MEMORANDUM FROM DEHART & DARR 

April 23, 1990 

I am attaching a memorandum from DeHart &. Darr in opposition to A-210, the electronic 
monitoring bill. . . 

DeHart & Darr work with the Direct Ma~keting Association (DMA), which has 162 
member companies in New Jersey. 

Presently, DMA advises employees that they will• be monitored, and recommends they have 
a non-monitored telephone available for personal calls. 

Should you require further information, please let me know. 

Att. I 
c Assemblyman Schwartz 

Gregory Williams, Cte. Aide 
Jake Genovay, Staff 

/kl 

Harold L. Hodes • William J. Kohm • James 8. Appleton • Sharon A. Harrington • James McQueeny. 

,o"t, 



Defiart and Darr 

Memorandum in opposition to New Jersey Assembly 8111 210 

This memo comes to you on behalf of the Direct Marketing Association (OMA) 
and its 162 member companies headquartered in 96 New Jersey cities and 205 
member$ with operations in New Jersey. 

The bn 1 regulates monitoring employee telephone calls and has several 
onerou, provisions. For example, there is a requirement to alert an employee of 
monitoring at the time it occurs by use of a beep tone, visual device, etc. This 
defeat$ the purpose of monitoring - - to provide the best service to consumers. 
And 1t distracts the employee. 

Such restriction will deprive management of the opportunity to 
1eg1ti~ately supervise the work activities of fts employees, even while ·the State 
of New. Jersey and the fed~ral government are holding ~ompan1~s responsible for 
the.business activities of employees .. 

The purpose of monitoring 1s: 

1. to ensure that proper terms and disclosures are made about 
the sale of goods or servicesi. . 

2. to ensure that customers are given courteous and helpful advice; 
.3 .. to provide for effective and understandable scripts and procedures;_ 
4. to help employees do a better job. 

OMA guidelines require employers to notify employees that 1b..e2l ~ M 
monitored and recommends that employees have a nonmon1tored telephone available 
for p~rsonal calls . 

. The proposed legislation is also not 1n the con~umer's interest. 

Many businesses utilize this as a management tool: 

-airlines - for reservations and other service calls 
-public opinion pollst~rs - telephone polls are only as reliable 
as the interviewer 

-telemarketers monitor calls to· ensure consumers are given full 
disclosure · 

-market researchers ~ 
-many companies monitor calls for security purposes 

. -a manufacturer may want to utilize the telephona to quickly 
contact custorhers who purchased unsafe equipment that cou1d. 
be hazardous - and ~onitor the calls (This kind of consumer 
protection is not provided for in the bill.) 

Telephone call monitoring is the employer's most effective, accurate and 
reliable method of maintaining high standards of customer service. 

De Hart ~nd Dmr Associaks, Inc. J~GO Beverly Road Suite 201 McLean, Virginia 2210l 703 44-8·1000 
Fax 703 790·31•60 



New Jersey Retail Merchants Association 
comments on - IIElectronic Monitoring 

in the Workplace" Legislation (A 210) 

1. General Observation 

- We. do not dispute that some forms of monitoring are 
offensive (cameras in restrooms; listening in on private· 
calls) 

- But use of electronic means of measuring productivity is 
generally well-intentioned effort to.evaluate employees on 
gbjec:tive basis 

- Legislation should not broadly sweep away this trend and 
force employers to retreat to subject1veevaluations, 
which have capacity to be based on offensive criteria 
(sex, race, etc.) 

- Many of the practices the bills would restrict, if 
conducted "electronically", (e.g. surveillance, .. 
productivity records, phone_logs) would be permissible if 
done ma1:1ually. What does the restriction achieve? 

2. "Electronic Monitoring!' 

- Definition covers virtually any device-which is capable of 
collecting information about employees 

Bill (section Sb) allows commissioner e>f Labor to ·further 
restrict types of information that can be collected 

- Some uses arguably covered: 

1. Time-clocks which· utilize electronic memories 

2. Cash.registers which generate information as to 
number of transactions, accuracy of data entry, 
whether end~of-day cash equals sales 

3. Debt collection activities (number of calls; past 
due accounts collected) 

4. Telemarketing/Catalog sales (number of calls 
handled; sales volume data collected by computer) 

5. Electronic typewriters { pag_es typed, etc} 

6. Telephone Call Monitoring - (1. compliance with 
legal.requirements such as credit card 
solicitation, debt collection laws; 2. customer 
service/courtesy) accuracy (catalog sales) 



7. Security cameras - (drug stores/controlled 
substances: cash rooms: internal theft 
investigations {we can't use polygraphs} 

3. Electronic monitoring d.efinition should be narrowed to 
restrict specified types of devices and specific forms of 
information (e.g. hidden cameras in locker rooms: tapping 
personal calls) ~ 

4. Prior Notification of Policy - If d-et:inition of :monitoring 
can be narrowed, NJRMA would not oppos-e requirement (Section 
2 (a)) that employees be notified of types o.f monitoring to be 
used and circumstances under which moni tor.ing may occur. 

s. Continuous Monitoring Prohibited 

We oppose the 30-days-a-year restriction on monitoring 

Deprives employers of legitimate, objective tools 

- Because of bill's scope, this proh.ibition fails to 
distinguish .between accepted, legitimate monitoring and 
more offensive techniques. would use of time .c;:ards and 
electronic. register.s be restricted to 30 days annually?. 

6. "Samplipq" Prohibited 

Bill allows "performanc.e evaluation" monitoring only if 
based on an-entire week's work volume or (for telephone 
service evaluations) 30 consecutive calls 

- What evid.ence exists that perfonning evaluations on this 
basis is more reliable and fair than using sampling? 

7. Advance Notice Requirement 

- Alerting employee·s to periods when monitoring will occur 
defeats purpose of monitoring. Unless monitoring is 
continuous (or employees believe so), it serves little 
purpose 

Literally, bill would requires us to alert salespersons to 
periods when audits will.occur 

- Internal security would be frustrated if potential thieves 
were told- when surveillance will occur 

- Accurate-barometer of employee productivity and customer 
service would be lost if random checks are prohibited 

s . Data !'Not Re],evant" 

- Bill prohibits "obtaining" electronically-generated data 
"not relevant to the employee's work performance'' 



- Vacrue: What data is not relevant? Bill should clearly 
tell employer what data can't be obtained 

- Bill should not prohibit "obtaining" relevant data - only 
using it for disciplinary or job evaluation purposes. 
(e.g. employer who "obtains" office phone bill that 
includes·personal calls shouldn't be punished for 
obtaining the bill, but for improperly using the 
information) 

9. "Employee Counseling" 

- A new mandatory benefit (counseling, paid release time) is 
applicable to the wide range of monitoring covered by the 
bill, -and therefore expensive to provide. Few employers 
in New Jersey currently provide such a benefit. 

- Bill does not specify qualifications for "qualified 
counselor" -

- Bill assumes that employee "stress" is caused by 
electronic monitoring. Legislation should not endorse 
this assumption - and outlaw monitoring - without careful 
evaluation of medical evidence of the relationship between 
monitoring and stress. 

Even if a monitoring/stress relationship could be 
demonstrated, what is the rationale for requiring coverage 

· for this one type of stress only? · 



J.P. Splnnanger 

Ap;ril 9, 1990 

@ 
New Jersey BeU 
A .... Allantic"Company 

15'4 Wes( Stahl S1,u1 
Tremon, Ntw Jerse,y 08808 
609 989-996 1 . 

H0notable Joseph D. Patero 
, ... h;:\.1.1:-rnan, Assembly Labor Committee 
G North .Z\.rl ingtorl. Street 
P.O. Box 747 
Mc·rnville, New Jersey 08835 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

'!'hank.you for giving me the opportunity to express the concerns of 
,:t~,.• .jr.:1~se.y Bell regarding A-210, legislation that ·would drastically 
,:'.",:l~•.qf? i:h~ way we do quality service. observing •. 

As discussed wfth .you.personally_, New Jersey Beil observes less 
than 1% -0: all custome~s calls directed to our business offices and 
r~er..s1 i. -:: centers. we have maintained this. practice for over· 80 ye_ars as 
~ quality control and training de~ice . 

. a.ddi tionai ly, as a company regulated by the ·Board of Public 
Ufj_lfties we are bound by regulations set by the Board. The rules and 
-:·t·oc~ jun~s under ·which service observing is conducted nave been 

· .:J;-v<:?l0ped by the 8PU and- are subject to their review and enforcer:.ent. 

S~condly, we have entered into contractual agreements with our 
1:::1~·,:pJ.ni!'lq units that cover the subject of sel;"v-ice q,..;ality observing. 
'·1<: -• .- J ~:;:-sny Bell respects tne,se contractual agreements which protect the. 
lnt.,,!r~sts of both parties. · 

Mr. Chairman, you asked for suggestions in which A-210 could be 
. ,nwn-:'.led to address our concerns and I o.ffar you this amQndment: · 

-~ ... -

"COLLECTIVE BARGAINING EXCEPTION1t: When an employer has entered 
into a collective barg~ining agraement that includ.ed provisions. 
for the monitoring of employees' telephone conversations for the 
pu:r:r-,ose of quality control or .mechanical or service quality 
checksi the provisions of the collective bargaining ~graement 0ill 
replace. the requirements of this law (section) (subsection)." 



Page Two 
~onorable J~seph D. Patero 

Thank you for th~ opportunity to express our concerns on this 
matter .. I have enclosed a copy of my preparect testimony on A-210 livhich 
contains additional information. If you ;.;ish to discuss the matter 
further, please C<lll me or Russ Hedcien at the a,bove number. 

JPS/mjh 
Enclosure (1) 

-----------------

Very truly yours, 



NEW JERSEY ,~.SSEMBLY U\BOR COMMITTEE 

A-210 

MONDAY, APRIL 2, 1990 

~:··. Ch:Jin~an, members of t.he Commit.tee: 

,'i'/ na:""•~ is Jon Spinnanger and I am Director-Government Relations for 
i,c'·•: :-e:::-;:;e.:i· Bell Telephone Company. 

I APr~·~ciate this opportunity to appear befcire your distinguished 
>.:"T.i.'::.tse t..o describe New Jersey Bell's use of service observing, to 
~vrl6in the critical importance of this practice in achieving my 
.· :;~,:•.c,:··,:' s cor.uni tr..ent to provide quality services and to express the 
,,,,. i.,:,.:s ,.:<mcerns l7lf Company has with the intent and provisions of 
;sscmbly Bill 210. 

c.,t: N~'·, Jersey Bell, a var.i,,aty of technical and electronic mean_s are 
·;~~d for ~easuring the overall speed, accuracy _and efficienc~ of the 
·:,.,:--1p ·:•-:·,·,,' :c telecomr.un icat ions n.atwor·k and ··,.;ork forces. These -
:: 0 r,s'..;.-::.·,~;;-.<:::1ts are accomplished through service Quality Observations and 
·•.i:·rc- 1.: ;;c:: •-:-)f Operator Services productivity data s\,lch as Average Worr: 
1'ime: 

Th~ .s0l(~ purpose of supervisory observing, or monitoring, is to assure 
'::·,.~ '· ,_,~,r- customers receive fast, accurate and courteous service. The 
;, :,. -:,h•, s ·c. standard of service -- a char:acter isti<".: of N. J. Bell since its 
~i,,.::,,t:-t.i.cn -- is mandated by the Board of Public Utilities, the agency 
·) . .-in1,<ed w:itr, the i:-~sponsibilit'ir cf seeing that 'this is accomplished. 

:..:c9er,: isc,i::y observ i.ng is a very effective and· indispensable tool, one 
\;tich ~e h~ve been using for more than 80 years to me~sure the quality 
Jt ~he product we deliver. I'm sura that you'll agree that without 

'..f-2.ci J. i. ty ,:::ontrol, no business can prosper or survive -- whether the 
,: rQduct is television sets, automobiles or, as in our case -- SERVICE. 

At Ne,· -J'f~-csey Bell, supervisory observing is utiliz~d in three 
0rganiz~tional entities: Operator Services, Installation and 
Maintnnanae and Contact Services. In each of these organizations, 
e~ployees have direct telephon~ contact with our customers. As some of 
you already know, Operator Services handles residence and operator 

.. ~ ------------------



::=;::;.Lst,:ar~:::e and Contact: Services handles residence and business custoi.\er 
· ~~u~st.s fc,r new service, changes in service and billing queri~. Any 
!=ti~i.ty involved with repair and the physical installation •r 
:•·:j';:'ranqement of service is performed in the Installation a_nd 
:'.:J intenance department. · 

··_-: i.n,;; monitoring techniques, we are able to measure the tone, speed, 
·:.:racy, and completeness of the services provided by these employees. 

r. =: ·Vi it ion, observing sei:.-ves to ke:ep us informed as to employe'<l 
?'-:':.;.t;.-.·:i.t_/ iirid attantiveness to,custolners' problems. 

:.=~:rners' concerns ~nd problems arising from changes in practices 
•·,-i_,.-,_~- t-.:,r,. L:1troduction of new technologr are also identified in this 

:-,,:, r.n (~r. 

---:.:~~::~.;;-~: pE::t'forming supervisory observations and thei:c- supervisors a::.-e 
. --.-i:-,~.: 1.e1sed individuals who have demonstrated reliability. They are 
-~~,;:-,.t:.J.y :.i·ained and continually reviewed as to job knowledge, a.s ,,.,·ell 
-i- ·.:.:·_,--;j ;-:· ~\rider.standing of, and sensitivity to, the importance of 
;~::1·1acy ,:;f conununications. 

"'.'.'i•· r-,:r-,.1·; irJe · the pr<:>per perspective regarding the frequency of 
-,.ni':.oci:n-::;, you should know th-at on 3/4 of on-? percerit of _all calls· 
:· :1'1:3.J.E",d .in our Service Centers and Repair Bureaus are remotely 
.-~:se:cv,~d. In Operator Services-, the n.untber is less.· The_ conveJ::sations 
-~~ pi~~omiriantly those between company e~ployees and cusiomers, _ 
~:~l)c~~h_ some observations ere·mad~: of busine~s c6nversaticns-between 
·' -,~·-l ::·l,-C'.~~·s in a.reas W?ich have_ a parti.cular. impa~t on the efficienc·y an,:i 
"j-,-~\:;::,· y _ of service t<:> the customer. Under no circumstances are . 
:--.:c.~·:;,•t sr,t ions taped nor are conversations between ~ustomers or i:)ersor:a l 
·: - .:,_:·::. -.2.t :i. Dns between employees the object cf rnon i tor ing. Employees 
·,·.~ fi.-~--=- 1:.o make privata calls using telepho:"\e facilities furnished it:1 
1_,.:,unge ·areas. · 

~~i!~i~ualitsd feed-back sessions are scheduled ai soon after the 
1~·:.:;1:·.,at.i,~.1 ci.s practicable. These sessions are key to maintaining a 

· 's~ l~~ei of customer satisfactioh. They are equally important to our 
·,:·:~l-)y~-2-;, since they are afforded the opportunity to become more· 

r.-f:€'£!:>:i.onal and proficient through the training, retraining; 
·._,n.structive criticism and/or positive reinforcement. 

:::·.-i.dence cf New ,J_ersey Bell's success in developing it.s employees, 
·.-:: ::_c~:gh the obse:r.v ing process, can be found_ in recent survey results 
~t~t reveal that 94% of the recent customers o( Directory Assistance 
f.:,;se.ss the level of service to be completely satisfactory. This
:·.ea~;.1i.-'2:nent is based on information gathered through telephone inter
'.ti8\'i:5 by an outside research firm. 



_-;,i:)ervi <:;,Qry obser: ing serves as a basis for t:r2.ining and de.velopmer1t 
j~ct certain!~ ~as never designed for disciplinary action. However, as 
c3n be expected in any business situation, there are a small number of 
~mp~oyees.who do not respond to training and development efforts. Over 
a period of time, if such individuals are found ~o lack ability or are 
Jn~ble to achieve the skills required of the job, the individual 
situation is assessed and appropriate action taken. No employee is 
,) isc i.pl in~d as a direct result of supervisory observance without just 
~~use. Instances cf gross discourtesy to, or abuse of, customers; 
:,.~tei.1pts to dPf:raud. the Company through misuse of service of equip
··,cnt: ot- ot:her se::ious infractions of Company policies, practices or 
~ules are examples of just cause. 

~urther, New Jersey Bell does pro~ide notification to all employees, 
:1~ject ~o monitoring, through the use of advisory s~ickers affixed to 
a L ·: ~ ,2: "=r·r,ones subject to observing·. Addi t.i.ona.Uy, all .of our · 
~Jl~~" -~~ directories provide notification, in the white page listings, 
::.'.) •t>-:.:-: ["--.,blic of tl1e potential use of service !iionitoring equipment. I 
:,a·-.re :Cr.ou·qht. 1..;ith r:.e a copy cf one of the directories so that you can 
ses t;-;e s:/mbol used and tha caveats provided. 

St·l::C!:"-' i s:or obs er-vi ng and monitoring has been one which has gotten close 
.egi~la~ive, regulatory and judicial scrutiny over the last 15 qr more 
y.sa1.·s. . ·:ons istently, ho...,·evc:::-, New Jersey telephone. \.lti li ties have 
"-::tood th,a. t test" and have, aftel- many hearings i been found to be . 
~ roperl.y :7iointain.ing privacy -of· .communications· while r:i.aintaining prope::· 
_;_ality cor1tr.ol. 

Tl,f: 19 7 7 ~:ew Jers~:_l Board ,;;f Pu.bl ic Utilities Dec is ion an.ct Order 
, i)o,::ke~ 7 s2-11·0) •,;hich permits and regulates our current telephone 
_:,J,;·:.:.::,q 3.cti·.rities - as ·,1ell as the employe~ mo:iitoring activities of 
,:::.r:e..:· ;:,;..,s:~nesses and public agencies in our. State - was issued oniy: 
~ft,-\ ~ !/2 years of intensive investigatiorl into telephone monitoring 
;~~c~~ces. In 1983, the BPU conducted another thorough review of 
"l':·•,1 :_c.:;, :-:,oni to.1;ing ~rocedures and came to the fol lowing conslus ion: 

'' ... we believe that service ob$erving should be allowed 
within the guidelines established in our July, 1977 order. 
We are of the opinion that service monitoring will be 
ten~ficial to both consumers and to businesses in the State. 
wa also feel that the present Board requirenents, which will. 
;_·,2:r,o in i.n .full force and ef feet adequately protect employe-a 
rights of privacy." 

Jt's important to also mention that the F~deral Legislature, after a 
ful) t·~vie~, included a ~ection in the Omnibps Crime Control and Safe 
3t'c"E·-=tS Act of 1968 (I8 U,S-C. S 25!I (2) (A)) that specifically 
autho.rizes observing for quality or auditing purposes. It should also 
·-:~, ::,~t2d that the New Jersey Wire.tapping and Electronic jurveillance 
,;e,,)tcol Act (N.J.S. 2A:I56 A-4 (a)) contains language that parallels 
·..:::e Federal Act. 



-:~~cs Qual.ity Cbserving has also been the subject of ~argaining with 
r;., Com~unications Workers of America Union (CWA) which represents many 

_; th~se employees who are subject to monitoring. Agreements which 
: : '-'<:=.c tct.h service observing and existing productivity measurements are 

.-.· :bj e,ct tQ rev ie·,.; by an impartial third party through the grievance and 
il:·oit=ation procedure, providing employees with additional protection. 

i ,: e:nac-:~,d, this legislation •,;ould require major changes in the way in 
.~ich ~~~ Jersey Bell has historically given the public the assurance 
.-:,f.· ccc.1::t~ous sen·ice and accurate information, with few, if· any 
-~~sequ~ntial benefits to the workers themselves. 

·. :·•~ ;,:,0 -:,f a signal light:, beep tone, or other signaling device would 
-·:i.rn1~at~ the Co~pany's ability to assess the quality of service and 
,:c~~a~,, 0n an ~nbiased basis. Clearly, an employee would be aware o~ 

:.c~~; ~G~itored ~henever the sign~l was present which could either -
0 :2~ss ~he •rn~loyee to be extra careful or to become confused and 
~ .. ssr~~~ed. Keither of these reactions would help prod~ce a ~atural 
~~~:~~~~tion with the customer. · 

:,:.,ni_-:. i:-,g monitoring for continuation of emr:/loyment ·to the first 4 2 days 
•~2f8~~~ the entire purpose of the monitoring program, ~hich is to 
-.~;i_,;,::> :i1.ai:: the public consistently receives the quality of service 
·. hc:1 ~-- : ~ deserves. Addi tio"n.J l ly, the reqiJ.ire:ne~t of- no fewer than 3 O 
~~ns0~~tiv& telephone calls is both impractical and is probably not in 
-· ~,E _i:: ::'c:x~st of the employee, if for example, the employee is having a 
';;,,;:1,i ·>.y." More frequent but shorter monitoring sessions certainly 

·;~~~i~~ a better basis for ~mploye~ eval~ation. 
I , 

:~~ ~~~-:ision tha~ -would p~rmit em~loyees tc lodge complaints with the 
L~oc~ Co~miision would serve to .interfere with personriel administratio~ 
;,:~~Jj_~os written by the Company and would erode New Jersey Bell's 
~:!iii~~ ~~ maintain good and efficient operations. Additionally, 
,.-:~.r.:~::; ~·~~;' legitimate ·interests are protected by the Labor Agreement 
<~-~--..: - ~ ~" :..•.:!1S regarding the gr ieva11ce proced\.i::;-e. 

-t ,~;:>a:.· \,:i tl'lout saying that no one is mot.e ,;oncern0d than New Jersey 
Jell ~ith insuring the integrity and privacy of communications. 
:.:·11-:;t.,-ri:·,g .the privacy which users of the Sflrvice are entitled to expect 
j1~s ~:~ays bean, and will continue to be, a foremost concern of the 
2omp~n;. We are convinced.that our monitoring practices do not promote 
< r: r::a ... st? 1;.ny violation of privacy. Furthernore, if one were to compare . 
the \.:.Se of telephone service for personal conversations, with its use 
i-.o c,:n:foct telephone business with· us, I think it would be reasonable 
:.:,, S'..i.t:nise that a customer's expectation for privacy is significantly 
reduced, or non-~xistent, when negotiating with a telephone company 
se:·-v :.-::::a representative for. the installation of new service, when 
req-uest.ing directory assistance, or when reporting trouble on the line .. 



~r;, 1,,~ r~cognize that human inte.c✓ ention .Ln any transaction can 
~;Juce ab~sas, nothing in this area has been brought to our attention, 

-~ ~hP ~est of my knowledge, that ~ould warrant the broad restrictions 
-~~=ulate~ in A-210. Indeed, there is no evidence before the 
~Jlslatu~e indication that the Company has abused its monitoring 
C5)0~~ihil~ties as enunciated by the BPU. The s~ate and Federal la~s 
rd ~s911lations to which I previously referred have been enacted 

.:_;:;;c-::'l:"i.ca).ly to discourage invasic-ns of privacy. In addition, all 1-:ew 
:' s-:-sey Be 11 employees are rer:::ruired to anrmal l y review Our Code of 

, -~-:- ::o:i· .. i~0nduc;t, which C<'.'mt.ains a se:::tion ~·mtitled "Privacy of 
: · -: _ :i :l \·:c1 U .. ons, ,; I wi 11 leave a copy of this book with you, Mr. 

cr~ct.i.r~71an. 

( ,,.~ ,:·0n 1:l.usion,. it r_.,•o\1ld be an understatenHant t.C) say 7:hat .. tb.is t,iJ. l is 
·• :: ,: '. n ':h~ r·ubl ic interest. I hop~ that this testinony has :7',ade 

~:~0n1 ~~~ potential problems that passage would bring to tha local 
~t-:'·\·:,:::T., -~~~~<"..iustr~{ i.n tie~1 Jersey, its c~rnpl·oyees a~•d tl"le cit-i.;.:er:.~:.-,·. 

r···_:_,;.:i:r·; observing i.s vital to our business and, without: quest.io~1, 
·" ,., :·.:•:.:-r~:t~nue to b~ l..ltilized, as it has in the p·,3.st, i.f r~ev.., Jersey 

'.":" t-.-: :,c;1.intain its recognized high standard of individual 
· -- ···:::-~•~,",1·,c-12 ·.;h.ile p.r:cviding a high standard of customer service. The 

\ ·.: i:. :r-c:iuct of these ,;:;npl.oyees is telephone service, 2. prcdc:ct. 
"·.}- _.. •> ~- ~·-~. ,.;_·--~J.-iabl~:l_ ev-ra.~uat.eO a·nd i~r,pro~v~d- only throt.tgh superv·is0:~·:.:-
-;'•0 "· ":°') effectively supervise, train, and develop individua:. 
iT,· _ :·,,,,~; ,:\ttd thus continue 1·.o maintain excellent sex·vice, we :must 

.:.~_·:-._·; ·;·: ~-:~e ·.:_bility to rnon.itot" .calls ·T"lithcJut the re-strictions proposed 
, ; ;: ;, - 2 l O . 

•i r~ -~ !": ~-: \-' C'U 

~:- l -i l ~; (J i 11 . 

--------

Uew Jersey Bell's 



411 North Avenue East • Cranford, NJ 07016·2444 • (201) 272-8500 
Telecopier (201) 272-6626 

Mr. Gregory Williams 
Office of Legislative Services 
Statehouse Annex 
CN-068 
Trenton, N.J. 08625-0068 

RE: A-210 (Schwartz) 

Dear Mr. Williams: 

April 4, 1990 

The New Jersey Savings League appreciates the opportunity t6 
comment on A-210_. The League is the· trade association .for the 
$52 billion savings industry in the ·State of New Jersey .. As a 
result of the composition of our membership, we have some 
concerns regarding the introduction cf· Assembly bill 210 which 
wbuld significantly restrict~ financial institution's ability to 
utilize electronic monitoring device~ on its premises. A 
financial institution has an affirmative duty to protect the 
assets of the depositors ~nd the finan6ial institution through 
whatever monitoring is necessary. Failure ~o do ~o could be 
deemed a safety and soundness violation by the federal regulat6ry 
agencies. 

Financial ins~itutions are governed by the Bank Protection 
Act of 1968, 12 U.S.C.A. 1881 et seq., which requires financial 
institutions to comply with federal regulatory requirements which 
establish minimum standards with respect to the installation, 
maintenance, and operation, of secur_ity devices and procedures. 
Violation of these requirements will subject an institution to 
the imposition of civil penalties. Pursuant to 12 C.F.R, 568 et 
seq., savings institutions must maintain certain minimum standard 
as set forth by the Office of Thrift Supervision. The 
regulations specify that an _associat·ion shall develop a security 
program which equals or exceeds the standards prescribed in the 
regulation. 
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Appendix A of the regulation sets forth the general 
requirements for a surveillance system which " ... should be 
located so as to reproduce identifiable images of persons either 
leaving the office or in a position to transact business at each 
such station or window". Since the teller is so vital a part of 
a transaction, many institutions, as a result of the federal 
security requirements, are compelled to place monitoring cameras 
within the teller area as it is a probable crime site to which 
robbers frequently gain access. Tellers are made aware of the 
existence of the cameras which are continuously operating during 
the association's business hours. The monitoring may secondarily 
be used in pursuing criminal activity on the part of savings 
institution employees to assist in investigating shortages of 
cash. In fact, many insurance companies often require 
institutions to utilize such monitoring equipment to help avoid 
insurance claims and losses. 

Since the teller area is a probable crime site due to the 
availability of cash, an instt~ution would be left open to 
challenge by the federal regulators if they were to remove· or 
limit the use of monitoring devices required for security 
reasons. OTS regulation 12 CFR 568.3(a) requires the security 
officer to secure installation-of certain security devices_· 
including "such other devices as the security officer, after 
seeking the advice of law enforcement officers, shall determine 
to be appropriate for- discouraging robberies, burglaries, and 
larcenies and for assisting in the identificatlon and 
apprehension of perscns who commit such acts." Clearly, the 
placement of monitoring d~vices in the teller area is reasonable 
since the purpose is to protect the financial institution and its 
customers and to comply with federal regulation. Since the 
purpose of these cameras is not to monitor productivity, we 
believe that A-210 is overly broad in its scope. 

Specifically, we object to the bill's requirements for the 
following reasons: 

-The legislation appears to be overly broad in its. scope and 
does not consider the potential financial losses which could 
result if a financial institution were to be limited to a 30-day 
per-year monitoring period and a new employee monitoring period 
of 42 days. It is vital that a financial institution not be 
hampered in its attempts to protect its customers, employees, 
assets and deposits. 
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-Section 8 of the bill seeks to require "referral and paid 
release time for necessary treatment for stress-related 
problems". Workers compensation provides coverage for work
related illnesses and therefore we do not understand the reason 
for inclusion of such a provision. In addition, financial 
institutions cannot afford·an additional financial burden in 
light of the fact that_ they have already been hit with higher 
examination fees and other costs of doing business. 

We respectfully request reconsideration of the need fot such 
legislation and in particular, for legislation which will 
jeopardize the safety of financial institutions and their 
customers .. If the sponsor chooses to go forward with this 
legislative initiative, we suggest that it is appropriate for 
financial institutions to be delete·d from the restrictions. 

We thank you for your consideration of our recommendations 
and would welcome the -opportunity to further discuss our 
concerns. 

MVF/. 

James R.· Silkensen 
Executive Vice President 



TESTIM)NY OF GUSTAV sCHI.AIER· 
BEFORE 

ASSEMBLY LABOR CCX11ITIEE 
REGARDil~G A-210 

Mr·. Chairman, members of the Carmittee, good morning. Hy name is Gus 

Schlaier and I am testifying on behalf of the New Jersey Council of 

Savings Institutioos. The Council is a trade organization representing 

state and federally chartered savings banks in New Jersey. 

As a matter of public trust, our savings banks rrust protect the safety 

and soundness of their institutions and their employees. Failure to do 

so could be deemed a safety and soundness violation by federal regula

tors. This duty to the public and its custaners inevitably entails the 

roonitor:ing of savings bank employees. Because of its special position 

of t~t, · tlie Council; s r.iembers have sane concems that A-210, ,if enacted 

in its present form, could, overall, severely hamper the security prac

tices of savings banks in new Jersey. 

Tne_Federal Bank Protection Act of 1968 (12 U.S.C. 1381 et seq.) requires 

the federal supervisory agencies to establish minimum standards with res

spect to the :installation, maintenance, and operation of security· de

vices and procedures to discourage robberies, burglaries and larcenies 

and to assist in the identification and apprehension of persons who cannit 

such crines. · Pursuant to this Act, each federal agency has prarulgated 

regulations on minimum security devices and procedures, which, for all 

intents and purposes, are identical. Financial institutions violating a 

rule promulgated pursuant to the Act are subject to civil penalties. 

The regulations of our savings bank members' primary federal regulator, 

the FDIC, are found at 12 C.F.R. Part 326. The FDIC security regulations 
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require each savings bank to designate a security officer to develop 

appropriate security measures and security devices, including surveillance 

systems. (12 C.F.R. Part 326, Appendix A.) Based on these security re

gulations, some of our rneobers have provided for the use of surveillance 

cameras in the teller areas, and rrost require an identifying employee num

ber on all transactions processed by an employee. Employees are aware 

of these security measures and it is recognized that they are necessary 

for the . employees' safety. The placement of m:mitoring devices in the 

teller area reasonably pennits our banks to canply with the FDIC's se

curity regulations, ·that is,to.discourage crimes and identify criminals. 

The purpose·of the devices is~ to mon~tor employee procluctivity.· 

Although we do not bel:i.eve_that it is the intent of this legislation to 

deter the-use of electronic m:motoring for legitimate security purposes, 

it is unclear whether the bill's language· would apply to electronic moni

toring for security purposes. If savings 'banks were covered under the 

bill's provisions, savings banks would be limited to a 30-day per-year 

monitoring period and a new employee m:mitoring period of 42 days. 

This would potentially conflict ·with our rrernbers' FDIC security obliga

tions. 

Since. security devices and surveillance equipment are used custanarily 

in the savings bank business, it would appea+ that justification exists 

to exclude our members from this bill's provisions. Thus we would re

corrrnen:i respectfully that state and federally chartered savinis banks be 

deleted £ran the scope of this legislation. 
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April 6, 1990 

The Honorable Joseph D.Patero, Chairman 
Assembly Labor Committee 
6 North Arlington Street 
P.O. Box747 
Manville, N. J. 08835 

Dear Assemblyman Patera, 

I am writing to you on behalf of the New Jersey Council of Savings 
Institutions regarding A-210(90) dealing with electronic monitoring 
in the workplace. The Council is a trade organization representing state 
and feJerallychartered savings banks in New Jersey. The Council feels 
strongly that A-210·'s provisions would impact negatively on a savings 
bank's security measures and may well conflict with or undermine min
imum security regulations promulgated by the FDIC pursuant to the 
Bank Protection Act ol 1968 (12 U.S.C. 1881 et seq.), 

The Bank Protection Act of 1968 require~ the federal supervisory agencies~
the FDIC_, the Federal Resf!rve, the Office of Thrift Supervision, and the 
Comptroller of the Currency--to establish minimum standards with respect· 

· to _the instailation, maintenance, and-operation of security devices and 
procedures to discourage robberies, burglaries, and larcenies and to 
assist in the ident.ification and apprehension of persons who commit such 
crimes. Pursuant to this Act, each of the above federal agencies has 
promulgated regulations on minimum security devices and procedures, which, 
for ali intents anc:! purposes, are identical. 

-The regulations of our savings bank ·members' primary federal regulator, 
the FDIC, are found at 12 C.F.R. Part )26. Among other requirements, 
these FDIC security regulations require savings banks to designate a 
security officer to develop ap.propriate security measures and se·curity 
devices, including surveillan\:E;! systems. The FDIC regulations require 
that all security programs be reduced to writing and approved by a 
savings bank's .board of directors. Based on these regulations, some of 
our members have provided for the use of cameras throughout their 
facilities and grounds, and.most rl!quire an identifying emplpyee num
ber on all transactions processed by an employee. 

Because savings banks must protect the safety and soundness of their 
institutions and employees, the Council is concerned that A-210, .if 
enacted in its present· form, couid, overall, severely hamper the security 
practices of savings banks in New Jersey. In addition, it seems the 
bill would conflict with our members' FDIC security obligations. 

•;•,:;i!ll'l J (1.11:i,·1:10 

! J,,.·, .) .. ,,;,.y C:nrlfl(.d (,f 
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Since security devices and surveillance equipment are used customarily 
in the savings bank business, it would appear that justification exists 
to exclude our members from this billfs provisions. Should it be so 
d·ecided, the Council would be available to submit language toward that 
end. 

On behalf of the New Jersey Council of Savings Institutions, I appreci
ate the opportunity to share our thoughts on issues of mutual concern. 
Please feel free to contact the Council if we can further assist you. 

1;:;;::1 if!c& UA, 

Gustav J. (Jchlaier . 
Director, Lega~ De~artment 

·cc: Hon. David. C. Schwartz 
Hon. Gerard S. Naples 
Gregory L. Williams 
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November 22 1 1988 

The Honorable David Schwartz 
Assemblyman 
P. O. Box 150 
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903 

Dear Assemblyman Schwartz: 

-----------?-e: A 3656 ('88) ~' 

I am writing to you on behalf of the New Jersey Council of 
Savings Institutions regarding Assembly Bill No. 3656 dealing ~ith 
electronic monitoring in the workplace. The Operacicns and Human 
Resoui;ces Corr.rnittees of the Council have reviewed .. the bill ~nd 
feel strongly that its provisions would negatively impacc on a 
bank's security _measures, 

Although we do not disagree that employees should receive 
some degree of ·protecticn in revealing personal· data about en 
individual without the employ~e 1 s consent, as a matter ~f public 
trust all financial ir.stitutions must: p'rotect the safety and 
soundness o~ the lnstitution. -This duty to the public and its 
customers inevitably entails _the mohitoring of bank employees. 

Security precautions ~arrant the use of cameras throughout 
a bank's facilities and grounds. The expense of equipping these 

· cameras with audible ~nd/or visual signals would be significant. 
A~ financial institutions do not use these devices primarily to 
monit6r employe~ productivity but for security reasans, these 
costs would not be justified. 

In addition, it is necessary for all financial institutions. 
to provide an audit trsil. Thus most financial institutions video
tape all transactions and reqt1ire an identifying number relating to 
the employee that processed the transaction. The bill's provisions 
would hinder an institution's ability to audit an employee fo~ 
security and fraud purposes. 

For the above reasons, our committees believe this bill 
would have the unintended effect of frustrating a bank's security 
efforts with a concomitant increase in the incidence ~f fraud 
against banks, and thus oppose it. 

~!~ST v1:;, ':Jo'AfR).l•N 
Wef!d11tll T !,~H~fuOI 

rnEr-:Jr,CNT 
Sil'l'IUl!I J. C.u"!'lll.f"C 
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I rhank you in advance for this opportunity to express 
our concerns. Please feel free co c~ntact me if you have 
any questions or wiah to discuss our concerns further, 

GJS:eu 

cc1 The Honorable Robert Littell 
The Honorable.Peter Genova 
Ms. kyra Lindemann, Department of Banking 
Mr. Alfred Griffith, New Jersey Banker$ Associetion 
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SECURITIES INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION 
120 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10271 • (212) 608-1500 • Facsimile: (212) 608·1604 

April 12, 1990 

Re: Assembly Bill 210 

The Securities Industry Association!/ believes that 
Assembly Bill 210 ("the bill") as currently drafted raises a 
number of questions that may not have been anticipated by the 
sponsois 1 b~t which must be ca~efully considered before taking 
further ~ction on the bill. As drafted, the bill would have a 
very broad application and might require broker-dealers to 
undert~ke a number of burdensome steps in order to avoid. 

·_criminal liability for inadvertent violations of the bill. 

Some of SIA's.member firms regularly record· tel~phone calls 
of inst ltutional salesmen. su·ch salesmen limit their customer· 
contact to "institutional" purchasers or seilers of securities 
such as . banks, pens ion funds, and othe c b·rokerage firms. 
Almost all of their· trading consists of hblock" trades i,e., 
purchases or sales of 10,000 shares or mor~ of a stock, or 
equally large trades of govjrnme11t· or corporate debt. Thi sums 
involved in each such trade.can range from hundreds of 
thousands to sevexal million dbllara. Any mistake in a buy oi 
sell order of such size may p~ove very costly, and in an 
attempt to ensure that orders are accurate, a number of firms 
record the phone calls of such salesmen. This practice is 

The Secutities I~dustry Association is the trad~ 
aasociation representing over 6QO securities firms 
headquartered throughout the United States and Canada. lts 
members includ~ securities organizations of virtually all 
types--investment banks, brokers, dealers and mutual fund 
companies, as well as other firms functioning on the floors 
of the exchanges. SIA members are active in all exchange 
maikets, in the over-the-counter market and in all phases 
of corporate and public finance. Colleatlvely, they 
provid~ investors with a full spectrum of securities and 
inveetment services and account for approximately 90\ of: 
the aecurities business being done in North America. 

\AIA C-:llltr,.11'1Tl"'\td ,...~,_,,..,.. ,...,,,,.., • • .-. , 
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widely known and accepted. Nonetheless, auch conduct would 
likely be covered by the bill if it were enacted in its present 
form. 

The bill would also have a deleterious impact upon the 
manner in which many firms train brokers. For example, it la a 
common practice at t~ainlng classes for new stockbrokers to 
place a telephone call to a prospective customer. This ia 
sometimes done over a apeakerphone so that the other trainees 
in the claaa may.monitor the conversation as a means of 
learning proper technique. It also permits instructors to 
evaluate the trainee's method and to ensure that he adopts a 
proper approach in dealing with a custom~r. Perhaps more 
importantly, under the· rele'lant state tlnd federal laws 
governing· the eec,.11 l ties lndust,: y •. "' compc1:?heneive matrix of 
state and f(!!deta L J'!l\,,r l!f'lg bee11 d~•1eJ.•)p"'d for· regulating· the 
conduct of secudties fi!;ms and_th~ir: employees •. compliance 
personnel within firms have a duty to supervise brokers to 
ensure that th~y understand the varlous products that they· 
sell, and that these investments ar~ suitable for the broker's 
customers. Such practices -- eaRent.lal for a business which is 
in large measure conducted over the telephone -- might be 
viewed as "electronic monitoring" and come within the ~cope of· 
the. bill • 

. However, in reading the Statement which accompanies _the 
.bill we sen~e that its intent la to reach the monitoring of 
phone calls by.~mployees of tele-phone com~anies. If this is 
the. case, we suggest that the 'bill be amended so as to exempt 
the employees of industries alread~ heavily regulated, such as 
securities firms registered with the state Bureau of Securities· 
and/or the federal Seour l ties and Excha11ge Coin1niaeion·. 
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